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1. Overview of Workshop
On March 17-19, 1992, the NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC), Hampton, VA,
conducted a workshop on Fly-By-Light/Power-By-Wire (FBL/PBW) Requirements
and Technology at the H.J.E. Reid Conference Center, Hampton, VA. Objectives
of this workshop were to determine FBL/PBW program subelement technical re-
quirements and needs from an industry viewpoint, to provide a forum for presenting
and documenting alternative technical approaches, and to assess the adequacy of the
NASA program plan in accomplishing plan objectives, aims, and technology trans-
fer. The workshop was attended by 157 selected representatives fl'om NASA LaIRC,
NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC), the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA),
the Department of Defense (DoD), academia, the airline industry, and the aerospace
industry, including airframe manufacturers and specialized industry technologists.
Appendix A contains a list of workshop attendees.
The NASA I"BL/PBW program was developed by NASA Headquarters, NASA
LaRC, and NASA LeRC in support of the NASA Aeronautics strategic thrust in
Subsonic Aircraft/National Airspace. Specifically, this program is an initiative under
Thrust 1, Key Objective 2, to "develop, in cooperation with U.S. industry, selected
high-payoff technologies that can enable significant improvements in aircraft efficiency
and cost." Appendix B contains the NASA plan for the FBL/PBW program. The
workshop was the first of a series aimed at maintaining and nurturing industry in-
volvement for the purpose of facilitating technology transfer.
As shown in Table 1.1, the workshop consisted of an introductory meeting, a
"keynote" presentation, a program question and answer session, a series of individ-
ual panel sessions covering specific technology areas, midcourse panel reports to all
participants, final summarizing/integrating sessions for individual panels, and a clos-
ing plenary session summarizing the results of each panel's activities. Felix L. Pit ts,
LaRC FBL/PBW Technical Program Manager, opened the workshop by introducing
J. F. Creedon, Director for Flight Systems, NASA LaRC. Following a short wel-
coming address by Creedon, Felix Pitts presented an overview of the FBL/PBW
program and discussed the objectives and structure of the workshop. He stressed
that a significant challenge for this workshop was dictated by the fact that require-
ments for all technology areas are interdependent due to the systems context in
which they all must function. To accommodate and account for synergistic sen-
sor/architecture/actuator/power requirements, driving factors from each technology
perspective had to be identified and communicated. Conflicting requirements across
technologies needed to be resolved and a compatible set of requirements derived. This
had to be accomplished while satisfying cost, manufacturability, flight worthiness, and
certifiability goals. 3% help accomplish this vital coordination of inter-related require-
ments, discussion and interaction between session chairpersons were encouraged. It
was further indicated that due to time considerations, indepth coverage of all require-
ments categories was not possible. It was, however, important that critical require-
ments/issues which would have substantial impact on technology areas be identified.
Appendix C contains the viewgraphs used by Felix Pitts for his presentation.
Table 1.1. Agenda
FLY-BY-LIGHT/POWER-BY-WIRE WORKSHOP
NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER, HAMPTON, VA
MARCH 17-19, 1992
H.J.E. REID CONFERENCE CENTER
March 17,
8:30 AM
9:30 AM
9:45 AM
10:30 AM
11:00 AM
12:30 PM
1:30 PM
3:00 PM
4:45 PM
5:00 PM
1992
Register at Conference Center
Welcome
Program and Workshop Overview
Break
Keynote Address
Lunch (NASA Cafeteria)
Individual Panel Sessions
Refreshments Available
Adjourn
Cash Bar/Social at Conference Center
J. F. Creedon, LaRC Dir. for Flight Systems
Felix L. Pitts, LaRC FBL/PBW Technical Mgr.
James Treacy, FAA National Resource Specialist
Table1.1Agenda(continued)
March18,1992
8:30AM
10:30AM
12:30PM
1:30PM
5:30PM
5:30PM
5:30PM
7:00PM
IndividualPanelSessions
RefreshmentsAvailable
Lunch(NASACafeteria)
PlenarySession:MidcoursePanelSummaryReports
1:30PM OSSMidcourseSummaryReport
2:00PM SEPMMidcourseSummaryReport
2:20PM EAMidcourseSummaryReport
2:40 PM EESG Midcourse Summary Report
3:00 PM FTA Midcourse Summary Report
3:30 PM BREAK
4:00 PM EME Midcourse Summary Report
4:30 PM SID Midcourse Summary Report
5:00 PM OPEN FORUM
Caucus of Session Chairpersons and NASA Deputies
Adjourn
Cash Bar/Social at the Conference Center
Dinner at Fisherman's Wharf
March 19, 1992
8:30 AM
10:30 AM
12:30 PM
1:30 PM
5:00 PM
Individual Panel Sessions
Refreshments Available
Lunch (NASA Cafeteria)
Plenary Session: Final Reports by Panel Chairpersons
1:30 PM OSS Report
2:00 PM SEPM Report
2:20 PM EA Report
2:40 PM EESG Report
3:00 PM FTA Report
3:30 PM BREAK
4:00 PM EME Report
4:30 PM SID Report
Adjourn
Milton Holt, Division Chief for Information Systems at LaRC, introduced the
keynote speaker, James Treacy. Treaey, a National Resource Specialist for the FAA,
discussed the introduction of advanced avionics technologies from a certification per-
spective. It was indicated that some areas of concern to the FAA for advanced systems
were the certification of software for flight-critical functions, increased testing needed
to certify avionics for the aircraft; electromagnetic enviromnent (EME), and certifying
architectures that use very large scale integrated circuits. Treacy noted that while the
Boeing 777 and the McDonnell-Douglas MD12 will employ fly-by-wire (FBW) tech-
nology, no current U.S. transport aircraft use FBL/PBW technology. Based on this,
Treaty speculated that the FBL/PBW program will be challenged to demonstrate to
the airlines that FBL/PBW technology benefits exceed the risks.
After the keynote address, Herbert W. Schlickenmaier, Program Manager, NASA
Headquarters, and Felix L. Pitts answered questions from workshop applicants re-
garding the FBL/PBW program.
The first of a series of panel working sessions was held during the afternoon of
March 17. Seven panels covering five major disciplinary areas were assembled from
the workshop participants. These areas were: 1) optical sensor systems (OSS) includ-
ing sensor and electro-optic converters; 2) power-by-wire (PBW) systems with panels
for secondary electric power management (SEPM), electrical actuators (EA), and
electrical engine starters/generators (EESG); 3) designed for validation FBL/PBW
fault-tolerant architectures (FTA) based on electronic fault-tolerant computer sys-
tems with optical signaling interconnects for vehicle management, flight control, and
PBW management; 4) electromagnetic environment (EME) assessment; and 5) sys-
tem integration and demonstration (SID). Each panel had an industry chairperson,
a NASA deputy, and a technical coordinator from the Research Triangle Institute
(RTI). While each panel chairperson was responsible for structuring the panel's ac-
tivities, panels were requested to:
• address the technical requirements, needs, and critical issues for the associated
technology area
• determine requirements for technology demonstrations
• assess the adequacy of the NASA program with respect to objectives, weak-
nesses, risks, demonstration, and technology transfer
• determine the critical system requirements, issues and tradeoffs associated with
inter-relationships between all technology areas
• consolidate, prioritize, and report the findings of the session activities
It was further requested that each panel address the following questions:
• What are the overall FBL/PBW requirements?
• What are the functional/capability requirements for FBL/PBW demonstration?
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• Aretherespecialrequirementsor issuesthat shouldbe identifiedfor this tech-
nologyarea with respectto certification,testing, reliability-maintainability-
availability,fault tolerance,environmentalrequirements,etc?
• What are the requirements/issueswith respectto integrationof this technol-
ogyinto FBL/PBW ? (Carefullyconsiderinter-relationswith other technology
areas.)
• What are the requirements/issueswith respectto certificationof FBI,/PBW
systems.'?
Figure 1.1 illustratesthe generalrequirementsareasthat weresuggesteda.sappro-
priate for panelconsideration.In addition,specificpanelswererequestedto address
certain specificissuesor questionsthat wereconsideredappropriatefor the panels'
technologyarea.
FUNCTIONALITY Technical Requirements RMA
_._ and Iss_
PERFORMANC_ /_
/ FIDELITY PHYSICAL_ DEMONSTRATION
TESTING
HIRF CERTIFICATION
INTEGRATION
Figure 1.1. Requirements Categories for Panel Sessions
To foster and facilitate conununication of the inter-related requirements and issues,
each panel chairperson presented a midworkshop summary report, to all part.Jell)ants
on the second afternoon of the workshop. Following these reports, the panel chair-
persons and NASA deputies met to review workshop progress, discuss inter-related
issues, and discuss panel activities for the final day of the workshop. In addition to
the midterm reports, summaries of each panel session were distributed to all panels
each morning of the workshop.
During the morning of March 19, panel sessions were held to complete panel
discussions, to reach consensus, and to prepare a final summary report. Session
chairpersons presented the final panel summary reports to all participants in the
afternoon of March 19. Viewgraphs for these presentations are included in Appendix
E.
Chapter 2 of this report summarizes the findings of each panel and Chapter 3
documents each panel's activities.
The text of this report is based on notes taken by session coordinators during panel
sessions and on summary reports prepared by session coordinators in cooperation with
panel chairpersons. These notes are supplemented by transcripts of midcourse and
final summary presentations given by panel chairpersons during workshop plenary
sessions. The RTI session coordinators were: 1) Jeff Bartlett (OSS), 2) Jorge Montoya
(SEPM), 3) Ed Withers (EA), 4) Dave McLin (EESG), 5) Charlotte Scheper (FTA),
6) Aubry Cross (EME), and Robert Baker (SID). The panel chairpersons were: 1)
Irv Reese (OSS), 2) Lisa McDonald (SEPM), 3) Ed Beaucharnp and James Mildice
(EA), 4) Rick audey and Thomas Jahns (EESG), 5) Dagfinn Gangsaas (FTA), 6)
Richard Hess (EME), and 7) John Todd (SID).
Ingrid Agolia and Gail Loveland of RTI were responsible for preparation and
revision of this report. Robert Baker of RTI and Felix Pitts of NASA LaRC served
as technical editors.
2. Principal Findings and Recommendations
2.1. Individual Panel
Tables 2.1 through 2.7 summarize the principle findings and recommendations for
individual panels. More detailed treatments of these items are contained in Chapter
3 and Appendix E of this report.
Table 2.1. Key OSS Recommendations and Findings
• Benefit Study of Merging FBL and PBW
- Identify payoffs and how to accomplish payoffs
- Merging has not been addressed previously
- Integral part of scheduled FBL/PBW requirements study
• Analyze Test bed Options to Satisfy OSS Requirements
- Closed loop engine and flight control
- Significant flight hours
- Feed-back and feed-forward optics
- LaRC ATOPS 737 does not meet the above requirements
• FBL Establish Close Working Relationship with FAA
Table 2.2. Key EA Recommendations and Findings
• Integrate demonstration with other PBW programs (risk sharing)
• Change all-electric to more-electric
- Cultural revolution required for all electric
- Certification issues
• Demonstrate aileron, rudder, and spoiler in ground tests and aileron in-flight
• No EA showstoppers
• LaRC ATOPS 737 acceptable
Table2.3. Key SEPMRecommendationsandFindings
• Studyto definesystemarchitectureandrequirements
• Recommend400Hznearterm
• 20KHzpowerwillnotbereadyby1996
- Technologicaluncertainty
- Impactonmaintenanceinfrastructure
• Domoreflighttesting
- Requiredforacceptance
• LaRC ATOPS 737 is an acceptable test bed
• Establish close relationship with FAA
Table 2.4. Key EESG Recommendations and Findings
• Recommend 400 Hz near term
• Recommend internally mounted EESG
- Engine redesign
- Eliminate gear box
- Higher reliability necessary
- Leverage DoD efforts
Table 2.5. Key FTA Recommendations and Fin,lings
• Trade study and baseline benefits study for preferred architecture/target aircraft
• Develop industry standards
• Focus on certification methodology
• Establish close relationship with FAA
• Demonstrate flight-critical functions in flight
• Power is flight critical
• Human factors and pilot interface should be added to WBS
Table 2.6. Key EME Recommendations and Findings
• Three-dimensional, finite difference, time domain is preferred analytical methodology
- First priority: Extend frequency range/spatial resolution
- Second priority: Provide non-specialist interface
• Potential fly-by test sites for code validation
- Voice of America
- VHF Omni Range Sites
- NASA-Wallops Radar
• LaRC ATOPS 737 ideal test vehicle
Table 2.7. Key SID Recommendations and Findings
• Requirements and architecture analysis and synthesis study
• Develop flexible research architecture
- Insertion of new/alternate technology
- Credible results
- Incremental technology transfer
• Identify and evaluate ground and flight test beds for timely technology transfer
• Flight test optical closed loop engine control
• Flight test representative EESG (not panel consensus)
• Demonstrate flight-critical functions (not panel consensus)
- Implies LaRC ATOPS 737 for flight tests does not meet requirements (LaRC ATOPS
uses "Safety Pilot" concept)
2.2. Common Findings
2.2.1. Aircraft Systems Requirements and Architecture Study
Each panel with the exception of EME and EA recommended a study to determine
system requirements and to establish the system architecture. The FTA panel recom-
mended a trade study to determine a preferred architecture for a commercial transport
and a baseline benefits study. The SID panel recommended a requirements and archi-
tecture analysis and synthesis study to determine requirements and architectures that
support various ph_es of FBL/PBW integration, demonstration, and evaluation.
The FBL/PBW workshop established a large number of requirements and iden-
tified important design decision topics and issues. Most of these requirements were
general enough to be better described as design constraints, objectives, and guide-
lines. Many open requirements and design issues were identified. Detailed design
requirements and specifications could not be established because: the overall require-
ments were not available at this stage of the program, the system architecture must be
established before certain requirements can be determined, and certain requirements
are interrelated with several panel technical areas and must be determined through
complex trade-off analyses. The program plan calls for a requirements study to be
conducted during the early stages of the program. Panel recommendations confirm
the necessity of this study.
The OSS panel recommended that a requirements study be conducted and that
the study include a benefit assessment of the merging of FBL and PBW. A modest
effort was suggested for the benefit assessment. The prevailing opinions expressed
in the caucus of panel chairpersons and FBL/PBW program managers were that
sufficient benefit studies had been conducted for FBL and PBW and that additional
benefit studies were not necessary. The OSS panel noted, however, that while benefits
for FBL and PBW had been separately assessed, none of the studies had assessed the
benefits of merging the two technologies. SEPM recommended a study to define a
power system architecture and requirements. While not specifically recommending a
requirements study, EESG noted that the EESG design and requirements definition
could not start until the power system architecture and requirements were estab-
lished. The caucus of panel chairpersons recommended a requirements and validation
architecture definition study.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the factors and perspectives that would influence a system
requirements and architecture synthesis study. While high-level, general requirements
can be established without knowledge of a specific aircraft system, knowledge of the
aircraft system architecture is necessary to determine more detailed design require-
ments. Consequently, the study must also determine preferred candidate architec-
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tures. In addition to technologyfactors, requirementsdefinition and architecture
selectionmust bedriven by other factorssuchas cost, safety, maintenance, manu-
facturability, handling quality, and pilot interface. The study would have to address
not only architectures and requirements suitable for commercial transport but would
have to address the architectures and requirements for ground-based and flight-based
system integration, evaluation, and demonstration. As noted in the SID proceeding
and findings of Chapter 3, demonstration architectures will require the flexibility to
support alternate FBL/PBW technologies.
2.2.2. Leverage from Non-NASA FBL or PBW Programs
The NASA program plans call for use of the PBL technology base from the joint
Navy/NASA program, FOCSI. There were frequent suggestions throughout the work-
shop that NASA should take advantage of the FBL and PBW technology bases or
test beds that have been developed in other programs. The context of these sugges-
tions were most often either budget constraints for demonstration or the development
of timely technology readiness evidence. OSS recommended an analysis of test bed
options other than those currently planned for the program. This was based on the
need for significant flight test hours and closed loop engine control to demonstrate
OSS technology. SID recommended that a survey be conducted to identify and eval-
uate existing alternate ground and flight test beds which would facilitate and enable
technology transfer in a timely manner. However, participants in the PBW panels
made the strongest recommendations for cooperation with other government PBW
programs. EESG recommended that DoD efforts be leverage& EA recommended
risk sharing with other non-NASA PBW technology programs. Accordingly, there
is a need to examine non-NASA FBL or PBW technology programs to determine
if there are opportunities to leverage these to support the NASA development and
demonstration objectives.
2.2.3. Relationship with the FAA
The NASA plan calls for a close working relationship with the FAA. All panels rec-
ognized and emphasized the importance of FAA certification. OSS, SEPM, and FTA
specifically recommended the development of a close working relationship with the
FAA. It can be concluded that the planned FAA role in FBL/PBW should be main-
tained, and the efforts to foster and facilitate this vital interaction should be contin-
ued. Furthermore, the relationship should be monitored to assure that interaction is
suf_cient to meet program needs.
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2.2.4. Merging of FBL and PBW
The merging of FBL and PBW technologies in the NASA program was discussed in
SID, OSS, FTA, and EME; the chairpersons caucus; and in the keynote address. Par-
ticipants inquired about the rationale for and the value of linking the two technology
areas. OSS recommended a study to identify the payoffs of merging the technologies.
2.3. Critical Issues
The critical issues identified in the workshop were the potential needs for flight test of
the EESG component, of FBL in a propulsion system and of a flight-critical function.
All of these would impact the adequacy of the LaRC ATOPS 737 for flight test and
would have substantial cost impact on the program.
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3. Proceedings and Findings for Panel Sessions
3.1. Optical Sensor Systems (OSS) Panel
3.1.1. Leading Particulars
The OSS panel was chaired by Irv Reese from Boeing Commercial. Robert J. Bamnbick
from NASA LeRC was the NASA deputy and Jeff Bartlett from RTI was panel coordi-
nator. In addition, Randall Morton of ELDEC Corp., Andrew Glista of NAVAIR, Ed
Mitchell of Douglas Aircraft and Kiyoung Chung of General Electric were designated
as panelists to aid the chairperson in preparing workshop visuals and in summarizing
session content. The panel was comprised of 31 members whose names and affiliations
are as follows:
NAME ORGANIZATION
]rv Reese
Bob Baumbick
Jeff Bartlett
Ralph Bielinski
Victor Bird
Paul Bjork
Joe Bluish
A1 Burckle
Kiyoung Chung
Stephen Emo
Luis Figueroa
Drew Glista
Gordon Hamilton
Dave ttolmes
Wayne Lance
Christopher Mayer
Quin G. Mendosa
Mike Miller
Ron Miller
Ed Mitchell
Randy Morton
Boeing Commercial (Chairperson)
NASA LeRC (Deputy)
Research Triangle Institute (Coordinator)
Eaton Corp.
Allison Gas Turbine
Honeywell
Allied Signal
Naval Surface Warfare Center - Crane, In.
GE Aircraft Engines
Allied Signal (Bendix)
Boeing
NAVAIR SYSCOM
Douglas Aircraft
NASA LaRC
Honeywell
AMETEK Aerospace
Boeing
Litton
GE Aircraft Controls
Douglas Aircraft
ELDEC Corp.
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NAME ORGANIZATION
Leon Newman
,lim Patterson
Gary Poppel
Chuck Porter
Stan Pruett
Mike Rietz
Scott Schaefer
Dan Seal
Gary Seng
United Tech. Research Center
NASA I,aRC
General Electric
Boeing
Wright Lab (Air Force)
McDonnell Aircraft
Moog, Inc.
McDonnell Aircraft
NASA LeRC
In a letter to the chairperson and panelists of FBL/PBW Optical Sensor System
(OSS) session, Robert Baumbick established the objectives for the OSS. The letter
is contained in Appendix D of this report. The key questions to be answered by the
OSS panel were:
1. What are the requirements for the OSS portion of this program?
2. If the program, as currently structured, is completed, will the results prove
optical sensor system readiness from the technical point of view?
3. Will the results support simpler certification processes?
4. How do we best transition the technology into production systems?
5. What are the priorities for this technology to be transitioned?
6. What key issues (if any) must be worked with the other areas 'sessions), espe-
cially fault-tolerant architecture definition, and power-by-wire?
The following issues were to be considered to answer the above questions:
1. Is the chosen test bed (LaRC ATOPS 737) a reasonable test bed for evaluation
of optical sensor system networks? If not, what test bed is recommended?
2. Is the Optical Sensor System program designed properly to prove technology
readiness?
3. Should the level of technology in this program consider:
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(a) fully redundantsensor architecture
(b) power by optics (using electrical BOM sensors for position)
(c) optical control of power to actuators
(d) smart sensor/actuator systems (local loop closure)
(e) built-in test capability and failure accommodation of sensor systems
4. What are the pros and cons of competing technologies vs. optical sensor sys-
tems?
5. Should the program focus on technology readiness for the 1996 timeframe or
beyond (year 2005)?
3.1.2. Proceedings
Following a brief discussion of an OSS workplan by Robert Baumbick, Gary Seng
of NASA LeRC presented an overview of FBL development and test portion of the
FBL/PBW program. Luis Figueroa of Boeing discussed the Optoelectronic Industry
Development Association (OIDA), a consortium to improve worldwide competitive-
ness of the North American optoelectronic industry. Gary L. Poppel of General
Electric and Dan Seal of McDonnell Aircraft gave separate briefings on the Fiber Op-
tic Control System Integration (FOCSI) program activities in propulsion and flight
control, respectively. Andrew Glista from NAVAIR SYSCOM discussed data net-
work architectures for delivering distributed sensor data to processing resources in an
integrated flight control system.
Panel discussions were first directed toward determining the requirements for the
optical sensor systems of the FBL/PBW program. To obtain industry acceptance, the
panel felt it was absolutely essential that OSS technology be demonstrated in flight for
closed loop flight and propulsion control systems. The demonstration should include:
• Actuator position sensing using optical technology
• Optical control of actuators
• Thrust control for one engine using 'all optical technology
• Engine monitoring with optical technology
• Control for at least one aircraft axis using optical technologies
• At least two distinct OSS technologies, e.g., WDM, Lidar, Analog, etc.
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The panelfurther recommendedthat an OSSconfigurationrepresentativeof a
largeaircraft bedemonstratedand that the programbuild on the lessonsof FOCSI
and OPMIS.Failuremonitoring,redundancy,navigationand guidancesensors,and
hydraulicactuationmustalsobeaddressedfor OSS.Finally, thepanelrecommended
that the demonstrationincludesignificantflight time. It wasstrongly recommended
that NASA conductananalysisof test bedoptionsthat wouldsatisfythe require-
mentsestablishedfor demonstration.The suitability of the LaRC ATOPS737was
questionedwith respectto significantflight time, the needto demonstrateOSSon
digitally controlledengines(LaRCATOPS737doesn'thavedigitally controlleden-
gines),andmaintainingsafeoperationof the aircraft. It wasnotedthat theLockheed
High TechnologyTestBed,a C-130,hasadvancedsystemsinstalledon it and could
potentially be availablefor supportingFBL/PBW demonstrations.The panel felt
that a 757or a DC-11wouldbedesirablefor a testbed. The panelalsonotedthat
testbedoptionsshouldnotnecessarilybe restrictedto a singleaircraft. Forexample,
flight controlandpropulsioncontroldemonstrationscouldbeconductedondifferent
aircraft.
Establishingthe credibility of OSSwith original equipmentmanufacturersand
enduserswasdiscussedby the panel.To establishthat credibility,potential benefits
suchasmanufacturingcostreduction,signalrouting flexibility, reductionof connec-
tion paths,reduceddirectoperatingcost,loweraircraftweight,andaddedfunctional
capabilitymust bedemonstrated.In addition,useof the technologymust not com-
promisesafetynor introducedisadvantagesthat offsetdemonstratedbenefits.
FAA interactionwith the FBL/PBW programwasconsiderednecessaryfor pro-
gramsuccess.The panelrecommendedthat:
• the FAA be familiarizedwith OSStechnology
• the FAA bekeptabreastof developments
• the FAA beinformedon issuesandsolutions
• the FAA providecertificationinputsand perspectives
While anumberof studieshavebeenconductedto identifythe benefitsof EBL or
PBWtechnology,the panelnotedthat noneof thesestudiesaddressedthe benefitsof
combiningthe two technologies.The panelrecommendedthat sucha benefit study
be includedin the requirementstudyplannedfor the FBL/PBW program.
OSSintegrationon theaircraft andstandardizationof componentsand interfaces
wereidentifiedas itemsto beestablishedin cooperationwith fault-tolerantarchitec-
ture and systemsintegrationareas.
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Chairperson,Irv Reese,presentedthe OSSfinal summary report at the work-
shopclosingplenarysession.Viewgraphsusedfor this presentationarecontainedin
AppendixE.
3.1.3. Summary of OSS Requirements
General Requirements Recommended by OSS
• Demonstrate closed-loop control system in flight
• Make OSS Technology available 1996
• Establish credibility with OEM and end user
• Optical feedback of actuator position
• Optical control of actuators
• Optical control for hydraulic actuator
• Demonstrate optical control of one axis of aircraft
• Demonstrate control of thrust for one engine using optical technology
• Include optical NAV and guidance sensors in flight demonstrations
• OSS redundancy and fault monitoring must be included
• Include two distinct OSS technologies
• Demonstrate installation of OSS for large aircraft
• Utilize lessons from FOCSI and OPMIS
• Test bed available for significant hours
Open Issues Identified by OSS
• Test aircraft requirements?
• Do flight and propulsion tests need to be done on same aircraft?
• OSS integration and standardization issues?
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• £ME requirementsfor OSS?
• OSStechnologyavailability status?
Recommendationsby OSS
• Benefit study as integral part of requirementsstudy at front of programto
establishtechnologybenefitsandrisksthat must be testedto provereadiness
Requirementsthat Needto beAddressedby OSS
• Full complementof aircraft sensorsand their fidelity, reliability, bandwidlh,
RMA, built-in test,etc.
• Networkarchitecturefor sensordatacollection
• Sensoredundancyrequirements
• Characterizefailure modesandratesfor OSS
• Maintenance/installationrequirements
1,()
3.2. Power-By-Wire Technology (PBW) Panel
3.2.1. PBW Introductory Session
Due to the broad scope of PBW technology, the PBW portion of the workshop was ad-
dressed by three panels: Secondary Electrical Power Management (SEPM), Electrical
Actuators (EA), and Electrical Engine Starters and Generators (EESG). Following
the opening plenary session, the three panels met together. The agenda for this initial
meeting was set forth in a letter to panel chairpersons from David D. Renz of NASA
LeRC. A copy of the letter is contained in Appendix D.
Questions to be answered at the end of the PBW sessions were:
1. What are the requirements for the PBW portion of this program?
2. If the program, as currently structured, is completed, will the results prove
power-by-wire system readiness from the technical point of view?
3. Will the results support simpler certification processes?
4. How do we best transition the technology into production systems? If not, what
efforts need to be added to demonstrate technology readiness?
5. What are the priorities for this technology to be transitioned?
6. What key issues (if any) must be worked with the other areas (sessions), espe-
cially fault-tolerant architecture definition, and fly-by-light?
7. What results are expected from the the workshop?
- measure system application state of readiness
- measure component state of readiness
- identify specific system development needed
- identify specific component development needed
- identify system integration development needed
- scope out industry roadmap for all-electric aircraft
Issues for discussions expected to lead to answers to the above questions were:
1. Is the chosen test bed (LaRC ATOPS 737) a reasonable test bed for evaluation
of a power-by-wire system? If not, what type test bed is recommended, how
many, what locations, etc.? What has to be flown to prove flight readiness?
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2. Is the PBW programdesignedproperly to provetechnologyreadiness?If not,
what changeshouldbe made?What shouldthe tectmologyroadnlapbe?
3. Shouldthe levelof technologyin this programconsider:
- fully redundantpowersystem(fault-tolerant)
- built-in test capability
- smart electricalactuators
4. What are the prosandconsof competingtechnologies(e.g.,highpressurehy-
draulics)vs. power-by-wiresystems?
5. Shouldthe programfocuson technologyreadinessfor the 1996time frameor
beyond(year2005)?
6. Distributedpowerandloadcontrolvs. centralizedarchitecture
7. PMAD Architecture- fault-tolerantavionicsarchitectures
GaleR. Sundberg of NASA LeRC presented an overview of the PBW technology
program, tte reviewed the results of PBW technology benefits studies, which indicate
that PBW saves weight, fuel, and life-cycle costs. Critical technologies were identi-
fied, and the structure and schedule of the NASA PBW plan were reviewed. The
viewgraphs for Gale Sundberg's presentation are contained in Appendix C.
Dick Quigley of Wright Laboratories discussed the More Electric Aircraft (MEA)
program. Eike Richter of General Electric Aircraft Engines gave a presentation on an
Air Force-sponsored program to develop a 375kw integral starter/generator. Louis J.
Feiner of McDonnell Douglas gave a presentation on a NASA sponsored all-electric
conventional technology study for civil transport aircraft.
Next, Louis Peiner, in his role as PBW Chairperson, discussed how the individual
PBW panels should conduct their work, discussed the general questions and issues
that should be addressed, provided worksheets and parts lists to aid panel efforts,
and provided a time table for panel activities. Viewgraphs for this presentation are
contained in Appendix C. Ed Beauchamp of Allied Signal and Dick VanNocker of
General Electric responded to an invitation to panel members for a short presenta-
tion on PBW technology perspectives. Ed Beauchamp posed the question, "Why
more electric, and why not all-electric?" It was indicated that high temperature
environments and high peak power requirements do not favor electric power. Dick
VanNocker discussed the value of higher voltage levels for PBW components and
needs for alternating and direct current power.
A summary of issues and observations regarding the presentations and ensuing
discussions are:
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• Convincingindustry to adoptall-electricaircraft will bea significantchallenge.
Industry needsto seesignificantadvantagesrelatedto all-electric.Mentioned
were: reducedcapital acquisitioncosts,significantfuel savings(> 10%),or
significantweightsavings(> 30,000lbs.)
• Certificationis consideredto bea challengeboth by industry andthe FAA
• Studiesindicatepayoffby replacingcurrentpowersystemswith electricsystems
• The followingmustbe definedto put FBL/PBW into practice:
- Critical requirements
- Keyinterfaceissues
- Technologyinsertionissuesandtiming
- Technologyroadmap
- Rolesof NASA,Industry, FAA, andAirlines
- Testbeds:Groundbasedand/or flight based
• Needto look at test techniquesto seewhatwill providethe necessarylevelof
confidenceand meetcertification
• Needto considersystemintegrationandairframelimits fromthe start
• Needto look at current certificationrequirementsto seeif they makesensein
light of anall-electricaircraft
Issuesidentifiedasimportant for discussionwith otherpanelswere:
• Howwill designof powerdistribution affectreliability of overallsystem?
• What communicationsmechanismsarerequiredto allowPBW to work?
• What commonframeof referencecanall PBW panelsuseto discusstopicsof
commoninterest?
For the remainderof the workshopthe PBW panelsconductedseparatesessions.
Activitiesfor eachPBW panelaresummarizedin thefollowingsectionsofthis report.
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3.2.2. Secondary Electric Power Management (SEPM) Panel
3.2.2.1. Leading Particulars
The Secondary Electrical Power Management (SEPM) panel, a subgroup of the
Power-By-Wire (PBW) Systems and Components Working Group, met on March
17, 1992 to discuss issues and identify requirements associated with SEPM system
design and implenmntat.ion. After receiving its points of reference from the PBW
group chairperson, Louis Feiner of McDonnell-Douglas, the SEPM panel met late
in the afternoon of Tuesday, March 17, 1992 to begin its work. Panel chairperson,
Lisa McDonald of McDonnell-Douglas, welcomed the participants and introduced the
government representative, Barbara Kenny of NASA/Lewis Research Center, and the
RTI representative, Jorge Montoya.
Seventeen people attended the panel session. Of those, seven represented the
government, two represented airframers, seven represented equipment manufacturers,
and one was a university researcher. A list of attendees follows:
NAME ORGANIZATION
Lisa McDonald
Barbara Kenny
Jorge Montoya
Anthony Coleman
Chuck Meissner
Keith Young
Kevin McGinley
Rick Fingers
Lou Feiner
Steve Buska
Dick VanNocker
John N. Rice
Don Backstrom
Bill Jackson
Ralph Bielinski
Bill Campbell
Oleg Wasynczuk
McDonnell-Douglas (Chairperson)
NASA/Lewis Research Center (Deputy)
Research Triangle Institute (Coordinator)
Sverdrup Technology, Inc.
NASA/Langley Research Center
NAWC/ACD-Warminster
N AWC / AC D-Warminst er
USAF WL/POOX
McDonnell-Douglas
Honeywell
General Electric/Binghamton
Sundstrand
Westinghouse
Martin Marietta/Denver
Eaton Corporation
Hughes, MCD
Purdue University
The overall objective of the workshop was to determine the technical requirements
arid assess the adequacy of the program plan for the FBL/PBW program. As such,
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the generalobjectiveof the SEPM panelwasto generateinputs to support these
two generalobjectivesin the SEPMarea.Alnong the initial questionswhichhelped
framethe subsequentdiscussionswere:What constitutesa suitabledefinition of the
Secondaryl{lectrh'alPowerManagementsystem?What shouldits architecturelook
likeand whatshouldits relationshipto therestof theaircraft be?What technologies
needto be developedin order to enablethis part of the program? The following
agenda,Figure3.1,wasproposedby tlle chairpersonto guidethe panel'sdiscussions.
* Introduction
, Discussion(continuedfl'omPBW group)
, Review Workshop Objectives
• Concur on SEPM equipment
• Technical Requirements
- Critical Requirements, needs
- Interface Issues/Tradeoffs
• Technology Demonstration/Insertion
- Issues
- Timing
• Technology Roadmap
• Review NASA Program Plan
• Roles of NASA, FAA, Industry, Airlines
• Summarize
Figure 3.1. Agenda
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3.2.2.2. Proceedings
Havingagreedon an agenda,the panelestablishedguidelinesto further focustlw
discussions.Theguidelinesestablishedwere:1) discussviable technology;2) estab-
fisha realistictechnologyavailabilitydate (TAI)); 3) com'ent_rateon realisticpower
types;4) specifyneededlevelsof redundancy;and 5) establishrealistic reliability,
maintainability,and supportability (RMS)goals.
The panelagreedthat in its technologyreviewit shouldemphasizetechnology
verificationin orderto facilitate thecertificationof the FBI,/PBW aircraft. Furthe>
more, in orderto meetthe programdevelopmentschedulesuggestedby NASA, the
panelsettledona TAD for early 1995.The1995TAD waschosenovera 2005TAD to
attempt to influenceupcomingcommercialaircraft programsand to takeadvantage
of the synergismof the Air ForceMoreElectricprogramsalreadyin progress.This
meansthat all theproposedcomponentswouldbevalidatedandreadyfor integration
testsby this date.
Concerningpowertypes, therewassomeuncertaintyas to what the generator
groupwouldbegivingthe SEPMfor power.Thepaneldiscusseda varietyof voltage
amplitudesandtypesthat might,beavailablein theaircraft by 1995.Thesevoltages
includedthe standardlow devoltage(28volt de); high dc voltage(270volts de);
standard,constantfrequency,ac voltagewith the frequencybeingashigh as 1,200
Hz; and variablefrequency,aevoltagewith the frequencyrangingfrom 400IIz to
1,200Hz. A conventionaldistribution systemvoltage(115 Vac at 400 Hz and 28
Vdc) providesthe lowestrisk approach,allowingeasycompliancewith the first two
guidelines.To addresstechnicalissues,however,thepanelrecommendedNASAalso
considera higher,but constantfrequencyac system(1200Hzmax.) and a variable
frequencyacsystem(400Hz to 1200Hzmax.). In light of the workbeingperformed
onseveralmilitary programs,highvoltagedc (270Vdc)powerwasalsorecommended.
Thepanelalsodiscussedhigh-frequencyacvoltageandcameto theconclusionthat for
theTAD identified,20kHzequipmentwouldnotbereadilyavailableandthe customer
(airlines)wouldbe reluctantto acceptthe 20kHz technology.It wasrecommended
that 20kHz not beconsideredfor this program.It wasagreedthat thereshouldbe
a short-termand a long-termtechnologyissueslist and that the high frequencyac
voltageshouldbe includedin the long-termlist.
Thepanelnextexaminedvariouslevelsof redundancyrequiredby differentaircraft
loads.Threelevelsof redundancywereidentified:flight-critical,essential,andutility.
Flight-critical redundancyimpliesfail op, fail op, fail safe. Essentialredundancy
impliesfail op, fail safe.Utility redundancyimpliesfail safe.
Concerningreliability,maintainability,andsupportability (RMS),the panelspec-
ified that the expectedRMS of the proposedequipmentshouldbe better than or
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equal to that of existing equipment.
Tile panel identified the major functions and components associated with the
SEPM area. Figure 3.2 identifies the SEPM portion of the overall generic secondary
power system architecture. This diagram is based on current practice in aircraft
electrical systems and on the panel's view of the implications of PBW technology.
Functions of the SEPM included power distribution, control, and sensing; fault iso-
lation; load management; circuit and system protection; and may also include power
system control and information processing, control interfaces, and collection of elec-
trical load information. Figure a.a lists the generic parts in a PBW architecture. Key
components included batteries and battery chargers; localized conversion equipment;
solid state and electromechanical contactors, relays and switches; remote power con-
trollers and circuit protectors; wire and cable; sensors; load management centers; and
control processors. It should be noted that the bus tie relay was moved from the
EESG area to the SEPM area because the panel felt that this is a piece of equipment
that can be managed ett'ectively in the aircraft. In addition, there was some in-depth
discussion as to whether the batteries and the battery chargers should be included
in the SEPM list since they are sources of power. The panel decided to leave them
under the SEPM heading.
The panel next generated a list of general issues to discuss. These issues were
classified into three categories: general, equipment-related, and architectural. They
are summarized in Table 3.1.
The first of the general issues was design for certification. The main point was
that SEPM designers need to use the existing regulations as a solid baseline for the
design. The second issue was power type. Designers must give special attention to the
compatibility of the power type with existing sources and loads. Power requirements
for engine starts must be established. Concern was also expressed over the possible
effect of a high frequency distribution system on the avionics instrumentation. It was
determined that the SEPM must interface with ground power, auxiliary power unit
(APU), and battery power. The capacity of the APU or cart for engine start must
be specified.
Another general issue of discussion was the SEPM system data interface. Ques-
tions which must be resolved are: What standard should the data bus follow? Should
there be a fiber optic link? What technology should be used? Should the signal levels
be all discrete? Other issues which must be addressed are environment, power quality,
and electromagnetic emissions regulations. The selection between a dedicated elec-
trical power control or an integrated system control must be made and the allocation
of control software to appropriate computers must also be decided.
The packaging standards and requirements to which the designers nmst design,
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Table3.1. Issuesdiscussedby the SEPMPanel
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commonelectronicequipmentspecifications,andthe customercriteriafor accepting
this technologymust be identified. The panel felt that the customerwill want a
minimum impact on its infrastructure,e.g.,maintenanceprocedures.The models,
handbooks,etc., whichshouldbeusedfor reliability, maintainability,and supporta-
bility mustbeestablished.
TheSEPMfunctionalissuesdiscussedby thepanelincludedpowersensing,power
control,powerprotection,andpowerprocessing.Thepanelalsodiscussedinformation
processing,systemprotection,fault isolation, load management,circuit protection,
and loadinformation. Although most of theseissuesareself-explanatory,someof
themmerit further discussion.
Forexample,information(data)processinginvolvesprocessingof thestatusinfor-
mation collectedfrom the variousequipmentin the distribution system.It includes
informationprocessing,data, and interfacingwith other systems,andalsocrew in-
puts. Systemprotectionandfault isolationaretwootherimportantSEPMfunctional
areas.If there is a fault or a failure, it is desirableto isolateit at the lowestpossi-
ble levelto minimizethe impacton otherequipment.Anotherfunctionalarea,load
management,canbeaddressedwith a multiplestrategy,whichincludessequencing,
sharing,and sheddingof electricalload as needed.This approach could allow the
EESG designers to decrease the size of the generators. Circuit protection and load
information must also be considered. The advent of intelligent devices makes it pos-
sible to know the current and voltage associated with a load. This information can
be used as a basis for a diagnosis tool.
The panel identified the following wire and cable issues: Should integrated power /
signal (data bus/optic) cable be used in the FBL/PBW aircraft? Should the organized
wiring used in military aircraft such as ribbon cable or round conductor with woven
type construction be used in civil aircraft? What grounding schemes are appropriate
for a hybrid, non-conventional ac and de system? It should be noted that high volt-
age/current cabling technology may be limited due to susceptibility to corona effects.
Dielectric testing on these cables may be required. The panel also recommended the
use of wiring cable diagnostics. A panel member noted that on military platforms
the wiring accounts for thirty percent of all recorded failures, and that if the civilian
experience has been similar, avionics reliability could be substantially improved by
improving wiring technology.
The panel identified the following connector issues: What are the requirement s for
high-current connectors? What is the impact of using different cable types? The panel
also strongly suggested a review andJor revision of connector and wiring standards.
In the opinion of the panel, such a revision could have a significant impact on cable
weight.
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At a higherlevelin the distribution system,thepaneladdressedswitchingissues.
Switchingcanbe accomplishedin oneof threeways:electromechanical(EM), solid
state (SS),and hybrid (H). A hybrid switchingdevicehasan EM relay"in parallel
with a solidstate switch. The panelcharacterizedthe rangeof currentsthat could
beswitchedby the differentswitchesfor the variousvoltagesof interest.
Tile panel also established that current technology limits solid state switching
devices to about 50 amperes for both ac and dc voltages. Similarly, the hybrid
switches can handle 300 amps dc and 400 amps ac. A manufacturer attending the.
workshop mentioned to the panel chairperson that he knows of a device that can
handle 1000 amperes. The panel noted that frequency was the primary limitation
for ac systems and that the use of non-standard frequencies would require significant
development. Table 3.2 summarizes current switching limitations.
Table 3.2. Range of Currents (Amperes) Per Phase for Various Voltage Systems
EM SS H
28 Vdc
270 Vdc 300 50 300 _ 1000
Constant f * 50 400
Variable f * 50 400
* Frequency limitation not a current limitation
(EM) Electromechanical
(SS) Solid State
(H) Hybrid
The issues with switching identified by the panel include: How smart do these
devices need to be? Should the intelligence be localized in the switches or be located
remotely? What kind of feedback should be used? And what kind of interfaces to
what kind of devices should there be in the system? The panel also expressed some
concerns about thermal environment and management for solid state switches.
This concluded the panel discussions of Wednesday, March 18, 1992. The panel
reconvened on Thursday, March 19, addressing circuit and system protection devices
and associated technical issues.
The role of these devices is to protect the circuit wiring and the integrity of the
system. They range from the conventional types, like fuses to intelligent devices.
Circuit breakers, solid state power controllers (SSPCs), fuses and current limiters,
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hybrid powercontrollers(PCs),electromechanicalpowercontrollers,and diodesare
included.Thepaneldiscussedsomecircuit protectiontechnicalissuesassociatedwith
thesedevices.
The adequacyof solidstate devicesto protectwiring wasdiscussed.Protection
againstarcpropagationandhigh-impedancefailureswerethe primaryconsiderations.
With the incorporationof PBW technology,protectionrequirementsfor conventional
loadcharacteristicsandnew loadcharacteristicsmustbe examined.The protection
requirementsthat mustbeplacedonsolidstatedevicesmustbecarefullyconsidered.
It wasobservedthat there is evidenceof failuresby conventionalcircuit breakerand
fusedevicesthat maybedue to conditionsoutsideof designspecifications.
Theneedsfor loadaccommodationandfor coordinationwith theoperationof the
circuit protectiondeviceswerediscussed.Ancillary issuesin this areaincludethe
handlingof pulsedswitchingloads,currentinrush,etc. It waspointedout by a panel
memberthat this is perhapsthe first time that aircraft electricalsystemdesigners
will be facedwith the types and magnitudesof loadsthat will be presentin the
FBL/PBW technologyaircraft. Consequently,the dual constraintsof protectingthe
wiresandaccominodatingthe loadswill bea designchallenge.
Thepanelidentifiedthe needfor bi-directionalprotectivedevicesto accommodate
regenerativecomponentswhichcanbothsourceor sinkpower.
Costemergedasa major issuein the paneldiscussions.Therearea numberof
expensiveprotectivedeviceswhichmay beneededby this aircraft. A tradeanalysis
to identify themostcost-effectivecombinationof devicesthat meetrequirementswas
recommended.
Thepanelalsodiscussedseveralotherissuesincludingthermal,built-in test (BIT),
costreduction,standardization,autonomousoperation,and cost/benefitissues.
The next areaof paneldiscussionwasload managementdevicesand associated
technicalissues.Loadmanagementdevicesincluderemotecontrolledcircuit break-
ers(RCCBs),solidstate powercontrollers(SSPCs),solidstate relays(SSRs),smart
relays,and connectors.It shouldbe noted that someof thesedevicescanalso be
usedfor circuit protection. Designersmayusea singledeviceto performthe func-
tion of two devices,circuit protectionandloadswitching. For example,in dynamic
loadmanagementwherethe systemis designedto interactivelyturn on andturn off
electricalloadsasa function of missionprofile or emergencycondition, the design
calls on the samedeviceto performtwo functions. Someof thesedevices,suchas
RCCBs,are intelligentdeviceswhichprovidea status return for remotemonitoring
andcontrol.
Theloadmanagementdeviceissuesdiscussedby the panelcanalsobeconsidered
to be systemsissuesand as suchthis discussionaffectsother groups. The panel
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discussedarchitecturesboth from a mainpowerdistribution pointof viewandfi'om a
modecontrolmanagementpoint of view. Thepanelconcurredthat thesystemdesign
needsto beexaminedthoroughly.It, wastheopinionof thepanelthat the FBL/PBW
aircraft will besocomplexthat it will beunwisenot to considerthe sourceand load
requirementsindependentlyandup front. For thefirst time, the designerwill not be
ableto addresstheseproblemsat the last stageof the design.The panelconcluded
that the systemdesignshouldbehierarchicaland iterative.
Other issuesaddressedby the panel includedredundancy,interfaces,software,
controlalgorithms,throughput, levelsof autonomy,interactionswith vehiclemanage-
ment,systemintegration,prioritization of loads,relationshipto flight controlsystem,
BIT, processingcapability,reliability, andhumanfactors.
The panel stressedthe needfor standardizationwork with respectto interface
designbecausethe SEPMwill havemoreinterfacesthan most othersystemsin the
aircraft. Therewasa great dealof discussionregardingwhethersubcontractorsor
airframersshoulddevelopand controlpowermanagementsoftware.The degreeand
levelsof autonomyfor the SEPMsystemandthe interactionof SEPMwith the vehicle
managementfunctionsmust bespecified.
Anotherkeyissuediscussedbythe panelwasrelatedto the prioritization of loads.
The policy for prioritizing loadsmust bedeterminedsothat the mostessentialoads
areservicedin degradedmodes.
The panel also discussed the need to examine the power specifications and require-
ments for flight control. In the case of hydraulic power, the hydraulic system must
provide power to the hydraulic flight control components. Providing reliable electric
power for twenty-five (25) actuators, ranging from 20-100 horsepower, is a significant
design challenge.
Additional discussions took place concerning processing capability in the system.
How much processing power should there be? The type and degree of redundancy was
discussed. Here the panel wrestled with preventing single point failures. No specific
recommendations could be made at this early stage.
The panel also discussed the issue of human factors design features. Specifically,
how does the designer compensate for the maintenance man who is used to pushing
circuit breakers to trouble shoot the electrical circuits.
The panel completed its discussions on technical issues by considering power con-
version. The panel discussed whether the system design should be centralized or
localized. In other words, should the design have power converting equipment that
is large and in a central location? Or, should the design include localized power
conversion so that generator power is received and locally converted at the load man-
agement center.'? The selection of a configuration needs to be addressed in the initial
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tradestudies.
The panelnext discussedthe conversionproblemsassociatedwith the useof 270
volt dc powerin the aircraft. If this voltageis to be incorporatedin the system,the
panelfelt that someof the convertingequipmentmaynot beavailable,especiallythe
largepowerrating conversionequipment.The useof variablefrequencyac voltage
wasalsodiscussedby the panel.Constantfrequencyacpowerconvertingequipment
is the currentapproach.If the designcallsfor a variablefrequencythat rangesfrom
400Hzto 1,200Hz,the impactonconversionequipmentmustbecarefullyconsidered.
Concerningsystemsissues,the SEPMpanelsuggestedthat thearchitecture(both
controlandpower)needsto beaddressedat variouslevelsincludingthe systemlevel,
the SEPM level, and the load level. Redundancy,reliability, and humanfactors
requirementsall will affecthowthe SEPMsystemis designed.
Havingcompletedthesystematicdiscussionof devices,functions,andtechnologies
associatedwith thevariousfunctionallevelsof theSEPMsystem,thepanelproceeded
to defineaprogramfor development.Thepanelidentifiedalist of SEPMrelatedissues
or itemswhereadditionalworkisneeded,andprioritizedthe itemsto provideaguide
to the governmentfor funding. The panel identifiedfive workbreakdownstructure
items whicharesystemarchitecturedefinition, componentechnologydevelopment
needs,load managementrelatedresearch,testsand demonstrations,and modeling
andsimulation.
Thehighestpriority wasassignedto the systemarchitecturedefinitionandseveral
trade studiesthat will be necessaryto support the definition phase. This phase
shouldaddressasa minimumthe followingareas:number/typesof powersources;
busconfiguration;degreeof automaticcontrolin the system;characterizationof the
loadrequirementsandpowertypes; controlstrategy;interfaceswith other systems;
levelof redundancy;built-in test;and loadmanagement.
Oncethe systemisdefined,the panelfelt that the governmentneedsto focuson
componentdevelopmentwork. Specificcomponentsto bedevelopedcannotbedeter-
mineduntil the systemstudyis complete.However,the panelidentifiedsomeimpor-
tant technologygapsthat needto be addressed.Theseinclude: high current/high
voltagedevices(e.g.,SSPCs)for thevariousvoltagetypes;bi-directionalswitches(for
handlingregenerativepower);powermanagementcenters;powerconversionequip-
mentor devices;advancedevicecooling(wheredevicemeansbothsolidstatecircuits
aswellasvery largeconvertingandswitchingequipment);high-temperatureelectron-
ics;sensortechnologydevelopment(decurrentsensingmaypresenta problemin some
cases);circuit protectionwith resl3eetto arcpropagationandhigh-impedancefailures
(is it desirableto havethe circuit devicesandprotectorsrecognizedevicesand isolate
conditions?);cable,wire, andconnectordevelopment(dependingon whatsystemis
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chosen);and modularswitchingpackage.
The third priority item identifiedwasload managementrelatedresearch.As a
minimum,the followingsubjectsneedto be addressedin this area: paekagiug,ar
chitectures,interfaces,andenvironment(includingelectromagneticemissions(EME)
andthermalconditions).Loadmanagementcontrolspecificationsmustbedeveloped.
Control and data.processing,redundancy.',and systemprotectionareasmust beex-
amined. If distributedpowerconversionis selected,the conversionequil)mentwhich
will be embeddedin the load and the load managementand solid state switching
devicesmustbespecified.
The panelrecommendedsometest and demonstrationactivities associatedwith
the SEPM systemdevelopmentprogramand suggestedthat it. begivenfourth pri-
ority. The panelfurther subdividedthis areainto a groundand flight test segment.
Someof the areasthat shouldbe addressedin the ground phaseof the test.and
demonstrationinclude:powerquality,powerstability, andEME testing (limited and
asrequiredbecauseit canbe very expensive);and normaland al>normaloperation
in fault injectionor fault isolation(howdoesthesystemperformundervariousfault
failureconditions)?
The last arearecommendedby the panel is modelingand simulation. This is
giventhelowestpriority andshouldbedoneveryjudiciouslybecauseit is potentially
expensive.The panelidentifiedthe followingareaswheremodelingand simulation
couldbe useful:reliability, functionalperformanceboth at the equipmentleveland
at thesystemlevel;componentbehavior;circuit simulation;andworstcasefault and
failure analysis.
Theflight testsegmentofthetestanddemonstrationactivitieswasdiscussed.As a.
preliminaryto specificrecommendations,thepaneladdressedthefollowingquestions:
What is anacceptabletestbed?Fromthe perspectiveof theSEt>Mpanel,the NASA
LaRCATOPS737is an acceptabletestbed. Arethereother typesof test bedthat
the panelrecommends?If the intent is to dosystemtesting, thetest bedshouldbea
transportaircraft. If the intentis to docomponentesting,anymilitary or commercial
aircraftwoulddo. What needsto beflownto demonstrateflight readiness?Thepanel
concludedthat if the technologyis new,the programneedsto fly at least,onepower
channel.Thegeneratingsystemdownto poweringoneof the electricalactuatorswas
consideredbythepanelto bea completepowerchannel.Any newtechnologysystem
component(at leasta loadmanagementunit) needsto be flight tested.
Thepaneldevelopedaprogramroadmapfor SEPMbasedon the workbreakdown
structurejust discussed.This roadmapis illustratedin Figure3.4. ItemA is thesys-
tem architecturedefinition. A start dateof .June1992and a periodof performance
of oneyearis suggested.Item B is componentechnologydevelopment.In general,
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this shouldbephasedwith the completionof item A. However,therearesomeareas
suchashightemperatureelectronicswhichmustbeadvancedregardlessof the chosen
architecture.Item C in the programisfor loadmanagementrelatedresearch.This
activity is phasedwith thecompletionof systemarchitecturedefinition.A start date
of March1993and a periodof performancethroughJanuary1996is recommended.
Item Dis thetestanddemonstrationphase.In orderto providefora reasonablesetup
time for testing, the panel recommendsa start dateof October1995and a conclu-
sionof Decembert996. Item E, Modeling/Simulation,canbeconductedthroughout
the entireprogram. Modeling/Simulationmilestonesof validatedmodelincrements
whichcanbeusedto supportotherprogramsegmentsarestronglyrecommended.To
supportsystemand componentesting,for example,the programshouldsetatarget
of havingan initial analyticalmodelor componentmodeldevelopedby June 1993
and a final modelcompletedaroundJanuary1995.
A
C
D
SEPM PROGRAM ROADMAP
6/92 6/93 (EESG, SEPM & EA concurrent and linked with SEPM issues)
.................... (This is a subelement of the PBW System Architecture)
6/92 1/96
3/93 1/96
10/95 12/96
1/93 12/96
(Verified Model)
A) System Architecture Definition
B) Components Technology Development
c) Load Management Related Research
D) Test and Demonstration
E) Modeling/Simulation
Figure 3.4. SEPM Program Roadmap
The panel's efforts were concluded by discussions of a specific set of questions
which were posed by workshop planners. Is the power-by-wire program designed
properly to prove technology readiness? The panel feels that the program will not
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reducethe risksto the point of customeracceptancebut it will quantify thoserisks.
By carryingout the program,the governmentwill better understandthe technology
risksandwill developapproachesto addresstheserisks. However,the paneldoesnot
think that the programis adequateto sellthe technologyto the customer.
What changesshouldbe made? Tile panelconcurredthat the programshould
includeasmuchtesting,and in particular flight testing,aspossible.The panelalso
recommendsfocusedstudiesto determinethe systemconfiguration.Thefundamental
issuein the panel'sopinionis suf[icienttestingto obtainperformancenumbers.With
respectto the flight test, from the SEPMperspectiveany test bed would be rea-
sonable.The test vehicleshouldbe representativeof the commercialaircraft. If the
powersystemis new,we recommendedthe flight of at leastonechannel.If specific
major components(load managementunit) werenew,thosecomponentshouldbe
flight tested.
Shouldthe levelof technologyin this programconsidera fully redundantpower
system?Yes. And, should it consider built-in test capability? Yes, but the extent of
BIT is an issue for the panel. The government needs to determine requirements for
cost-effective BIT.
Should the program focus on technology readiness for 1995 or beyond (2005)? The
focus of the SEPM panel evaluation was the 1995 time frame. This was one of the
guidelines that the panel set initially.
Will the results of this program support simpler aircraft certification? No, the
panel does not think so. It was recommended that the customer and the FAA should
be partners in all phases of the program to improve the acceptance process.
The last item considered by the SEPM panel was the relationship between fly-by-
light and power-by-wire. How are they dependent on each other? The panel's answer
is that flight-by-light does not improve or reduce the need for complete EME testing
on the electrical power system of the aircraft. There are EME issues that fly-by-light
technology will not affect. Fly-by-light technology will help in the control wiring and
the control interfaces. However, electrical power must be distributed throughout the
aircraft and will be subject to EME considerations.
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3.2.2.3. Summary of SEPM Findings
SEPM PanelDiscussionMain Points
• Therewasconcernregardingestablishingatechnologyroadmapwithout having
a properlydefinedsystemarchitectureor requirements.
• Therewasalsoconcernaboutarchitecturalissues uchas:distributedor central-
izedloadmanagement,loadcontrolauthorityand location,designmethodology,
and systemsintegration.
• The generalfeelingis that the customerwill not be ready to accept20 kHz
powerby 1996. In addition to technologicaluncertainty,the impact oil the
maintenanceinfrastructurewouldbe too great.
• Propersystemarchitecturedefinition is a critical need.
• Loadsotherthantheelectromechanicalctuatorsshouldbegivenconsideration.
The environmentaloadwill probablybe the biggestloadin this aircraft.
• Subsystemspecificationshouldbeexaminedandin somecasesbe revised.
• ThereshouldbecloseFAA involvementhroughoutthedesignandqualification
phasesto facilitate certification.
Summary of Discussions
Wire and Cable/Connectors
The first component technology to be considered was wire and cable. Devel-
opment needs in the wire and cable area included specification of grounding
schemes for hybrid systems and wire/cable diagnostics. An innovative concept
was discussed to reduce weight and volume by integrating the signal cable with
the power cable for routing to the actuators and other equipment. For connec-
tors, high power connectors, connectors for the integrated power / signal cable,
and revised standards were perceived as needs. Wire, cable, and connector is-
sues would need to be addressed in cooperation with the EESG, EME, FTA,
EA, and OSS groups.
Switching Components
The second area to be addressed was bus and circuit switching, including
electromechanical, solid state, and hybrid technologies. Switching devices are
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presentlyavailable,dependingontheselectedpowertype. Ratingsfor thesede-
viceswerelisted. Switching-relatedissuesincludethe definitionof "smart" (in-
telligencerequirements,needsandcapabilitiesof smartswitches);zerocrossover
switchingfor acdevices;control interfaces(discrete,data bus,fiberoptic); siz-
ing (realisticcontinuousandoverloadpowerlevels);andtileanticipatedthermal
environment.Theseissuesshouldbecoordinatedwith tile EESG,EME, EA,
OSS,andSID groups.
• Circuit/SystemProtection
The next technologyarea wassystemand circuit protection. Protectionin-
cludespreservationof systemintegrity andaircraft wiring. Typesof protective
devicesincludecircuit breakers,fuses/currentlimiters, solidstate powercon-
trollers (SSPC),hybrid (solidstate/electromechanical)powercontrollers,elec-
tromechanicalpowercontrollers(EMPC), diodes,and remotecontrol circuit
breakers(RCCB). Circuit protectionneedsincludecostreduction,component
standardization,andautonomousoperation.Theissuesincludewire protection
with nonstandardpowertypes, frequencyof occurrenceand protectionfrom
high impedancefailures,corona,loadaccommodation,regenerativepower,ex-
pense,cost/benefitsanalysis,thermalenvironment,anddiagnosticandbuilt-in
test requirements.Coordinationwill beneededbetweenthe EESG,EME, and
EA groups.
• LoadManagement
Loadmanagementconsistsof electricalload on/off control. Automatic load
managementmay include load sheddingand staggeredload turn-on, which
is performedautomaticallyas a function of flight phaseor emergencycondi-
tion. Integrationand coordinationissueswerenumerous,andthey includecon-
trol/powerarchitectures,systemdesign(sourceand loadrequirements),redun-
dancy(channelizedvs. modular),processingcapability (howmuch,what type,
where,speed,redundancy),interfaces,software,control algorithms,through-
put, levelsof autonomy,interfacewith VehicleManagementSystem(VMS),
systemintegration,prioritization of loadsfor loadshedding,flight control re-
quirements,diagnosticsandbuilt-in testneeds,reliability (singlepoint failure),
negativeimpedance,locationof the point of regulation, "dirty" and "clean"
powerrequirements,and packaging.Theseissueswill requiresignificantinte-
grationbetweenthe EESG,EME,EA, OSS,and SIDgroups.
• PowerConversion
Powerconversionissuesincludedsystemarchitecture(centralizedvs. localized),
"up" conversion,andvariablefrequencyconcerns.Coordinationwill beneeded
with the EESG,EME,and EA groups.
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• SystemIssues
Systemissueswerealsoidentified,and they includedesigningfor certification,
determinationof powertype, numberandcapacityof groundandah'craftpower
sources,numberand type of interfaces,environmentalrequirements,control
integration, packaging concepts, commonality of electrical specifications, cus-
tomer acceptance, ha.ndbooks, powering of other MEA electrical loads, and the
level of built-in test.
General Requirements Reconmlended by SEPM
• SEPM Functions
- Power sensing
- Power control switching
- Power protection
- Power processing
- Information Processing (status, crew inputs, data interface)
- System protection
- Fault isolation and reporting
- Load management (sequencing, sharing, shedding)
- Circuit protection
- Load information (current and voltage of loads)
• Flight and Ground Testing Recommended Power Quality, Stability, EME, Fault
Injection
• Fully Redundant Power System
• Built-In Test
• Standardized Parts
Open Issues Identified by SEPM
• Thermal Management
• Standards
• Dynamic Load Management Under Emergency Conditions
4O
• Redundancy Required
• Reliability
• Architecture
• Power Distribution for Flight-Critical PBW Components
• Built-In Test Specifics
• Voltages and Frequency of Power
• Autonomy of Control
• Load Requirements
• Regenerative Power Requirements
• Environmental Requirements
• EME Requirements
• Interfaces to Ground Services
Recommendations by SEPM
• Tradeoff study to determine specific architecture configuration
• Define test requirements
• Flight test
Requirements Not Addressed by SEPM
• Failure modes
• Maintenance/installation requirements
Chairperson, Lisa McDonald, presented the SEPM final summary report at the
workshop closing plenary session. Viewgraphs used for this presentation are contained
in Appendix E.
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3.2.3. Electric Actuators (EA) Panel
3.2.3.1. Introduction
The Electrical Actuators (EA) panel was chaired by Edward Beauchamp of Allied
Signal and James Mildice of GenerM Dynamics. Mary t_;llen Roth, NASA LeRC,
acted as deputy and Ed Withers, RTI, served as coordinator. The panel members
were:
NAME ORGANIZATION
Ed Beauchamp
Jim Mildice
Mary Ellen Roth
Ed Withers
Arun K. Trikha
Dick Crocco
Ralph Alden
Edwin L. Mangelsen
Scott Gerber
Mark Davis
Pete Neal
Joe Tecza
Oleg Wasynezuk
Ted Cart
Ed Stevens
Bob Carman
Irving Hansen
John D. Stilwell
Allied-Signal (Chairperson)
General Dynamics Space Systems (Co-chairperson)
NASA Lewis Research Center (Deputy)
RTI (Coordinator)
Boeing Commercial Airplane Group
General Electric Aircraft Controls
Lockheed Aeronautical Systems Co.
Martin Marietta
$verdrup (NASA Lewis Research Center)
Moog Inc.
Moog Inc.
Mechanical Technologies Inc.
Purdue University
Honeywell Inc., Electro-Components
Parker Bertea
Rocketdyne
NASA LeRC
Sundstrand
The EA panel meeting began with the members listing items of importance that
should be addressed. Following is the original list of topics.
• Electromechanical actuators - jam conditions/response
• Electrohydraulic actuators - low temperature
• Need to look at all types of electric actuators without concentrating on one type
• Definition of electric actuators
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• Dealingwith electromechanicalctuator start transients
• Definethe duty cycle
• Thermalmanagement
• t{edundancyrequirements
• Mechanicalcomplexityof electromechanicalcl.uat.ors
• Hostileenvironlnents
• Systeminteractionbetweenactuators
• Electricactuatorspecificationsarenot the sameashydraulicspecifications
• Portability--do not usespecialpurposeeomponents...tooexpensive
• Adapt packagingfor specialconditions(in a wing,etc.)
• Reliability
• Controlpartitioning
• Allow roomfor emergingtechnologies
• Commercialvs. military (life cycles,requirements,specifications)
• Powersource
• Force fight
• Military to commercial transition
Later in this report, the above topics have been regrouped and expanded based
on the discussions that took place during the workshop. Many of the issues were
discussed and either recommendations were made, issues were listed for other groups,
or questions were defined that will need to be answered through testing, experimenta-
tion, or other means. Overall, the outlook for electric actuator technology is good for
the FBL/PBW program. There is a fairly straightforward path toward the implemen-
tation of EA technology for FBL/PBW and the panel does not anticipate that there
are technology problems which would prevent successful completion of the program.
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3.2.3.2. Points of Discussion
Control Partitioning
• A questionwasraisedabout whethercontrolwouldbecentralizedor dis-
tributed. This mustbe decidedby the systemarchitects.
• A questionwasraisedabout whetherthe primaryflight control computer
shouldbe consideredasa part of the electricactuatorsor as a part of
a higher levelsystem. It wasdecidedthat for this program,the flight
controllerneedsto beoutsidethe electricactuators,but for otheraircraft,
this maydiffer.
* On a relatednote, "smart" and "dumb" actuatorswerediscussed.One
item that emergedis that there is no gooddefinitionof a smartor dumb
actuator,andthat in reality,there is quitea spectrumbetweenthe two.
* The choiceof actuator and the control partitioning will be affectedby
the architectureof the powerand controlsystem.A decisionwill needto
be madewhetherto combinepowerand controlor to havetwo different
systems.A recommendationwasmadeto haveboth a powerand control
circuit. In addition,it wassuggestedthat the powercircuit couldbeused
asa backupfor the control signalin the eventof controlcircuit failure. A
cost/benefitanalysisof this potentially morereliableconfigurationshould
be conductedby the systemarchitects.
Packaging
• Local environmentconditions(size/weightallowed,etc.) will affect the
unit packaging.
• Packagingwill reflectthermalmanagementandlocalenvironmentcontrol
designdecisions.
• Thechoiceof packagingcouldbemodifiedby EMI considerationsif actua-
tors mustbeshieldedto limit EM radiation.Alternatively,shieldingcould
beprovidedwithin the aircraft.
* For easeof maintenance,it is desirableto packagethe actuatorand con-
troller as a singleunit. However,the choiceof systemarchitecturecould
dictate that separateunits be employed;for instance,the actuator con-
trols couldbepart of the.flight managementcomputer.Fnrthermore,the
reliabilitiesof the actuatorandcontrollercoulddiffer sufficientlythat re-
placementondifferentscheduleswouldbe required.
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Portability
WhenexaminingElectric Actuators, the designermust considerusing
genericrather than specialpurposecomponents,if possible.This will re-
ducecost(luringthe procurementphaseaswellasduringthemaintenance
phase.
By reducingthe numberof separatecomponentsthat makeup an elec-
tric actuator(the actuatoritself, its controller,etc.), it will beeasierand
cheaperto procure,andwill beeasierto install in newaircraft. However,
thereis atradeoffin reliability sincetheelectronicstend to be lessreliable
than the mechanicalcomponents,and thus may needto be replacedo1"
updatedseparatelyand/or moreoften.
Power
• Thenumberof actuatorsthat will beoperatedat onetimemustbedefined
to determinethe type andamountof powerthat will beneeded.
• Requirementsuchasfrequencyresponse,maximumandnormalforce/power
requirements,andduty cyclemustbedeterminedearlyin the aircraft de-
sign.Thiswill allowdeterminationof peakandnormalpowerrequirement,
thus affectingthe choiceof actuators(input and output powerrequire-
ments,packaging(thermalmanagement),andpowerdistribution systems.
• If a forcefight situation arises,powerrequirementsmay drastically in-
crease.
• Powerconditioningrequirementsnmst be determinedfor actuators. For
actuatorsrequiringrelativelycleanpower,a choicebetweenincorporat-
ing powerconditioningwithin theactuatorandincorporatingconditioning
with the powermanagementfunction must be made. The responsibility
for this designdecisionmustbe sharedby the electricactuatordesigner,
the powermanagementdesigner,and thesystemarchitecture/integration
engineers.
• As a minimumpowerconditioner,electricactuatorswill needto include
sometypeof circuit protection.
• The issueof powercontrolwasdiscussed.It wasdecidedthat the SEPM
shouldhaveprimary control,but that eachactuatorshouldbeableto shut
off powerif a problemis detected.
• Regenerativepowerwasdiscussedand severalissueswereraised. Useof
regenerativepowernmstbecoordinatedwith SEPM.It is possibleto build
electricactuatorsthat dissipate,store,or return power. The selectionof
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whichareusedwill affectpackagingand thermalmanagementof the actu-
ator. Thisdecisionwill alsobeaffectedby thefault tolerancerequirements
and the systemarchitecture.
• For the currentprogram,the type of poweravailable(frequency,voltage,
etc.) will needto becoordinatedwith theSEPMgroup.Recommendations
weremadeto planon acceptingany type of powerprovidedand convert
it locally to the form neededby the actuator.
• Theissueof start transientsfrom electricactuatorswasraised.Thisshould
bea considerationfor SEPMaswellasthe actuatordesigner.
Redundancy Requirements/Force Fight
• Redundancyneedsto beconsideredat severallevels,startingat thepower/control
distribution system. If powerand control are transmittedoverdifferent
circuits,considerdesigningeachcircuit to handleboth powerandcontrol.
This would alloweither circuit to provideboth servicesif oneof the two
is damaged.
• Whendesigninganelectricactuatorbasedsystem,considerationmust be
givento operationafter a failure. This includesthe behaviorof the in-
dividual actuator (doesit freezein position,or free float), as well asthe
ability of other (redundant?)actuatorsto overridethe failed actuatoror
takeits place.
• There werecommentsabout the difiqcultyof designingfully redundant
systemsand the FAA's desireto avoidpotential singlepoints of failure
in flight-critical systems.This further led to questionsabout the needfor
redundancyandre-examinationof theFAA'srequirementsfor redundancy.
• For redundantsystems,the ability of the electricactuator to work with
mechanicalor otherbackupsystemsmustbeconsidered.
• Foroverrideor conflict situations(forcefight), theeffectsof this onpower
requirementsand thermalmanagementaswellasstructureandthe forces
it canwithstandmust beconsidered.
• On a relatednote,jam conditionsbehavenmchthe sameasa forcefight.
However,anysafetyfeaturesto handleactuatorjamsneedto bedesigned
sothat they donot causeunexpectedor undesiredactionsduringa force
fight.
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Reliability
• The useof separateor combinedpowerand controlcircuits for actuators
couklinfluencesystemreliability. If separatecircuitsareused,the power
circuit couldalsoserveasa backupfor the controlsignal.
• Tile mechanicalcomplexityof electro-mechanicalctuatorswill bea pri-
mary driverof thesystem'sreliability.
Requirements/Uses for Electric Actuators (EA)
• Tile specifications needed to design an electric actuator differ from those
needed to design a hydraulic or mechanical actuator. The differences be-
tween the two should be examined carefldly. In light of these ditferences,
airframe manufacturers should be advised on appropriate specifications
for electric actuators. Some important aspects that need to be included in
the specification are tile duty cycle, frequency response, normal force, and
maximum force requirements.
• Similarly, the replacement/maintenance requirements are different for elec-
tric actuators. The life-cycle/maintenance specifications should be re-
examined.
• Design decisions between direct drive actuators and hydraulic actuators
could arise. The cost benefit tradeoff which guides such design decisions
must be guided by accurate, clearly written specifications.
• The technology to apply electric actuators to commercial aircraft, is avail-
able, but appropriate electrical actuator specifications must be developed.
The current specifications for hydraulic actuators are not appropriate.
• The FBL/PBW program should consider a range of appropriate electric
actuator technologies and be limited to just one technology.
• The electric actuator technology needs to be considered in the context of
how it can best be employed in an aircraft as opposed to simply replacing
conventional hydraulic actuators on a conventionally designed aircraft. A
suggestion was made for a paper study to evaluate this question.
• The FBL/PBW program should not rule out accommodating emerging
technologies.
• A proposal was made to consider Electric Motor Drive (EMD) units as a
separate item from other electric actuators. This was motivated by the
difference between requirements for continuous speed motors and duty-
cycle type actuators.
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Risk Sharing/Technology Development and Testing
• Althoughelectricactuator technologyexists,it hasnot beenextensively
testedand approvedfor commercialuse. Electric actuatortechnologyis
beingadvancedand testedin a numberof DoD programsbut is not in
widespreaduse.
• Approacheswhichreducethe potentialrisks inherentin electricactuators
aswell asthe businessrisks involvedin transitioningto their useshould
be identified.
• Electricactuator technologymust beexaminedfor potential safetyprob-
lems.
• Somemanufacturersareconcernedthat the payoffis too small compared
to the risk associatedwith electricactuators.A thoroughtradestudy of
the potential payoffscouldaid technologyacceptance.
• NASAshouldconsidersharingthetechnologydevelopmentriskswith other
programs. As an example,the NASA programcoulduseavailablemili-
tary transport testbedsfor the FBL/PBW program. Someof the newer
technology has been implemented in military test aircraft, but has not yet
been flight-tested. NASA could provide funding for flight testing.
• One aspect of distrust for electric actuators stems from a lack of confidence
in the central electrical system. A failure of the electrical system could
disable all aircraft controls.
• For testing, electric actuators will have to be flown on test aircraft with
backup systems. Therefore, at least in the early testing stages, the electric
actuators will need to perform similarly to the current backup systems. Use
of the capabilities of electric actuators that goes beyond current systems
will have to wait until a higher level of confidence has been achieved.
• For flight test activities, the aircraft of choice must be appropriate for
electric actuators. A decision will need to be made about the features that
will drive this decision. At a minimum, the test bed will need to provide a
platform in which electric actuation issues may be addressed and in which
new technologies may be explored.
• During testing, a step should be to replace current hydraulic motors with
electric motors, or with eJectro-hydraulic actuators.
• Although fly-by-light could be implemented for electric actuators, it is not
necessary for initial flight testing.
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• A recommendationwasmadeto conductgroundtestingon actuatorsfor
the rudder_spoilers,and aileron,but only to conductflight test for the
aileron actuator. This wasbasedoll the idea that. aileron and elevator
actuatorsat'emechanicallysimilar andflight critical. To reducecosts,the
rudderandspoileractuatorscouldbegroundtested.
• The flight test bed should be representative of a commercial airplane, and
in deciding which platform to use, consideration should be given to specifi-
cations, power available, packaging required, EMI, control system require-
ments, and other design factors relevant to commercial aircraft.
• Flight tests should be conducted as if FAA certification was to be obtained.
This would provide a basis for identifying the types of problems that would
be encountered during an actual certification.
System Interaction of Different Actuators
• An issue was raised about the interaction of different electric actuators
operating within a single aircraft. There are power considerations (such as
the potential simultaneous need for maximum power in several actuators),
considerations for interference between the actuators, and considerations
for the mechanical interaction between actuators (e.g., the elevator and
the elevator trim actuators).
Thermal Management
• The number of actuators that will be used at one time is an item that must
be specified in order to make thermal management plans. This is also a
power management question.
• The local environment must be defined to build in capability for heat
dissipation. This will also affect system packaging.
• If a force fight situation arises, heat will need to be dissipated that may
exceed design parameters.
• Low temperature conditions must also be considered. Electro-Hydraulic
Actuators (EtlA) may fail in low temperatures or may require drastically
higher current, levels.
• The conventional design approach for low temperature conditions is to
allow a small current, to flow in the actuator to keep it warm. However, if
a small current keeps it warm, a normal or maximum current may cause a
burn out, or the maximum current will limit the maximum power output.
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• The thermalmanagementsystemmusthaudledynamicallychanginglocal
conditionssuchastakeofffrom a.nequatorialbase,cruiseat high altitude
in low temperatures,andlandingin sub-arcticregions.This will affectthe
packagingdesigndramatically.
3.2.3.3. Conclusions
GeneralRequirementsRecommendedby EA
• Demonstrateaileron,rudderandspoileronground
• Demonstrateaileronin flight
• Flight test vehiclemustbecivil transport
OpenIssuesfrom EA
• Regenerativepower
• Electricmotors
• Smart/dumbactuators
• Redundancy
• Certification
• Loadrequirementsfor actuators
• Thermalmanagement
Recommendationsby EA
• Integratedemonstrationwith other programs(nonNASA)
• Changeall electricto moreelectric
RequirementsNot Addressedby EA
• Actuatornetworkarchitecture(distribution of controland power)
• Interfacestandards
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• Redundancyrequirements
• EME requirements
• Failuremodes
• Full complementof actuatorsand motorsfor electricaircraft
• Environmental
• Maintenance/installation requirements
Chairperson, Ed Beauchamp, presented the I'2A final summary report a.t the work-
shop closing plenary session. Viewgraphs used t"oi"this presentation are contained in
Appendix E.
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3.2.4. Electrical Engine Starter/Generator (EESG) Panel
3.2.4.1. Introduction
Tile Electrical Engine Starter/Generator (EESG) panel was chaired by Richard Rudey
of Sundstrand. Thomas Jahns, General Electric, acted as co-chairperson. Linda
Burrows, NASA LeRC, served as deputy and David McLin, RTI, served as panel
coordinator. The panel members were:
NAME ORGANIZATION
Richard Rudey
Thomas Jahns
Linda Burrows
David McLin
Eric Moon
Bill Murray
Clarence Severt
Eike Richter
Brij Bhargava
Anami Patel
Sundstrand (Chairperson)
General Electric (Co-chairperson)
NASA Lewis (Deputy)
Research Triangle Institute (Coordinator)
Allied Signal
Douglas Aircraft
Wright Laboratories
General Electric
Ashman Consulting
General Electric
The EESG panel met to discuss the following issues related to the incorporation
of EESG systems into commercial passenger aircraft:
1. Technology needs definition
2. Technology readiness assessment
3. A roadmap for the introduction of the technology, and
4. Issues that need to be addressed before EESG technology can be integrated
with other aircraft systems
3.2.4.2. Technical Framework
The panel was presented with a block diagram of a proposed EESG system (see
Figure 3.5) and asked to decide which of the components should be considered to be
a part of the EESG. The panel identified the following components:
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• The starter/generator(S/G)
• The generator control unit (GCU), and
• The bidirectional converter (BDC)
For purposes of discussion by the panel, EESG systems were assumed to include
Auxiliary Power Units (APU) as welt as main engine starter/generators, since in an
all-electric aircraft, the APU would most likely be electrically started and would also
have to supply electrical power to start the main engines.
PBW Generic Parts
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Figure 3.5. PBW Generic Parts - EESG
Power levels for both APU and main engine S/Gs were established to be:
Component Power Level
Main Engine 250 - 375 KVA
APU 150 - 225 KVA
These power levels were based on estimates of the total electrical load needed
for both starting and in-flight operation of an all-electric aircraft. The APU power
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levelreflectsthefact that in twin-engineaircraftoperatingoverwater, the APU will
be requirednot only to supplypowerto critical flight loads,but alsohaveenough
additionalcapacityto restart a mainengineif required.
3.2.4.2.1. Starter/Generator Partitioning
An S/G is composedof two major units: the gasturbineandthe electricalmachine.
In starter mode, the electricalmachineactsas a motor which is usedto spin the
gasturbinefor startup. In the generatormode,the electricalmachineoperatesasa
generatorthat is drivenby the gasturbine.
Viewing the S/G as a compositionof two separatemachinesallowsa further
subdivisionto be madewhichdistinguishesbetweeninternal or integrally mounted
starter/generatorsandexternallymountedstarter/generators.
In an internally mountedstarter/generator,the electricalmachineis an integral
part of the S/G andmaysharethesameshaftandsomeof the bearingswith thegas
turbine. Removingthe S/G would requirethe removalof both the gasturbine and
theelectricalmachineasa unit.
In anexternallymountedS/G, the electricalmachineis connectedto the turbine
either directly to the turbineshaft or throughagearbox. With this type of installa-
tion, the electricalmachinecanbe removedfrom the aircraft without removingthe
turbine.
This givesa total of four S/G categoriesthat wereconsideredby the panel:
• Internally mountedmainenginestarter/generators
• Externallymountedmain enginestarter/generators
• InternallymountedAPU starter/generators
• ExternallymountedAPU starter/generators
Only the electricalmachinecomponentof the S/Gwasaddressedby thepanel. In
thefollowingsections,S/G refersto theelectricalmachineportionofastarter/generator.
For eachof thesecategories,as well as for the generatorcontrol unit and the
bidirectional converter,the panel completeda componentrequirementsdefinition
worksheethat recordedthe panel'sconsensuson severaltechnicalissuesrelatedto
thesecomponents.Figures3.6to 3.11are the componentrequirementsworksheets
developedby the panel.
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Component Requirements Definition Worksheet
NASA FBLJPBW Workshop
WBS No. _ Part Identity I Generator Control Unit
Techn ical Requirements
_/hat is the expected epp_Jcabon/IocatJon?
Adjacent to converter
What are _ermaltoookng needs?
Not as severe as converter or
machine
What is the electncaJ capacity/efficiency
range?
Several hundred watts
What are the expected shock/_l_ation
_mits?
Compahbihty with engine
environmont
What are _ signal type_Ip_ramete_?
Must interface with FADEC, POW
regret, and flight control computer
Whal is the expecled MTBF?
720,000 hrs.
Are _ere BIT or spe_al maintenance
Issues?
Advanced diagnostics/monitonng
desirable
Shape/Envelope
Seating Factor
z:
_ N/A
camcey
Industry Data
Who are interestedJpatenlial suppliers?
Same as S/G
What i$ the product availability $tatu_?
Not avai/able today
What is the development lead time?
24 - 36 months
36 - 48 months
Are there any major cost/risk concerns?
HI density packaging is expensive
Wo_ commonality eml_is pay off?
Very important to maximize
cost-effectiveness
Are there any ¢ri*_cal end-user l_lsues?
Physical location and thermal
management
Should tnlerface standards be wd'_,en?
Yes - Communications
Figllre 3.6. Generator Control Unit
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Component Requirements Definition Worksheet
NASA FBL/PBW Workshop
WBS No. _ Part Identity J Bidirectional Converler
TechnicaJ Requirements
What is the expected _plica_on/Ioca_on?
Close to S/G machine consistent
with thermal limitahbns
What are 6_rmal/cooling nee¢_?
Liquid (fuel) cooling preferred
air preferred by airframes
Wh= _ the electd¢_ _pacttylst_d, ency
range?
250 - 375 KVA > 90%
What are the expected shockJvil_atlon
imRs?
Must live in engine environment
What are 1ha _dgnal types/peramate_?
Nothing speaal
What is the expected MTBF?
Req_res high fault tolerance
to - 20 hrs. - series element
Are there BIT or special maintenance
issuee?
Strong diagnostica/monitonng
needed
Shape/Envelope
Sealing Factor
/
Estimate In Inchae
Industry Data
Who are Intare_tecgpotent_ suppliers?
Same as for S/G
What is the product availebility status?
Not available today
What Is the development lead time?
24 - 36 months
36 - 48 months
are there any major o0at/r_k ¢oncen-_?
Power semiconductor availability
in hermatic packages
Would commonality empt_als pay off?
Would benefit from modutarity
_,re1here any crt_cal _er Issuee?
Fuel ooofing poses difficulties
Shot_l interface _tandatcls be wdtlen?
Yes - Electrical interface
Figure 3.7. Bidirectional Converter
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Component Requirements Definition Worksheet
NASA FBL/PBW Workshop
WBS No. I_ _ Part Identity [ APU S/G - Internally-M ounted I
Techmcal Requirements
_/h_ IS the expectecl _op_,_a_orl/1Oc_on?
APU - on board - tail section
What are lhermaUoooNrx:j needs?
Fluid coofing
What is the electrCal capacitylefficm,'x;y
range?
150 - 225 EVA > 90 - 95%
What are the expected shock/_bralJon
imi_?
Same as current speclhcations
What are _e signal type_parameters?
N/A
What is the expected MTBF?
2 - 3 X powerstage
Are _ere BIT or special maintenance
issues?
N/A
Shape/Envelope
Sealing Factor
3-.5 Ib./KVA
Capacity
/
j Ik
Estimate in Inches
Industry Data
Who are interested/potential suppliers?
Sundstrand Allied-S_nal
Lucas, P & W
What is the ptoducl availabdi_y status?
Not available today
What Is the development lead tlnm?
36 months P'lype
48 months fllght qual
Are thece eny major costh_k concerns?
Tech risks with high speed
high temp
Would oommonallty empt_asis lo_y off?
Not a critical issue
_.re there any ¢d_,alen<l-usel issue?
ETOPS start rehability
Should interface standards be Wdttlm?
Yes
Figure 3.8. APU S/G - Internally-Mounted
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Component Requirements Definition Worksheet
NASA FBL/PBW Workshop
WBS No. _ Part Identity [ APU S/G - Externall -Mounted-Shaft Direct (no GB)
Technical Requirements
What _ the expected apphcationtlocation?
Same as con ventlonal APU
What are thermal/cooling needs?
Not as severe as internally
mounted unit - hquid cooled
What is I_e electrical capaclty/efficiency
range?
150 - 225 KVA >90 - 95%
What are the expected shocWvlbration
Iimit_?
Same as current specifications
What fire _ sigr_l typesiparameters'_
N/A
What is the expeCled MTBF?
Lower req, than for internal
Are there BIT or speciar maintenance
issues?
N/A
Shape/Envelope
Factor
.I
Es_rnace in Inche_
Industry Data
Who are interested/poten_al suppliers?
8undstrand A/Ired-Signa/
Lucas, P & W
What is the product availaMity status?
Not available today, but close
What is the develo_t lead tirrm?
24 months P'_ype
36 months flight qual
_re _lere any major cost/risk concerto ?
High rotor speeds
Would ¢ommonatity emphasis pay off?
Not a critical issue
lu'e Ihere any critCal end-user issues?
Accessibility better for ext, -
mount challenges assoc, with
lub__/_.ss svst_'n
Should interface standards be written?
Yes
Figure 3.9. APU S/G - Externedly-Mounted-Shaft Direct
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Component Requirements Definition Worksheet
NASA FBL/PBW Workshop
WBS No. _ Part Identity I S/G, Main, lnlernal
Technical Requirements
What is the expected ap_aSon/Iocabon?
HBPR Engs.
What are U_ermat/cooUng needs?
Engme coohng sharing
What _ the electrical capacity efficiency
range?
250 - 375 KVA > 90 - 95%
Wh_ are the exlcc_ted shockJvl_a_on
imits?
Per Eng. Spec.
What are _ s_gnal types/parameters?
N/A
What is the expected MTBF?
2 - 5 x Eng. Reqs.
Are _re 8IT or special maintenance
iSSue?
Maintenance Free Coohng System
(except,on)
Shape/Envelope
Sealing Factor
t i_ a-SIb,/KVA :_
/
Es_male in Inches
Industry Data
Who are intere_ted/potent_aE _41pp_ier_?
Eng. Manuf.
What is the producl availability status?
PDR
What is the development _ead brae9
36 months P'fype
48 months flight qual
Are there any major cost/risk ¢orcem$?
- COSt should be less than Xterm
- techmcel development
Would commonality emphasis pay off q
f of application
_.re there any cdt_cal er_d-user ISSU_*?
- reliability
- repair accesslbdity
Sheuld interface standards be wTitte,'l?
Yes
Figure 3.10. S/G, Main, Internal
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Component Requirements Definition Worksheet
NASA FBL/PBW Workshop
WBS No. _ Part Identity } S/G, Main, External
Technical Requirements
_/hal isthe expected appllca*_on,_aca_on?
HBPR Engs.
gear box
What are _Ucooir_l needs?
- incr. MX capacity
- tiquld cooling
What is the electrical capeclty/eflicmfcy
range?
250 - 375 KVA (total)(9o- 95%)
What are the expected shocldvibralJon
imits?
Per Current Specs.
What are the _dgnal type_pararneters?
N/A
What is the expected MTEIF?
20,000 hours (total)
7,o00 starts (?)
Are _'_ere BIT or special maintenance
issues?
None
Shape/Envelope
Sealing Factor
C_pacity
industry Data
Who are Interestedtpotential suppliers?
Bendix, Westinghouse, Lucas,
Sundstrand, AuxJlec, Shinko,
Lelan
What is the product availability status?
None
What is the development lead time?
p,
12-24 m°nths P'gt_t qua/36-48 onths
&re there any major costhlsk ooncems?
Normal
Would commonality emphasis pay off?
f of application
_,re there any cdl_cal end-user issues?
- handling
- cabling
Should n efface standards bewntten?
Mech./Fluid
Figure 3.11. S/G, Main, External
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3.2.4.3. Technology Needs Definition
The panel identified tile technical objectives for each of the major EESG con_ponents
and then identified technology developments needed to meet those objectives. These
are discussed for each of the major EESG components: the S/G, the GC[_, and t ho
BDC.
3.2.4.3.1. Starter/Generators
3.2.4.3.1.1. Technical Objectives
The major technical objectives identified for S/Gs were:
• High reliability/fault tolerance
• High low speed torque
• High speed (peripheral velocity)
• High power density
• High temperature tolerance
• Affordability
Achieving high reliability was considered to be particularly important, especially
for internally mounted starter/generators. The goal would be to have such a machine
no less reliable than existing electrical starters. This requires that. the reliability of
the electrical portion of an internally mounted S/G be two to five times greater than
that of existing equipment, since a failure in the electrical portion of an internally
mounted S/G would be considered a failure of the entire unit.
High low-speed torque is necessary for overcoming oil viscosity and other friction
losses when engines are started in cold weather. This implies that certain motor
electrical designs will be preferable to others.
High peripheral speed results in better generator electrical performance in a smaller
package for a given power level.
High power density translates into smaller and lighter S/Gs, important consider-
ations for aircraft applications. The panel believed that, power densities in the range
of 0.3 - 0.5 lb/KVA were achievable.
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High temperaturetolerancewill be necessary,especiallyfor internally mounted
S/Gs, whichwill beexposedto highertemperaturesthan externallymountedS/Gs.
Higher temperaturematerialswill alsoresult in a longerservicelife and improved
reliability.
3.2.4.3.1.2. Needed Technology for S/G Systems
The panel identifiedthe followingtechnologyimprovementsthat will be neededto
attain the technicalgoals:
• Improvedthermalmanagement
• No-lubricationbearings(for APUs)
• Hightemperaturemagneticmaterials
• Hightemperatureinsulation
• Fault-tolerantmachineconfigurations
• Improvedrotor dynamics
Sincefuture EESGswill be producinghigherpower levelsthan is requiredon
currentaircraft, better thermal managementtechnologywill berequiredto dealwith
the increasedwasteheat. Improvementscouldbebasedonadvancesin currentair-to-
air heat transfersystems,onnewervapor-cyclecoolingsystems,or on liquid cooling
systems,or combinationsof thesetechnologies.
No lubricationbearingswill reduceweightandmaintenanceby removingthe com-
ponentsassociatedwith existingoil-basedlubricationsystems.
SinceinternallymountedS/Gswill beexposedto the highertemperaturesinside
the APU or main enginefor longperiodsof time, better high-temperaturemateri-
alswill be neededto ensurethat the S/G will meet its high MTBF goals. These
includebetter high-temperatureinsulationandimprovedhigh-temperaturemagnetic
materials.
Sincethe cost of repairing an internal S/G will be relativelyhigh, there is a
needto developfault-tolerant configurationsfor S/Gs. Theuseof switch-reluctance
technologyis believedto offerbenefitsin this area.
Improvedrotor dynamicsmay benecessary,particularly for internalS/Gs which
aredirectlymountedonthe turbineshaftandwhichthereforerotateat the samehigh
speedsasthe turbine.
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3.2.4.3.2. Generator Control Units
The generator control unit, as its name implies, is responsible for controlling tile
operation of the S/G. Tile panel identified the following technical objectives for the
GCU.
3.2.4.3.2.1. Technical Objectives for Generator Control Units
• High reliability/fault tolerance
• Strong diagnostics and monitoring
• High Bandwidth between GCU and S/G
• Low EMI susceptibility
• High controller independence
• Affordability
Since the GCU is critical to the operation of the overall EESG, it must be very
reliable. The panel believed this would require some degree of fault tolerance in the
GCU.
The panel also believed that the GCU should have extensive S/G monitoring and
diagnostic capabilities. This would be the primary means of monitoring the health of
the S/G by maintenance personnel, as well as providing the information needed by
the GCU to effectively control the S/G.
Real-time control of the S/G by the GCU will require high-bandwidth channels
for sensing and control signals. This is required because of the short control loop
delay needed to adequately control the S/G.
Since the GCU is a critical component that will contain microelectronic compo-
nents, such as microprocessors, it must be adequately shielded from EMI which is
generated by other EESG components and by outside sources.
Independence refers to the ability of the S/G and GCU to operate autonomously
and not have to rely on components external to the EESG for proper operation under
normal and adverse conditions. This will improve the overall robustness and fault
isolation of the power generation and distribution system.
Finally, as with other EESG components, these technical characteristics must be
provided at a cost that will be acceptable to users.
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3.2.4.3.2.2. Needed Technology for GCU Systems
The panelidentifiedneededtechnologyimprovementsin the followingareas:
• Size and weight reduction
• Advanced hardware/software architectures for enhanced controller fault toler-
alice
• Improved self-diagnostics and protection features
• Sensor elimination algorithms
• Advanced control algorithms for improved APU dynamic response
• Higher computing power (higher speed digital signal processors)
• Improved thermal management
Since the GCU will be installed on an aircraft, its weight and size should be
minimized as much as possible.
The panel believed that the very high reliability required of the GCU will in turn
require the development of advanced fault-tolerant hardware and software architec-
tures. As with similar efforts in fly-by-wire aircraft control systems, the use of these
types of architectures will pose significant problems related to their certification.
Failures of sensors can be difficult to detect, especially in an integrally mounted
S/G where access is difficult. Thus, reducing the number of sensors will help minimize
problems caused by sensor failures. This may require the development of algorithms
which can infer the values of operating parameters that are not directly sensed from
other operating parameters that are directly measured.
Complex and sophisticated algorithms will be needed to control the S/G. This,
coupled with the high-bandwidth, low latency control loop processing, will require the
use of high performance processors, such as special purpose digital signal processors.
As with other EESG components, improved thermal management is needed to
handle the high power levels entailed in a power-by-wire aircraft.
3.2.4.3.3. Bidirectional Converters
Bidirectional converters will be responsible for converting power from/to the S/G
depending on its mode of operation. The panel identified the following technical
objectives for bidirectional converters.
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3.2.4.3.3.1. Technical Objectives
• tligh reliability and robustness
• Minimization of/2MI generation and susceptibility
• Insensitivity to mounting location
• High-power density
• High efficiency
• Affordability
The BDC must be very reliable and robust since it is responsible for converting
the power produced by the S/G into a form which can be handled by the power
distribution system. A failure in the BDC would prevent the S/G from operating in
either the starter or generator mode, neither of which is desirable from an operational
viewpoint.
Since power conversion may involve switching high currents and voltages at high
frequency, particular attention must be paid to the suppression of EMI generated by
the converter. Soft switching technology was seen to be of value in reducing EMI.
The BDC should be insensitive to mounting location so as to minimize losses
between the S/G and the BDC. For an integral S/G, this would require the BDC to
be located as close to the engine as possible. This will affect the design of the BDC
cooling system.
High-power density is desirable to reduce the size and weight of the BDC. High
efficiency is desirable for reducing the amount of waste heat produced by the BDC.
Finally, the BDC needs to be affordable if it is expected to find a place in commercial
aircra,ft.
3.2.4.3.3.2. Needed Technology for Bidirectional Converters
The panel identified the following technology improvements for bidirectional convert-
ers:
• Improved thermal management
• Hermetic power switch packaging
• Improved passive components (capacitors and inductors)
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• EMI toleranceandEMI suppression(e.g.,soft switchingconverters)
• Self-protectioncapabilities(robustness)
• hnprovedcurrentand voltagesensors
• Low-weightbuswork
As with other EESG components,better thermal managementwill be needed
becauseof the higherpowerlevelshandledby the BDC in a power-by-wireaircraft.
Better componentsneedto bedeveloped,particularlyin theareasof powerswitch
packagingandpassivecomponents.Improvementsin theseareaswill helpachievethe
goalsof higherpowerdensityand increasedefficiency.
As describedabove,the BDC is potentially a large sourceof EMI becauseit
switcheshigh currents/voltagesat high frequencies.Soft switchingtechnologymay
help improvethe EMI suppressioncharacteristics.
Sincethe BDC is a critical componentin the overallEESG,the provisionof self-
protectionandrecoveryfrom unusualoperatingconditionswill be important. This
will requireimprovedcurrentandvoltagesensors.
Finally, sincepowermustbe distributedthroughoutthe aircraft, low-weightdis-
tribution bussingwill be desirablefor reducingthe overallweightof the distribution
system.
3.2.4.4. Technology ReadinessAssessment
3.2.4.4.1. Overall Assessment
In general,the panelnoted that manyof the componentsneededto demonstratea
workingEESGsystemwerealreadyin variousstagesof development.The configura-
tion and powerlevelof the EESGsystemto bedemonstratedwill havea significant
influenceon the amountof time andmoneyneededto developa workingsystem.An
integrallymountedS/G operatingat highspeedsandcapable of supplying high elec-
trical power would require the highest funding and involve the greatest technical risk.
Less risky and less expensive would be the development of an externally mounted
S/G operating at lower power and driven through a gear box.
Table 3.3 summarizes the panel's consensus on technology readiness for the various
EESG components and configurations considered by the panel.
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Table 3.3. Technology Readiness Assessment
TECHNOLOGY READINESS ASSESSMENT
Main S/G, Ext. Mtd.
Main S/G, Int. Mtd.
APU S/G, Ext. Mtd.
Present Stage of Technology Months to
Development Readiness % Prototype
(Note 1) (Note 2)
Detailed Design 80% 24
Preliminary Design 70% 36
(for Mil. Engine) (assumes existing
eenterline)
Analysis & Concept
Demo HW
(prelim. design at
lower K VA )
Months To Flight-
Worthy Hardware
(Note 2)
36
48
(assumes existing
centerline)
90% 24 36
APU S/G, Int. Mtd. Preliminary Analysis < 50% 36
Bidirectional Detail Design w/Concept 80% 24-36
Converter Demo HW
(bench demo)
Generator Control Detail Design w/Concept 70% 24-36
Unit Demo ItW
(bench demo)
48
36-48
36-48
Note 1: Readiness for NASA Program - view from today's perspective
Note 2: Months from now - assuming technology starts now.
Also assumes flmding availability - projections based on technology assessment
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3.2.4.5. Roadmap
The panel proposed the roadmap shown in Figure 3.12 for t'he development of a
working demonstration system. As shown in the roadmap, work on the EESG system
cannot be started until the power management and distribution system requirements
have been established.
EESG
Suggested Roadmap Schedule for Flightworthy
Hardware Development
PMAD System Defined
Starter/Generator" (Ext)
Prel. Design
Detailed Design
Fab and Integration
System Test
APU (Ext)
Prel. Design
Detailed Design
Fab and Integration
System Test
93 94 95 96 97
i
T_
A..' v_
.L---,i i
98
* Includes S/G Machine, Eli Dir. Converler and Gen. Control Unil
Figure 3.12. EESG Suggested Roadmap for Flightworthy Hardware Development
3.2.4.6. System Issues
Since the EESG must operate in the context of the overall power distribution system,
requirements on the overall power distribution system will affect the design of EESG
components. The panel identified three major interactions that will be important for
EESG design:
• The effects of power quality & EMI requirements on component weights
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- tight requirementson all powerdistribution (i.e., MIL-STI)-704E,-,161)
canheavilypenalizeEESGandloadswith heavyfiltering requirements
- separationof utility andcontrolpowerdeservesconsideratiou
- issuesof componentsversussystemEMI certification
• Effectsof powerdistribution architecture on EESC complo×ity and weight
- architectures requiring EESG to develop multiple power types (400 Hz, 28
Vdc, ?) will add weight penalties to EESG and distribution network
• Effects of overload requirements
- traditional overload requirements of 3 p.u. short circuit current for 5 sec-
onds deserve reconsideration because of EESG size and weight penalties
- overload requirements under ground and flight idle conditions also need
careful scrutiny to avoid unnecessary EESG weight penalties
• Critical effects of thermal management issues on EESG component locations,
sizes, and weights
These system issues will have a significant effect on the overall design of the EESG.
3.2.4.7. EESG Summary of Findings
Requirements Recommended by EESG
• Power Ratings
- 250-375 KVA Main Engine
- 150-225 KVA APU
• Near term 400Hz
• 2000 +
- Hi Voltage DC, Variable Freq., Hi Freq.
• MTBF
- If internal mount, 2-5 times engine requirements
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- If externalmount,20,000Hrs.,7000starts
• Nogearbox
• Liquid coolingfor externalmount
• Shareenginecoolingfor internalmount
• Fault tolerantcontroller
• Self-diagnosis and protection
• Advanced control algorithms
• Current shock and vibration specs
Open Issues Identified by EESG
• Is NASA's goal the best way for system to evolve or is it tech readiness 19967
• Degree of risk NASA will take? (Demonstrate low-power EESG from existing
components or fully-integrated internal S/G?)
• Certification requirements for internally mounted S/G and APU
• Frequency/voltage for future system
• AC/DC, Hi Voltage/Lo Voltage, single vs. wild vs. variable frequency
• Power quality standards
• Power distribution architecture
• Overload requirements
• Mounting
• Weight
• Thermal management
• EMI
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t/ecommendationsby EESG
• 400Hznearterm
RequirementsNot Addressedby EESG
• Failuremodes
• Maintenance/installationrequirements
Chairperson,ThomasJahns,presentedthe EESGfinal summaryreport at the
workshopclosingplenarysession.Viewgraphsusedfor thispresentationarecontained
in AppendixE.
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3.3. Fault-Tolerant Architectures (FTA) Panel
3.3.1. Introduction
The ETA session was chaired by Dagfinn Gangsaas of Boeing Defense & Space. Dan
Palumbo of NASA Langley's System Validation Methods Branch was the Session
Deputy and Charlotte Scheper of the Research Triangle Institute was the Session
Coordinator. The table below lists the ETA session participants.
NAME ORGANIZATION
Dagfinn Gangsaas
Dan Palumbo
Charlotte Scheper
Steve Young
Carl Elks
Kevin Driscoll
Larry Yount
Gerald C. Cohen
Jay Lala
Allan White
Chris Walter
Ben DiVito
Dick Fletcher
Rick Butler
Joe Schwind
Tim Felisky
Ken Albin
John Rushby
Ken Martin
Henry Schmidt
Ted Scarpino
Graham Bradbury
John McGough
Jose F. Aldana
Pete Saraceni
Jim Treacy
Kang G. Shin
Boeing Defense & Space (Chairperson)
NASA LaRC (Deputy)
RTI (Coordinator)
NASA LaRC
NASA/AVRADA
Honeywell SRC
Honeywell ATSD
Boeing HTC
Draper Lab
NASA Langley
Allied-Signal ATC
ViGYAN, Inc./NASA Langley
GE Aircraft Engine Controls - Lynn
NASA Langley - SVMB
Air Line Pilots Assoc.
Rockwell AM&ASD
Computational Logic Inc.
SRI International
Rockwell/Collins
Moog Inc.
GE Aircraft Controls, Binghamton
Sundstrand Aerospace, Rockford
Bendix Flight Systems, Teterboro
Rockwell International NAA
FAA Technical Center
FAA National Resource Specialist
Univ. Michigan, Ann Arbor
In order to inform panel members on FBL/PBW technology and to foster inter-
panel communications, Gangsaas requested that Andrew Glista and Louis Feiner brief
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thepanelonFBL/PBW technology.Glistadiscussedthe FOCSIprogramandFeiner
describedastudyto evaluatethe benefitsof PBW technologyfor a moreelectriccivil
transport aircraft.
Theobjectiveof the FBL/PBW Architectureelementof the programisto devise,
analyze,develop,fabricate,andtestanopticallybasedfly-by-light/power-by-wirear-
chitectureconsistingof redundantopticalsensors,fault-tolerantfiberopticsignaling,
fault-tolerantcomputers,and a secondarypowermanagementand distribution sys-
tem appropriatefor advancedtransport aircraft. The approachwill be to determine
systemlevelrequirements,synthesizeanarchitecturemeetingthe requirements,and
validatethat the architecturemeetsthe requirementsby applyingdesignfor vali-
dation conceptsthroughoutthe designprocess.This will entail closecoordination
with LeRCpersonnelon the opticalsensorsandpower-by-wiretechnologyto beused
in the architecture. The Fault-TolerantArchitecture (FTA) Sessionof this work-
shopconsideredthe followingtopics in addressingthe adequacyof the NASA plan
andidentifyingopenissuesandrequirements: 1) designpractice/methods,2) pro-
cessingarchitectures, 3) certification/validation, 4) interprocessorcommunication
architectures,5) sensor/actuatorcommunicationarchitectures,and 6) demonstra-
tion goalsand plans. Severalpanelmembersacceptedthe opportunity to make
presentationsto the panel. Jay Lala of C.S.DraperLaboratoriesdiscussedthe at-
tributesof a FBL architectureandpresenteda proposedarchitecture.KevinDriscoll
from Honeywelldiscussedfailure modes,determinism,synchronization,and redun-
dant networktopologies.Rick Butler of NASALaRCdiscussedreliability validation
problemsassociatedwith fault recoveryand commonmodefailuresof which HIRF
upsetsarea threat.
3.3.2. NASA Plan Adequacy and Program Recommenda-
tions
The goal of the NASA program should be to increase U.S. competitiveness in flight-
critical system design and certification. The FTA working group concluded that
NASA can achieve this goal by bringing FBL/PBW building blocks, architectures,
and certification technology to maturity by 1996 and by providing estimates of the
quantitative benefits that these would provide. The building blocks are fiberop-
tic networks that can support flight-critical, ultrareliable application requirements;
electronic actuators; power system management and distribution; electro-optical in-
terfaces; optical sensors; connectors and cables, and fault-tolerant computers that
can meet 10 -9 reliability requirements for flight-critical functions and that have an
optical backplane. The certification technology will need to include certifiable design
methods that enable the development and use of integrated systems. These meth-
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ods includeformal methodsfor specificationand verificationand new methodsfor
partitioning andallocatingfunctionsacrossthe systemcomponents.
Theseconclusionsaresupportedby the movetowardmorecomputer-controlled
critical functionsin theairplane,theperceivedeconomicbenefitsfrom integration,the
needfor enablingmethodsto produceintegratedarchitecturesfor criticalapplications,
and the increasingcostof validatingandcertifyingsystems.Therefore, it is essential
that the following components be addressed in the FTA work breakdown structure
(WBS) of the NASA program:
1. design practice/methods
2. processing architectures
3. certification/validation
4. interprocessor communication architectures
5. sensor/actuator communication architectures, and
6. demonstration goals and plans
To ensure that the FTA WBS is focused toward achieving its goals, the original
plan as presented to this working group was amended to include both the creation
of a baseline system and corresponding requirements and an initial trade study that
will be continued as a series of checkpoint studies throughout the life of the program.
This amended plan is illustrated in Figure 3.13.
This plan starts with the identification of a set of target airplanes and the corre-
sponding requirements. Then using various tools and methods for system architecture
design, a full-up system for the target airplane would be designed. This system design
would only be a paper design. At the same time, a baseline fly-by-wire-and-hydraulics
system would be defined. With these two system definitions, a trade study will be
conducted for a benefits assessment that can demonstrate the gains and losses. The
next step is to decide which pieces of the system need to be tested, either in the lab-
oratory or in flight. The selected subsystems would then be implemented and tested
in the lab or on the airplane. During the course of these activities, issues in method-
ology and tools and architectural issues such as integration, partitioning, scheduling,
communication protocols, etc., would be highlighted and studied.
The trade study called for in this plan is a very important task because this study
will help define the preferred architecture or architectures that should be pursued,
and identify the preferred component technologies. Another aspect of this trade
study is that it is not only, a very significant up-fl'ont activity, but that it has to
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Figure 3.13. Amended Plan for FTA WBS of NASA Program
be continued in the form of checkpoint studies throughout the life of the program.
These checkpoint studies will allow the program to check that it is continuing to take
the correct approach and that the architecture is still on track with evolving system
requirements. This activity will be very important in insuring high-quality results
from the program.
3.3.3. Requirements
The challenge of the FBL/PBW program for the fault-tolerant architecture is to
define a FBL architecture that accomplishes the following items:
• Exploits FBL strengths and avoids FBI, weaknesses.
• Resolves issues pertaining to integration versus fault containment and integra-
tion versus timing.
• Integrates EBL with PBW.
Two areas in particular will present major challenges for designing the architecture:
data distribution networks and the photonic sensors and interfaces. Additionally,
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requirements will have to be developed for requisite levels of redundancy and redun-
dancy management, integrating power-by-wire with fly-by-light and both with other
subsystems. Two critical issues that must be addressed with respect to power-by-wire
are that generating a large amount of electrical power will become flight critical and
that the new actuators will have new failure modes and effects.
It is necessary that this activity come up with a data distribution network (e.g.,
data bus) that has the required reliability and fault tolerance, but is not too costly.
There are many options available today, but it isn't clear to the architecture commu-
nity that there is an existing bus that meets the requirements and stays within cost
constraints. It is important to get industry consensus on the definition: the industry
can not afford to again buy or support three or four different types of buses if they're
not all required.
A similar need exists to decide on the types of sensors and interfaces to be used.
There are many prototypes, and not all of them can be brought along. This program
needs to make the decision so that standards can be established. Different suppliers
can then produce the requisite sensors, insuring sufficient supply at affordable cost.
This program should also provide the demonstrations and data that are needed for
program managers to feel comfortable that this technology can be used with reason-
able risk.
In addition to defining a FBL/PBW architecture, it is also necessary that the
program demonstrate one or more flight-critical functions in flight and develop the
following enabling technologies:
1. industry standards
2. certification
3. FBL/PBW system design approach
4. ground and airborne test facilities
The development of an overall certification approach is required from this program.
Such an approach will make it easier to transition the technology into commercial
aviation. In fact, it is important that technologies or approaches which cannot be
certified be identified and avoided. The program will require FAA participation from
the beginning to insure a valid, workable certification approach.
The development of the architecture and the enabling technologies relies on the
resolution of a number of issues that fall into four categories: certification, system,
fly-by-light, and power-by-wire. Each of these categories is discussed in the following
section.
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3.3.4. Open Issues/Requirements:
3.3.4.1. Certification Issues
Tile program needs to develop an overall certification approach that will specify how
to certify a FBL/PBW system. This approach must address l.h(" following issues:
• Architectural techniques and building blocks must bc certifiable.
• Certifiable design methods to enable injection of integrated syst.elns nmsl, be de-
veloped. Such methods include formal methods, methods to partition functions,
and methods of validating integrated systems.
• The increase in tile number and the possible integration of critical functions.
• The cost of certification and validation.
• How to accomplish and verify and validate fault containment when integrating
functions.
• How to verify and validate recovery mechanisms.
• How to protect against common mode failures and how to verify and validate
the protection and recovery mechanisms.
• The effects of power functions becoming critical functions with the use of power-
by-wire technology.
• The introduction of new failure modes.
• How to manage redundancy, with or without a fallback to an alternate technol-
ogy.
• The need for improved validation and verification methods.
• The need for a certifiable FBL/PBW system design approach.
3.3.4.2. System Issues
The system issues comprise five areas: existing issues not yet resolved for fault-
tolerant, fly-by-wire architectures; integration of critical functions; validation and
verification; standardization; and hnman factors. Of the existing fault-tolerant issues,
the most critical are determining required redundancy levels, d(_vising w_lidatable
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redundancymanagementmechanisms,quantifyingrecoveryparametersto required
levelsto assessrecoveryprobability,definingfailuremodes,andissuesof synchronous
versusasynchronousoperationand deterministicversusnondeterministicbehavior.
Theothermajorexistingsystemissuesaretheman-machineinterface;verificationand
validation; the cost of developmentand validation; tradeoffsbetweenperformance,
safety,and reliability; andcross-channelcommunicationsynchronization.
In the areaof integratingcritical functions,the issuesarewhichfunctionsto inte-
grate,howto integratethem,and howto overcomecultural obstaclesto functionin-
tegration. Candidatefunctionsincludeprimary flight controls,electricalpowerman-
agement,enginecontrol,loadalleviation,primary flight instruments,andequipment
for low visibility operation.Methodsof integrationhaveto bedevelopedthat allow
functionpartitioningandallocationwhilemaintainingthe integrity requirementsand
loweringthe costof systemdevelopmentandoperation.Cultural obstaclesarisefrom
the current view of the systemarchitectasonewho designsthe bus for subsystem
designersto use. In this view,eachsubsystemrequiresa specialist,precludingthe
ability of onesystemarchitectto integrateall subsystems.
The validationand verificationissuescomprisetwo areas:validation of require-
mentsandverificationthat thesystemmeetsthevalidatedrequirements.These issues
are not yet resolved for FBW systems, but the need for design methods and processes
that address these issues will become even greater with increased integration of crit-
ical functions and the use of FBL and PBW technology. Some of the questions that
are still unanswered are:
• Is 10 .9 validatable?
• Are current approaches worthwhile?
• Have we ever had a handle on failure modes?
• How are verification assumptions identified and validated?
• How can recovery mechanisms be verified and validated?
• How can protection and recovery mechanisms for common mode failures be
verified and validated?
Current methods for analyzing a system's behavior in the presence of faults in-
clude the use of Markov models to.estimate system failure probability. An underlying
assumption in these models is the independence of faults. A growing concern with
common mode faults (i.e., those faults that arise from a common source and are
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hencenot independent)hashighlightedthe needfor carefullyexaminingthe analy-
sisassumptions,particularly with respecto designfaults and EME-inducedfaults.
Thus, a keyvalidationquestionis whetherEME destroysthe independenceassump-
tion, andif so,whethera photonicbackplanerestoresandguaranteesthis assumption.
Someadditionalcommonmodeissuesare:
Doesthe field intensityof EME vary from processingsite to processingsite'?
Itow do the EME sourceandthe apertureof the airplaneaffectwhichcompo-
nentsareaffected?Experimentationis requiredto characterizeEME effects.
There is someexperienceto suggestthat whetheror not individual syslem
componentssufferan upsetwhensubjectedto a conunonmodefault is data-
dependent.
What is the probability,of recoveringto the sameerror spacein morethanone
faulty processor?
Thereis noway to showindependencefor designfaults.
Independentof the originor persistenceof the fault, recoveryfrom thefault does
not stop with the disappearanceor removalof the physicalfault. It alsoincludes
removingany error inducedby the fault. An evaluationproblemarisesin defining
and estimatingthe transition ratesto andfrom the recoverystatesof the model. In
general,recoverystrategiescanbedevisedthat canbedemonstratedin the lab,but
the parametersthat describethemin ananalysismodelcannotbequantified.
Given the infeasibilityof life-testingcomplexsystemsor measuringmanyof the
parametersof importanceto their analysis,it is increasinglylessviableto producea
systemand then try to verify it; it is necessary,to producea methodfor designing
the systemthat assuresvalidationandverification,andultimately,certification.
Anotherimportant systemissuethat shouldbeaddressedby thisprogramisstan-
dardizationof components,protocols,and languages.Newcomponentsarebeingde-
veloped,andtheonly wayto achievefeasiblecostsis to increasethevolumeproduced.
Therefore,specificcomponentdesignshouldbeselected,built, andvalidatedfor the
productionof an adequatecompetitivesupply. In particular, standardsneedto be
set for a data busbasedon requiredprotocolsand topology,electrical-opticalback
planesand otherelectrical-opticalinterfaces,and opticalsensors.Finally,standards
will alsohelp assurethe neededlevelsof reliability from individualcomponents.
The final areaof systemissuesis humanfactors, tluman factorshas to come
in as a requirementat the front end. Addinga WBS for humanfactorsshouldbe
considered;althoughNASA'srole is not to develophumanfactorsrequirements,it
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is necessaryfor NASA to establishtheserequirements.The areasof systemdesign
wherehumanfactorsplay a significantrole are the pilot controller, the control re-
sponsecharacteristics,displayinformation,envelopeprotection,degradedoperation,
the numberof controlmodes,andpilot involvementin redundancymanagement.At
the architecturallevel,humanfactorsimpactthe followingareas:
• At what levelof detail doesthe stateof the systemasa result of degradation
haveto be communicated?
• If it is required that all information be passed back to the pilot, what additional
requirements exist for system communication activity?
• What functions are where, how do they communicate, and how do they interact?
[:urther, human factors requirements can create different failure modes, requiring that
tile architecture be designed to identify and respond to those failures.
3.3.4.3. Fly-By-Light Issues
The fly-by-light issues arise by discriminating a fault-tolerant fly-by-light architecture
from current fault-tolerant fly-by-wire architectures. The fly-by-light architecture will
not be a direct replacement, although the system issues discussed above will still apply.
The following additional issues will arise:
• The potential increase in bandwidth is a difference that may lead to integrating
I/O and flmctions.
• Differences in shielding weight changes the architecture; there is a desire in
current FBW systems to put processors as close as possible to sensors/actuators.
• There is a potential for fundamentally different failure modes.
• FBL is poin.t-to-point rather than multiple drop: fiber can't be nmltiply tapped
without transmission loss.
• A wide dynamic range exists: different for near and far locations, different
protocols.
Electrically passive optical transducers are a source of big weight savings, can
mitigate the point-to-point problem, and produce a tendency to go to central-
ized.
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• The designdriver is weightsavings,but tile piecesof the systemhaveto be
arrangeddifferentlybecauseof differentadvantagesand disadvantages.
• Therearedifferencesin connectors,suchasno wipe clean,maintenance,and
alignmentproblems.
There is 11o experience to draw on in designing FBL architectures. There is not
the same body of knowledge as exists for FBW: don't know how to use FBL
in terms of its failure rates and failure modes; don't know how to maximize
strengths and minimize weaknesses.
In view of these issues, the following questions should be answered by NASA:
. What specific issues or architectural components should NASA be looking at?
If passing critical data to the flight control computer across a distributed system
becomes necessary, then there is a need for a high-speed, critical bus. What
communication protocols are required? What will the message mix be with
respect to size and criticality?
. Given that the military has examined some of the relevant issues in their pro-
grams, how can this program benefit from that experience? What. are the
differences between military and commercial aircraft, and are they really signif-
icant?
3. Does physical distribution increase safety and/or impact weight?
4. Given that a proliferation of critical functions seems likely, do we have the
knowledge required to design and verify the systems?
. What are the metrics that should be considered in determining whether and
to what degree to integrate functions? What are the tradeoffs between sensor
integration and potential loss of data across multiple functions?
3.3.4.4. Power-By-Wire Issues
It was felt by the FTA working group that power-by-wire had the potential for a
more revolutionary impact on the architecture than fly-by-light. One of the key
issues in power-by-wire is power generation, and the group sees the development of a
start.er/ge,ierator as a critical issue for the whole NASA program.
A large part of the revolutionary impact of power-by-wire is that the complete
electrical power system will become flight critical in the sense that large amounts of
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powerhaveto be suppliedat all times. This is a differentsituation from today's
airplanesthat are basedon hydraulic powerwith a battery to run the computers.
Thus,therewill beadditionalfunctionsthat haveto bebroughtinto theflight-critical
region.With the electricalactuatorsandthepowerdistributionsystem,therewill be
failuremodesthat aredifferentfromthecurrentones.Thecharacteristicsof hydraulic
systemsarewell understood:how to bring them up, what happensunder different
failures,andhow to deactivatethem.
Dependingupon tile technologychosenfor powergenerationand distribution,
power-by-wirecouldresult in a lot of internalEME. Power-by-wiremayalsoprovide
the opportunity for and requiremoreintegration. Integrationin turn will raisethe
issueof propagatingfaults from onesubsystemto another.In addition,therewill be
timing issuesand integrationwith power-by-lightissues.
Therefore,the followingitemswill haveto beaddressed:
• The increasein critical functions
• The cultural problemsarising from integrationand from functionsbecoming
flight critical
• Advantagesanddisadvantagesof functionpartitioning versusfunction integra-
tion
- somedegreeof integrationis expected
- metricsareneededto guidedecisions
• Advantagesand disadvantagesof physicaldistribution
• Powermanagementsystembecomespart of the primaryflight control system
• Howto insuredesigncorrectnessof larger,morecomplexcritical systems
- logicalpartitioning
- physicalpartitioning
• Faulteffectspartitioning
• Functionalcoupling/allocation
• Redundancymanagement
• Quantifyingbenefits,suchasincreasedreliability andreducedweight
• Tradeoffsbetweenpowerinput to actuatorsandpowersourceoptions
• Thermalmanagement
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3.3.5. Requirements/Issues to be Resolved with Other Areas
The architectural requirements and issues are tightly coupled with all other areas.
Specification of FBL/PBW component characteristics and failure modes are par-
ticularly important to resolving the architectural requirements. The determination
of redundancy levels for system components such as sensors and actuators have to
be made with respect to vehicle structural requirements, control laws and aircraft.
operational modes, as well as the fault tolerance mechanisms of the architecture. Be-
fore communication network topology, protocols, and message characteristics can be
specified, all subsystem requirements and acceptable levels of integration have to be
worked out to resolve architectural issues of distributed versus centralized computing,
function partitioning and allocation, and level of processing to be performed locally
at sensor/actuator sites.
The resolution of the power-by-wire requirements is especially critical because the
consensus is that power-by-wire will result in new critical control flmctions, which
in turn may" radically alter the computing architecture. The FTA group views the
development of the starter/generator as crucial to the power-by-wire program.
Finally, the certification issues are relevant to all areas of the NASA program and
their resolution nmst be addressed by all areas.
3.3.6. Conclusions and Discussion of Dissenting Views
The members of the panel generally adhered to three views:
NASA should produce an integrated, distributed FBL/PBW system design and
demonstrate crucial parts of that system.
NASA should concentrate on developing tile methodology that is required before
industry can build a validatable, certifiable FBL/PBW system.
NASA should concentrate on a study process to develop demonstratable sub-
systems; i.e., more careful definition of system requirements, more planning
studies, more trade studies, and more tracking of new subsystem developments
to a system baseline.
It was suggested that one approach to coming to agreement on defining the pro-
gram would be to identify the roadblocks that this program has to address. The
following roadblocks were listed:
• How to maintain fault containment when integrating functions
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• Integrationversustiming allocation,scheduling
• Highspeeddatabus:havean ARINCstandard
• Kinds of sensors:definition
• Definitionof redundancymanagementfor powermanagementanddistribution
(PMAD); alsofor EA
• Characteristicsof individual devicesundefined
• Impactof newFBL/PBW componentsonarchitecture,especiallywith respect
to reliability
• Hybrid vs.purebred:what technologiesaregoingto beavailablein timeframe
• Impactof degradedmodes
A strongminority viewis that noonepersonor groupissmartenoughto integrate
all thesesubsystems.Partitioning,fault containment,synchronousandasynchronous
techniquesareall important, but what groupis smartenoughto do it for eachsub-
system?Accordingto this view, theobjectiveof the systemarchitectis primarily to
connectsensorsto processorsto actuators,givingthe subsystemdesignersthe great-
est amountof flexibility. Therefore the following issues are the ones that should be
addressed:
• What kind of bus is appropriate?
• What kind of protocols are appropriate?
• How can the bus be designed to be flexible enough for all subsystem require-
ments and designs?
According to this view, the study should focus on the bus design, especially with
respect to identifying the requirements for the network with respect to the individual
subsystem designers. This opinion is documented in a letter contained in Appendix
F.
Since a majority of the participants were leaning toward the need for NASA to
conduct a study prior to proceeding with particular architectural designs, the panel
discussed the type of study required and the level of effort required for the study. Since
some panel members favored bringing something into the lab as soon as possible and
who argued that numerous paper studies would lose support, it was decided that
the best approach would be a phased study; i.e., a continuous analysis to check that
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the developmentof the candidatearchitecturestayson track with evolvingsystem
requirements,technologydevelopments,andprogramgoals.Thus,the study should
be a programglobal activity that lasts throughoutthe program,with the level of
effort startingout high andtaperingoff.
3.3.7. Summary of FTA Findings
General Requirements from FTA
• Examine at least flight-critical function in-flight
• Pilot interface is part of system
• Power is flight critical with FBL/PBW
Open Issues Identified by FTA
• New failure modes with FBL/PBW
• Data acquisition/distribution network architecture
• Interface standards
• FBL/PBW component characteristics
• Certification approach
• Architecture
• Redundancy
Recommendations by FTA
• Develop representative target aircraft
• Define FBL/PBW functions and requirements
• Target costs and weight
• Define operational environment.
• Conduct baseline benefits study
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• Conduct trade study to determine preferred architecture
Requirements Not Addressed by FTA
• Maintenance/installation
• Workload for full system and flight test subset
Chairperson, Dagfinn Oangsaas, presented the FTA final summary report at the
workshop closing plenary session. Viewgraphs used for this presentation are contained
in Appendix E.
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3.4. Electromagnetic Environment Assessment (EME) Panel
3.4.1. Electromagnetic Environment (EME) Panel
The panel was chaired throughout the workshop proceedings by Richard F. ttess,
Air Transport Systems Division, Honeywell, Inc., of Phoenix, Arizona. The NASA
deputy for the panel was Felix L. Pitts, who was also co-chairperson of the FBL/PB\¥
Workshop. Aubrey E. Cross of RTI served as panel coordinator. The panel was
comprised of 20 members representing a broad practical experience background of
expertise in EMI diagnostic methods/evaluations and analytical tools. The aerospace
community was well represented on tile panel by each member's affiliations with
NASA, USAF, USN, FAA, major aircraft companies, academia, and independent
research-support businesses. The panel members were:
NAME ORGANIZATION
Richard Hess
Felix Pitts
Aubrey Cross
Celeste Belcastro
Lawrence C. Walko
Rod Perala
Dennis Baseley
Bruno Moras
Calvin Watson
Fred Heather
Thomas F. Trost
Klaus P. Zaepfel
Peter Padilla
Michael Hatfield
Gerry Fuller
Mike Glynn
John Polky
Steven Pennock
Rich Zacharias
Andrew J. Poggio
Honeywell-ATSD (Chairperson)
NASA Langley (Deputy)
RTI (Coordinator)
NASA Langley
USAF Wright Lab
Electro Magnetic Applications, Inc.
USAF ASD/ENACE
Boeing Defense and Space
Boeing Commercial Air
Naval Air Warfare Center
Texas Tech Univ.
NASA LaRC
NASA LaRC
Naval Surface Warfare Center
CKC Labs
FAA Technical Center
Boeing
LLNL
LLNL
LLNL
To provide a basis for panel discussions, Felix Pitts reviewed the NASA plan to
develop an EME assessment methodology appropriate for FBL/PBW technology. The
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approachto be takenwill be to apply the LawrenceLivermoreNational Laboratory
high-powermicrowaveassessmenttechnologyto transport aircraft, to validatethose
modelswith experimentaldata, to developa HighIntensity RadiatedField (HIRE)
assessmentlaboratory,to conductHIRF laboratoryexperimentsto determineeffects
in a redundantflight controlcomputer,andto examinein-servicefault data related
to HIRE. The challenge,asnotedby Jim Treacyin the keynoteaddress,will be to
demonstratethat EM modelingcanprovidea basisfor reducedaircraft testing. Felix
Pitts' viewgraphsarecontainedin AppendixC.
Followingthe presentationof the NASAplan for FBL/PBW EME effectsassess-
ment,panelmemberswereallowedto presentheir perspectiveonEM modelingand
testing.RichZachariasof LLNL gaveapresentationentitled "EM EffectsAssessment
Options." Hestressedtheneedfor differentmeasurementandanalysistechniquesfor
the HIRF spectrumabove400 MHz. StevenPennockof LLNL gavea presenta-
tion entitled, "EM CouplingCalculationsUsingTemporalScatteringand Response
(TSAR)." Hediscussedthe featuresof the TSAR EM modelingsystem.The presen-
tation wasaccompaniedby a videotapeon EM modelingandvisualization.
RodneyPerala,ElectroMagneticApplications,Inc., gavea presentationentitled
"ElectromagneticAnalysisof Aircraft: State-of-the-ArtSummary."After discussing
the computationalcomplexityof EM modelingto 40 GHz for aircraft, Peralaem-
phasizedthe cost effectiveness of a high throughput, hardwired, multiprocessor to
accelerate the intensive computation required for comprehensive EM modeling.
Peter Padilla of NASA LaRC reviewed the plans for the HIRF Laboratory to be
developed under the FBL/PBW program. Michael Hatfield from the Naval Surface
Warfare Center (NSWC) discussed low-power microwave testing with mode-stirred
chambers. Thomas Trost of Texas Tech. University also discussed EM testing with
mode-stirred chambers. The final presentation was by Gerry Fuller of CKC Labora-
tories, Inc. Fuller discussed EM testing in anechoic chambers and stressed the need
for analytic modeling to provide insight to support testing and interpretation of test
results.
Key observations made during these presentations were:
• HIRF Test Facility will use control laws for civil transport
• Modeling software tools need to be user friendly
- need capability to suit needs of sophisticated user (EM Scientist)
- need less complex capability to suit needs of more general user (non EM
Scientist)
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Analytic modelingcapability is neededto complementEM testing (provides
necessaryinsight to understandtest resultsand to determinewhatand howto
test)
With currentmodelingtoolsandcomputingcapabilityit wouldrequire10years
to modelEM for an aircraft usingbrute forcemethods
High-intensitytestingcandamageabsorbingmaterialusedin chamber
Testingin rectangularmetal roomsdoesnot representaircraft, and resultsare
not predictable
Above400 MHz different methods are required
After the presentations described above, panel efforts were directed toward assess-
ing the NASA plan, the preferred methodology for analytic assessments, the priorities
for extending analytic capability, the aircraft tests for experimental EM effects as-
sessment, and the issues and recommendations which must be communicated to other
technology areas.
The tasks for assessing the EME Technology associated with Fly-By-Light/Power-
By-Wire (FBL/PBW) Technology were identified, consolidated, and prioritized. All
of the technology-area requirements were addressed during the panel sessions and
there were no items classified with a to-be-determined (TBD) status. Overall, EME
assessment technology was identified as a high priority need for the aerospace com-
munity in the NASA LaRC Flight-Critical Digital Systems Technology \Vorkshop,
December 1988. Also, for EME technology to be most beneficial, it is critical that
EME effects be considered during the conceptual definition and tradeoffs stage of the
program.
It was determined that the goals and objectives of the NASA plan for EME
Assessment Technology are realistic and the proposed schedule is supportable. The
proposed host aircraft (LaRC ATOPS 737) is ideal for the program.
The objective of the FBL/PBW efforts in electromagnetics is to develop validated
analytical and experimental assessment methodologies for EME effects. The EME as-
sessment will consist of two components, analytical and experimental. Development
of a baseline methodology, which applies the Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory (LLNL) weapons system High Power Microwave EME assessment to transport
aircraft, is the approach to be taken. EME/aircraft interaction analytical model-
ing will be based on LLNL codes which use the three-dimensional, finite difference
time-domain (3DFDTD) analysis. It was the consensus of the panel that 3DFDTD
is the preferred methodology for computational electromagnetics. Panel discussions
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weredirectedtoward the adequacyand appropriatenessof usingthe LLNL codes.
Alternative analyticmodelingcodeswerediscussed.One3DFDTD product, devel-
oped by ElectroMagneticApplications,wasreportedaspotentiallyappropriatefor
the FBL/PBW EM assessmentobjectives.The LLNL codesweredeterminedto be
appropriateand adequateasbaselineanalyticalmodelingcodes,providedthat their
technicalcapabilitiesareextended. The extensions,in orderof priority, that were
identifiedasnecessaryto fulfill the programobjectiveswere:
1. Incorporatethefull frequencyrangeof ttIRF environment,
2. Increasespatial resolutionandobject size,
3. Extendcapabilityto modelthestatisticalprocessassociatedwith EM reverber-
ation chambers,
4. Add the capability to handle dispersive media,
5. Add the capability to handle composite materials or anisotropic media,
6. Incorporate the thin slot/wire formalism, and
7. Add the capability to model multiconductor cable networks.
Other extensions were discussed and identified as desirable but not as important
as those of the highest priorities. These improvements or extensions include: lumped
parameter impedances, normalized fields, nested subgrids, injected currents for mod-
eling lightning, ferrites/magnetic materials, nonlinear media for air breakdown, time
varying material parameters, and late-time, low-frequency (Prony) techniques.
The panel recognized the importance of enhancing the user aspects of the codes.
The need for modeling tools that do not require the user to be an EM scientist
was noted by Jim Treacy during his keynote address. User friendliness, interfaces
to computer-aided design tools, code decomposition appropriate for effective paral-
lel computing, hardware accelerators, and code downsizing for personal workstations
were the user-related topics that were considered important by the panel. Enhanc-
ing user-related features of the codes was ranked second in priority to the essential
technical extensions.
The analytical assessments will be validated by experimental measurements con-
ducted in laboratory facilities, on-ground aircraft tests, and aircraft flight tests. For
the laboratory testing, which will be the initial testing phase, frequency range issues
will be paramount. Benchmark test methods and alternate test methods will be em-
ployed, including an integrated lightning/HIRF/EMI approach and establishment of
circuit susceptibility margins.
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Forthe on-groundaircraft tests,whichwill supportthe follow-onflight test and
codevalidation,thetestingregimewill below-levelsweptfields(LLSF) andlow-level
sweptcouplingoveranextendedfrequencyrange,andfull levelat thespecificemitter
fl'equencieschosenfor fly-by flight tests. For the fly-by flight testing, the highest
priority emitter proposedwas the Voiceof America(VOA), becauseof its higher
radiatedpowerin the appropriatefrequencyspectrum.Other proposedemitters in
order of priority wereairport VHE OnmidirectionalRange(VOR) sites, and the
NASA-\¥allopsIslandradarsites.Forthe fly-by testing,it is necessaryto identify a
pass/failcriteria.
FortheseveralFBL/PBW workareas,the EME panelcommunicatedto the Sys-
temIntegrationandDemonstration(SID) panel,for their consideration,thefollowing
four points: 1) hardeningfor EME effectsis a systemarchitecturalaswellasa box
shieldingissue;2) considerthephysiological/healtheffectsrelativeto potentialfields,
particularly thosecausedby PBW;3) identifyandprovidea list of existingtoolsand
guidelinesfor othergroupswithin FBL/PBW; and4) the EME AssessmentTechnol-
ogyPanelproceededon the basisthat spuriouslight sources,suchaslightning, will
not bea FBL threat.
Additional issueswhich the panel felt shouldbe communicatedto other areas
wore:
Perceivedbenefitsof FBL/PBW couldbesubstantiallycompromisedif EME
effectsarenot takeninto accountduringthe tradeoffassessmentshat occurin
the initial designstages.
The philosophyfor EME effectsimmunity couldbesubstantiallyimpactedby
PBW (powerswitchingcouldhavegreaterEM effectthan ItIt{P). A newdesign
philosophymayberequiredfor futuresystems,e.g.,grounding.
Optical sensortechnologybenefitsaregreatestfor low-levelsensorslocatedin
EM exposedregionssuchas the cockpit wheelwell. Traditionally, actuator
sensorsthat providea relativelyhigh-levelsignalwhich is transmitted over
twisted,shieldedpairmediumhavebeenrelativelyrobustto EME andrepresent
a diminishingreturnpaybackfor opticalsensorconversion.
Analysiswill play a moreprominentrole in developingand assessingEM im-
nmnedesignsandwill beusedin a complementaryanalysis/testingprocess.
The potential benefitsof opticsrelativeto EME effectsinclude:
- inherent immunity over the life of the aircraft (i.e., elimination of shields
and their maintenance, etc.
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- independentof Faradaycageshielding
- inherentimmunity over the frequencyrangewhereaircraft wiring is the
dominantfactor in EME effects
• Interaction betweensensortechnologistsand EM engineerswill be requiredto
determinewhichsensorsaremost/leastsusceptibleto highEMI levelsin "dirty"
areassuchasthelandinggearor the cockpit.
Thus, the tasksfor assessingthe EME technologyaspectsassociatedwith vali-
dating the potential benefitsof FBL/PBW wereidentified (validation of technically
expanded analytical codes with experimental measurements), consolidated (labora-
tory measurements, HltlF modeling, on-ground aircraft tests and aircraft flight tests),
and prioritized (priority given to extended technical capability for the analytic codes).
A final EME panel summary report was presented to all workshop participants
by the panel chairperson, Richard Hess. Appendix E contains the viewgraphs used
for this presentation.
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3.5. System Integration and Demonstration (SID) Panel
3.5.1. Leading Particulars
Tile System Integration and l)emonstration (SID) panel was chaired 1)5,"John Todd
of McDonnell Douglas. Ca W Spitzer of NASA LaRC served as deputy and Robert
Baker of RTI served as coordinator. The 18 workshop attendees who participated in
the SID panel sessions were:
NAME ORGANIZATION
,John Todd
C,ary Spitzer
Robert Baker
\Villiam Myers
Ron Frazzini
Reuben Williams
Ramayya Mulukutla
Gordon Hamilton
Dave Whritenour
Chuck Meissner
Peter Shaw
Michael Baylor
David Segner
Don Martin
Bob Yeager
Steve Cloyd
Brian Hager
John Lytle
William Kroll
McDonnell Douglas Aircraft, (Chairperson)
NASA I,aRC (Deputy)
RTI (Coordinator)
GE Aircraft. Engines
Honeywell
NASA La.iq C
GE Aircraft Engines
Douglas Aircraft Co.
GE Aircraft Controls
NASA LaRC
Northrop
Wright Labs/POOX
AA]'I) FT EUSTIS
Boeing
Wright Labs
Wright Labs/P00C-2
Wright Labs/P00S-3
NASA Lewis RC
Sundstrand
3.5.2. SID Proceedings
Mr. Todd opened the session by reviewing the NASA FBL/PBW program plan ele-
ments and schedules. The stated objectives of the integration and evaluation element
in the program plan are to integrate various FBL/PBW technologies and accomplish
comprehensive laboratory evaluation and flight test of selected subsystems. Mr. Todd
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alsodiscussedthegeneraltopicsthat wouldbeconsideredin tile session.Someof the
questionsconsideredappropriatefor paneldiscussionwere:
• What interfacestandards,compatibilityrequirements,andinter-operabilityre-
quirementsarenecessaryfor systemintegration?
• What critical attributesor conceptsmust bedemonstratedto addresstechnol-
ogyrisks,benefits,feasibility,certification,and transfer?
• What subsetof avionicsflmctionsare sufficientfor cost-effective, end-to-end
flight test. demonstrations?
+ What additional ground and laboratory tests are required to demonstrate the
FBL/PBW technology?
• What is needed to successfully implement the demonstrations?
Additional issues that were to be addressed were:
Appropriateness and sufficiency of the NASA demonstration plan with respect
to technology transfer, technology risks/benefits, and cost effectiveness.
Integration requirements and issues that must be resolved with support from
other workshop panels
Integration requirements and issues that must be levied against areas associated
with workshop panels
Cary Spitzer described the use of the Boeing 737-100 LaRC ATOPS 737 aircraft
by the Advanced Transport Operating Systems (ATOPS) branch at NASA LaRC.
The aircraft is 25 years old and has 3,000 flight hours. Plans call for the use of
this aircraft for FBL/PBW flight testing and selected ground testing. It was noted
that flight tests must be determined which will establish credibility for FBL/PBW
technology while also satisfying LaRC ATOPS 737 safe flight policy and program
budget constraints. Chuck Meissner, co-chairperson of the FBL/PBW workshop,
discussed AIRLAB research at NASA LaRC and plans for use of AIRLAB laboratory
system and subsystem integration test for the FBL/PBW program.
To acquaint SID panelists with PBW technology, .]ohn Todd arranged for SID
panelists to join the PBW opening session during a presentation on PBW technology
by Dick Quigley.
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Initial paneldiscussionsfocusedon determiningthe scopeof the panel'seffort;
identifying itemsthat wouldnot be consideredby the panel; identifyingol)jcctives,
considerations,and constraintsfor the systemintegration efforts;and the needto
identifyfactorsthat couldhavesubstantialimpacton the FBI,/PBW progralnplan.
Itemsor questionsidentifiedfor considerationby the panelwere:
• What demonstrationis necessaryto convinceairlines of techm_logyreadinoss
andeffectiveness?
• What needsto be tested/demonstratedon aircraft?
• What needsto be tested/demonstratedonground?
• Test.facilities for groundtest andthe integration
• Test facilitiesfor aircraft testand integration
• Testingstandards
- DO-160C
- MIL-STD 810E
A demonstrationmethodologythat wasdirectedtoward convincingthe airlines
to accept lVBL/PBW technologywasdiscussed.This methodologyshouldassure
that operationaltransparency,costsavings,goodperformance,and cert.ificabilitvare
demonstrated.Costsavingsshouldincludeboth initial investmentanddirectoperat-
ing costswhicharehighlydependentondispatchreliability, reliability,maimainabil-
ity, and supportability.To convinceair transportmanufacturers,the demonstration
methodologyshouldassuretechnologyreadiness,costeffectiveness,andaircarrier ac-
ceptance.Costeffectiveness,fromamanufacturer'sperspective,includesperformance
improvement;dispatchreliability, reliability, maintainability,and supportability im-
provements,manufacturability,andreducedcertificationcosts.Airca.rrieracceptance
would includesafety,initial cost, return on investment,and direct operatingcosts.
The aircraftmanufacturersnmstbeconvincedthat the aircarrierswill buy the tech-
nology.
Although therewasrecognitionof and concernfor the impactof operationalfac-
tors on the acceptanceof FBL/PBW technologyby airframersand aircarriers, it
wasdecidedthat there wouldnot be sufficienttime for the panelto considercon-
trol lawsand the pilot vehicleinterface.Accordingly,an assumptionof operational
transparencywasthe basisfor the panel'sdiscussions.
In the areaof objectives,guidelines,constraints,andconsiderations;the following
itemswerenoted:
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• Technologyreadiness
• Costeffectivenessof technology
- Performanceimprovements
- Reliability
- Maintainability
- Supportability
- Manufacturability
- Reducedcertificationcosts
• Aircarriersacceptance/desires
- Initial costs
- Returnon investment
- Direct operatingcosts
- Safety
• Airlinesconsiderelectricalsystemsoneof the largermaintenanceproblemson
aircraft (connectors,etc.) If switch to PBW leadsto morecomplex,bigger
electricalsystemfor PBW, howwill democonvinceairlinesPBW is better?
• Grounddemonstrationshouldincludepilot
• Demonstrations houldaddressintegrationandoperationalconcepts
• Different optical sensor and PBW technologies should be demonstrated
• Demonstration should be assertive/aggressive to address airframer/airline con-
cerns
• Demonstration should build up incrementally to full level as opposed to all
things at once
• Flight test must be large enough to be significant but small enough to be af-
fordable
• More testing may be required for revolutionary technology
• A subset of a flight control system such as 2 spoilers and stabilizer for flight
test was suggested
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• ttumanfactorsareimportant andneedsimprovementin all areasfrom mainte-
nance/aircraftservicingto pilot interface
• Airline participationwill be important for technologytransfer
• Carl EBL and PBW bedemonstratedseparatelyrather than together?
• Costof demonstrationandtesting
It wasdeterminedthat demonstrationsrequiringflight testing of flight-critical
functions or requiring an aircraft other than the LaRC ATOPS 737 would have
substantialimpacton programfunding requirements.The potential needfor flight
demonstrationof FBL/PBW technologywithin the propulsionsystemwasidentified
bythe panelasanitemthat couldhavesubstantialcostimplications.Anotheraircraft
or the installationof differentLaRCATOPS737enginescouldberequired.Theneed
for sucha demonstrationderivesfrom the hostileenvironment(temperature,fuel,vi-
bration, EME, etc.) offeredby the propulsionsystemto EBL/PBW technologies.
Finally,the potentialneedto flight test the selectedEES/Gwasidentifiedasan item
that wouldimpactdemonstrationfundingrequirements.
The panel identifiedthe major propulsion,powermanagementand distribution
(PMAD), PBW, andflight controlcomponents.Table3.4 lists thesecomponents.
To conductintegrationandevaluation,the powersystemwith loads,components
in environments,fault tolerance,built-in test (BIT), degradation,andin-servicecon-
ditionsshouldbe tested.
Tables3.5through3.7summarizeother test relatedtopicsdiscussedin the panel
session.
Tables3.8 and 3.9 give the types of testsassociatedwith groundand aircraft
basedtesting that werediscussedby the panel.The paneldiscussedequipmentand
facilitiesto conducttest. Itemsidentifiedfor groundtestsaregivenin Table3.10.
Additional topicsof discussionwere:
• Timetablefor demonstrationsbasedon technologyavailability
• Useof resultsfrom relatednon-NASAtechnologyprogramsto reducetesting
• Demonstrationof FBL andPBW separately
• Specificitemsto testor demonstrate
• Wheretestsareto beconducted
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Table3.5. Kindsof Test,ing Equipmentfor GroundBasedTesting(Fly-By-l,ight)
Models (generator, engine, aircraft,, actuators)
Real-Time COmlmters/simulation
Data collection and reduction
Opto-electric test, equipment (fiber optics)
Basic test equipment (electronic)
Fault insertion equipment monitoring)
Documentation tool
EM/IIIRF test equipnlent
EME modeling and processing
Environmental test, equipment?
Bus Timing
Fixed base cockpit- pilot-in-the loop closure
Table 3.6. Kinds of Testing Equipment for Ground Based Testing (Power-By-\gire)
* Drive stands for generators
. Framework to lay out active loads (similar to ironbird)
• Copper Bird Lab (EME, loading aero-actuator)
- Cooling (water)
- Electrical power supply
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Table 3.7. Aircraft Integration and Testing
• Aircraft and system monitoring
• Actuator installation
• Power management installation
• Engine starter/generator installation
• Flight control installation into nose of aircraft
• Power conversion
• Fiber optic data busses and pilot optical controls
• Externals Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) for ground start
• Fiber optic data busses
• Pilot optical control
Table 3.8. Types of Ground Testing
• Operational Flight Architecture (OAF)
- Integrated first vs. study architecture
• Component developer test
- 500 duty cycle hrs. loaded, temp., environment
- Accelerated life testing
- Fault/failure injection
• Integrated Testing
- System-level testing
- Copper-bird testing- all components
Fault tolerance, EME, maintainability, functionality
- System timing
- Model verification
Hardware, EME, System
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Table 3.9. Types of Aircrafl Testing
• Ground
- System functionality, includes installation
- System interface EME
- Flight check systems
- Model correlation
- Maintainability and supportabilit.y
• Flight
- System functionality
- Limited flying qualifications checkout
- EME check at altitude - internal EME, exercise landing gear
- Corona discharge
• The characteristics of test facilities
• Issues to discuss with other technology sessions
• The need to demonstrate a flight-critical function and whether it should be
tested in flight
• The need to flight test. a representative EESG
• The need to test FBL/PBW in the propulsion system
• The need for a requirements and architecture synthesis study
3.5.3. SID Findings
SID recommends test facilities which will support research, laboratory ground testing
(AIRLAB), and aircraft testing both on ground and in flight (ATOPS). The roles
for these facilities are given in Table 3.11. A research or concept architecture which
is flexible to allow insertion of new/alternate technology while producing credible
results and enabling incremental technology transfer is recommended by SID. This
architecture should be open and should support evaluation of FBL, PBW and hybrid
technologies.
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Table3.10.GroundIntegrationTestingFacilities
• Models
- Generator
- Engine
- Aircraft
- Actuators
- Operating
• Real-TimeComputers/SIM
• DataCollectionandReduction
• Opto-Elec.TestEquipment(FiberOptics)
• BasicTestEquipment(Electronics)
• FaultInsertionEquipment
• Documentation
• EM/HIRFTestEquipment
• EMEModelingandProcessing
• EnvironmentalTestEquipment?
• BusTiming
• FixedBaseCockpit- Pilot-in-theLoopClosure
• DriveStands
• CopperBirdLab(EME,LoadingAeroActuator)
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Table 3.11. Attributes of Integration and Evaluation Architectures
Ground Aircraft
Concept AIRI, AB ATOPS
Architecture Architecture Architecture
Overall System
Distributed
Fault Tolerant
Substantial-All
Key Technologies
Integration, and
Testing
Operational 'Pest
R, M&S, EME
Limited-Correlatioll
of Ground to
Aircraft
Installations
In an effort to identify potential program cost savings and enable timely technology
transfer, the SID panel recommends that NASA identify and evaluate existing ground
and flight test beds which can be used to support NASA test facilities. Test beds for
subsystem and/or integrated system tests should be considered.
Design criteria for the integration and test architectures should be established and
prioritized. Competing architectural candidates should be analyzed and compared.
Preferred architectures for concept, ground, and flight should be defined and design
requirements should be established. To successfully define these test architectures, re-
quirements for cost-effective FBL/PBW avionics architecture for a conunercial trans-
port must be established to serve as a basis for test architecture definition. The SID
panel recommends that:
• Testing for components take place at the component suppliers facility
* Testing for subsystems take place at airframer, major subcontractor, and gov-
ernment facilities
• System and integration testing take place at NASA facilities
• Reliability testing take place at all locations
Tables 3.12 and 3.13 identify the FBL/PBW technology items or system attributes
that must be demonstrated or evaluated using FBL/PBW test. facilities. These items
are from the perspective of SID panelists. Since many of these items are related to
other technology areas, it is recommended that these demonstration items be reviewed
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Table 3.12. Aircraft Testing and Evaluation
What We Absolutely What Needs to be
Must Do Done
Actively controlled optical
fan speed sensor
End-to-end fiber optic control
Demonstrate regenerative
power accommodation
Demonstrate installation and
maintenance concepts
Demonstrate power switching
accommodation
Aircraft EME internal model
correlation and validation
Representative optically
controlled power switching
Operational Transparency
Representative Engine
starter / generator
Representative
capacity power generator
(engine mounted)
Representative
Fault Tolerant
PMAD
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Table 3.13. Ground Testing and Evaluation
What VV'eAbsolutely \¥bat Needs to be
Must Do Done
Thermal management
Certificability
RM&S
Actuator/control
Integration (end-to-end closed loop)
Degraded operations
Fault tolerance
Flight-critical validation of controls and power
EME/ttIRE modeling/testing
Validate experimental data and analysis
system/approach correlation of ground
and flight system and test/data gatherings
Critical actuation
Representative Engine Starter/Generator
Power on Demand Capability
Flight Critical Demonstration?
Extend and Integrate FBL into other
critical systems
Production Manufacturer
RM&S
and revised, if necessary, by specialists representing other technology areas and by
individuals with perspectives on certification and technology transfer.
It is recommended that FBL/PBW technology be demonstrated in-flight for the
propulsion system. Questions regarding the in-flight engine environment (tempera-
ture, fuel, vibration, etc.) and FBL components need to be answered. As a minimum,
the panel recommends that at least one optical sensor used in a closed loop control
system be flight tested. For credibility, other panels may conclude that more exten-
sive FBL technology must be demonstrated in an in-flight propulsion system. More
extensive requirements could significantly impact the costs associated with modifying
LaRC ATOPS 737. The issue of flight testing a flight-critical function was discussed.
The flight rules for the LaRC ATOPS 737 do not permit this. Some believe that
in-flight testing will be required to establish the credibility needed for technology ac-
ceptance. The impact of such a requirement would be substantial. Consensus on the
necessity for flight testing a flight-critical function was not reached by the SID panel.
However, it is recommended that a flight-critical function be validated in the ground
demonstrations.
The issue of flight testing a representative (large enough to handle projected PBW
requirements) EES/G was considered. Some panelists felt it would be essential for
technology acceptance and certification. Moreover, Jim Treacy of the I'_AA expressed
concern over an integral EES/G with regard to certification. In-flight demonstration
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costswereof concernto other panelmembers. The prospectof extensiveengine
modifications,newengines,or anewLaRCATOPS737aircraftto accommodatethis
requirenlentwasconsideredtoo costly. Accordingly,in-flight EES/G demonstrat.ion
is listed in both tile must do and shoulddo categories.This item must also be
considerednot fully resolved.
The issueof leveragingthe resultsof non-NASAFBL or PBW programsto ben-
efit NASA's programcameup in discussionsfrequently.The FOCSIprogramis an
examplewhereleveragingis occurring.However,it wasnotedthat testingto satisfy
commercial transport (10 -9) versus military aircraft (10 -7) dictated additional FBL-
related testing. As discussed above, it is recommended that other related non-NASA
programs be identified and considered to support more rapid technology transition
and reduced demonstration costs.
The issue of demonstrating FBL and PBW separately was brought up several
times during the workshop. It was noted by some that FBL combined with PBW
was a synergistic combination. An example cited was that the EMI, due to PBW,
could be offset by EMI immunity afforded by FBL which, in turn, may be necessary
for certification. This remains an open issue.
Figure 3.14 is a timeline developed in the SID panel session and is based on
each panelist's experience in development of flight systems. Based on this, it can be
concluded that to fly a system in 1998 requires that major component technology
must be available and fl'ozen in 1994.
3.5.4. Summary of SID Findings
Requirements Recommended by SID
• Research architecture (flexible/open)
• Distributed fault-tolerant architecture
• Test RMS and EME
• End-to-end test (closed loop)
• Critical actuation must be demonstrated
• Flight test FBL control in propulsion system
• Validate flight-critical control and power
• Operational transparency
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* Architecture I)cfined
* Requirements Spec
YEARS
Supplier Tested
H/W / S/W
TECHNOLOGY FREEZE
COMPONENT / SYBSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT & TF_ST
GROUND FACILITY DEVELOPMENT
t TECtl TRANSFER
t GROUND TEST
AIRCRAPT SCHEDULING &_t .
L/t "_--FLIGHT TEST
A1RCRAFr MODIFICATIONS
Figure 3.14. Development/Test Timeline
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• Plight test EESGand fault-tolerantPMAD
()penIssuesby SID
• Ar(;hite(ture
• Functionality
• Reliability,maintainability,supportability
• Manufacturability
• [Iuman factors
• EME
• Thermal management
• Standards
• Interfacestandards
Recommendationsby SID
• Study to prioritize designcriteria, tradecompetingarchitectures,selectarchi-
tecturefor groundandflight tests,definedesignrequirementsuchasinterfaces,
functionalityand environment
llequirementsNot Addressedby SID
• Specificationsfor full system
• Specifica(,ionsfor groundand flight test systemsubsets
Chairperson,John Todd, presentedthe SID final summaryreport at the work-
shopclosingplenarysession.Viewgraphsusedfor this presentationarecontainedin
AppendixE.
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Purpose
Goal
The goal of the program is to develop the technology base for confident
application of Integrated Fly-By-Light/Power-By-Wire (FBL/PBW) systems to
transport aircraft.
Objectives
l. Develop and flight test optical sensors and electro-optical converters;
2. Develop and ground test a power management and distribution system
and flight test an electrical actuator;
3. Demonstrate architecture design and valldaUon appropriate for
certification of FBL/PBW systems;
4. Develop validated analytical and experimental assessment methodologies
for electromagnetic environment effects;
5. Demonstrate end-to-end FBL/PBW systems In ground tests and partial
flight test.
Authority
This plan describes a program that is part of the NASA Aeronautics strategic
thrust in Subsonic Aircraft National Airspace (Thrust 1) to "develop selected,
high-leverage technologies and explore new means to ensure the competitiveness
of U. S. subsonic aircraft and to enhance to safety and productivity of the national
aviation system." Specifically, this program Is an lnlUatlve under Thrust 1, Key
ObJective 2, to "develop, In cooperation with U. S. industry, selected high-payoff
technologies that can enable significant Improvements In aircraft efficiency and
cost." This plan addresses technical Issues associated with the potential
economic benefit to the U. S. manufacturers of FBL/PBW technology.
Background
Studies
The potential commercial benefit to be derived from employing optical and
electro-optical technology (Fly-By-Light-FBL) and electrical actuators (EA} In
aircraft control systems, as well as the benefits derived from the use of an all-
electric secondary power system (Power-By-Wire-PBW) are very high. The use of
FBL technology In high performance aircraft is being evaluated by the NASA-Navy
"Fiber OpUc Control System IntegraUon" [FOCSII program 1 and favorable studies
of FBL technology use In commercial transports have been completed by Douglas
Aircraft for the propulsion system 2 and Boeing Commercial Airplanes and Douglas
for the airframe 3.
Studies by Lockheed 4 and NASA Lewis 5 indicated a significant commercial
potential for PBW technology including the use of EA's. A study with McDonnell-
1_ FOCSI, is an on-going NASA-Navy joinl program to develop and demonstrate a tiber optic-based control
system for advanced fighter aircraft.
2_ NASA Lewis (1989) sponsored study of FBL for transport propulsion system with Douglas Aircraft.
3-NASA Langley (1991) sponsored study of FBL for airframe syslem with Boeing Commercial Airplanes and
Douglas Aircraft.
4 -NASA Langley-supported study with Lockheed, 1980. Comparisons ot technology upgrades versus cost.
5 -NASA Lewis study based on Boeing data, 1985. Power-by-wire technology, the LeRC All-Electric Power
System Study.
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Douglas Is currently underway to ensure that the commercial benefits of PBW are
still applicable to current and future generation aircraft 6 .
With an ongoing military interest In this technology, a significant NASA skill-
pool exists to exploit the technology and transfer It to the commercial aviation
industry.
The Economic Potential
The Fly-By-Ltght Contribution.
The McDonnell Douglas Corporation with Honeywell Incorporated (1990)
produced the "Fly-By-Light Technology Development Plan," under contract
NAS1-18028, Task 9, with NASA. The purpose of the plan was to facilitate the
Introduction and certification of U. S.-bullt Fly-By-Wire (FBW)/FIy-By-LIght
commercial transport aircraft. The study was directed to two concerns, namely
the loss of U. S. market share and safety.
The report described the benefit of FBL for a narrow-body and wide-body
commercial transport aircraft. For example, a review of 163 aircraft systems
showed that 72.4% of the systems were considered to have a "good-applicability"
rating for conversion to fiber optics. Additionally, 16.6% had a "slim-applicability"
rating and only 11.0% of the systems were not applicable to FBL technology. The
results of the narrow-body flight control life cycle cost comparison (between the
mechanical baseline and the FBL) showed a 10.0% reduction in the direct
operating costs {D.O.C.) and a 20.0% Improvement in the return on investment
(R.O.I.). The comparison for the wide-body aircraft showed a 7.4% reduction In
D.O.C. and a 10.2% improvement in R.O.I. The report is the foundation for
quantifying the attractive economic potential of FBL technology.
The report noted that the only currently flying FBW aircraft is perceived to
have a more technically advanced flight control technology than other comparable
U.S.-built aircraft. The report also noted that the perceived barriers to the
introduction of U.S. FBW or FBL aircraft is a lack of clear definition of the
certification basis for aircraft manufactured in the U.S. It was noted that the
certification of the current FBW aircraft was conducted by the nation-of-
manufacture; the U.S. certification of that aircraft, therefore, was conducted
under a reciprocal certification agreement. Accordingly, a risk to U.S. aircraft
manufacturers is not only the technology challenge, but an equally demanding
challenge of a clear definition of the basis and procedures for certification. This
point portends a challenge for the NASA program to establish a robust means of
technology transfer-not only direct technology transfer to the manufacturers-but
also an appropriate transfer to the FAA of a body of technical documentation for its
role as certiflcator.
The Power-By-Wire Contribution.
A Lockheed study, December 1980, compared five technology upgrades
(super-criUcal wing, active controls, advanced engines, all electric secondary
power, and advanced composites) versus cost (cents per seat mile using the cost
of Jet fuel of $1.00 per gallon). The results on a 500 passenger transport showed
that the advanced composites provided the most cost savings (25¢ per seat mile),
6 -NASA Lewis-sponsored, started October 29, 1990, selected an advanced 200-passenger tri-engine
commercial transport as the base aircraft.
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followed closely by All Electric Secondary Power (19¢ per seat mile) and Advanced
Engines (15¢ per seat mile).
A May 1985 NASA study based on Boeing-supplied data for a B-767 aircraft
used high frequency (20 KHz) in the Advanced Secondary Power System. The
results Incorporating a down-sized airplane showed a weight and fuel saving of
approximately 10%. This study Included integral starter/ generators, electrical
actuators and an environmental control system. Both the hydraulic and pneumatic
systems were eliminated.
In 1990, Douglas Aircraft began a study for NASA to determine the cost
benefits of a conventional-technology, all-electric aircraft compared to an airplane
In today's fleet. Douglas' study used a 200 passenger, three-engine Jet with a
400 tLz power management and control system with conventional hydraulic,
pneumatic and air bleed systems to reflect today's technology. Early results from
this study are showing weight and fuel savings In the 2-3% range for a re-sized
aircraft. Furthermore, Improvements In system reliability and maintainability are
predicted which result in lower operational costs.
Program Aims
The full benefits of full-authority digital computer control of traJlsport
aircraft have not yet been fully realized for U. S. aircraft. The Intrinsic EMI
Immunity of optics technology embodied In Fly-By-Light can significantly
enhance acceptance of full authority digital control by circumventing
electromagnetic Interference (EMI) concerns associated with Fly-By-Wire, and
provide lifetime Immunity to signal EMI. This benefit will become Increasingly
Important as non-shielding composites are introduced in the aircraft
construction process. Additionally, FBL has the potential to greatly simplify
certification against EMI by enabling technically acceptable bench tests of
subsystems, as opposed to full airplane systems tests which are required to
account for the Interaction of EM threats such as High Intensity Radiated Fields
(HIRF) with wire based signal transmission media.
Power-By-Wire results In significant weight savings, simplifies maintenance
through elimination of centralized hydraulics, provides for more efficient engine
operation by eliminating the need for variable engine bleed air, and eliminates
the need for the complex variable speed constant frequency drives of present
generation secondary power systems.
The aim of the Fly-By-Light effort is to evaluate and test the replacement of
electronic data transmission and electronic sensors with optical components and
subsystems.
The aim of the Power-By-Wire effort is to evaluate and test the elimination of
hydraulics, variable engine bleed air, and the constant speed drive for power
generation through advances In aerospace power system techn_ologies such as:
Electronic motor controllers and electric motors,
Power system distribution and control, and
An Integral starter/generator.
-3-
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Technology Transfer
One of the main reasons that U. S. aircraft manufacturers have not taken
advantage of the benefits of FBL/PBW, Is due to the uncertainty of the costs
associated with the certification of the new technology. The benefits of reduced
D.O.C. and hnproved R.O.I. are not sufficiently large enough to offset the risks
associated with the U. S. manufacturers' ability to certify an aircraft with FBL/PBW
technology. NASA will Interact with the aviation Industry through a Technical
Advisory Group (TAG) to ensure the timely transfer of technology. In the process,
NASA acts to reduce the tndustry's uncertainties by providing technically sound,
engineering data to the U. S. manufacturing community.
In order to maintain and nurture the lndustry's Involvement In this
program, a sertes of workshops and meetings will be conducted throughout the
program to solicit their insights In this research area. The Initial requirements-
definition workshop will solicit Industry participation In the technology
Integration, and, as such, will provide the forum for the technical level exchange
between the NASA research team and the industry. During the course of the
program, a series of Program Review Workshops will be held to review results and
to provide a mechanism for program assessment and critique. An advisory group
will be assembled to participate in the workshops, assimilate and summarize
workshop output, and provide Inputs to NASA. In this way, the evolving
technology application will have the highest assurance of transferring to the
Industry. The advisory grotlp will be a smaller group composed of management
representatives of U.S. manufacturers, FAA researchers and the NASA researchers.
This group would meet regularly to: 1. review progress-to-date against objectives,
2. review resolution of technical Issues, and 3. seek the advice and counsel of team
members based on their areas of expertise to resolve non-research issues that may
affect the conduct of the program.
NASA will Join with the FAA's aviation safety research organization as a
means of transferring the information within the FAA.
Further, NASA will work with the U.S. aircraft manufacturers, the avionics
manufacturers, and the airlines to focus the requirements from the Industry to
the NASA research team.
Finally, NASA-for the purposes of advocating U.S. competitiveness-will
ensure that technical documents describing details of the FBL/PBW elements
will be marked "For Early Domestic Dissemination (FEDD)."
Roles and Responsibilities
This Is a Joint NASA HQ, Langley, and Lewis Research Center program.
Lewis Research Center objectives are to develop and flight test: optical sensors
and electro-optical converters, a power management and distribution system
with Integral starter/generator, and electrical actuators (WBS 2.0 and WBS 3.0).
LaRC will lead the WBS 1.0 Integrated Requirements Definition and Preliminary
Design activity and will ensure that technology from the LeRC WBS 2.0 and
WBS 3.0 elements meshes with the reliability, validation, and certification needs
Implemented In the WBS 4.0 Fault Tolerant Architecture element. In
performing this coordination, LaRC will work closely with LeRC and Its
contractors to Infuse current reliability and validation technology and to establish
-4--
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compatible protocols and sub-system interfaces. Flight test and evaluation
(WBS 6.0} will be conducted at LaRC on the Transport Systems Research Vehicle
under the auspices of the ATOPS. The FAA Engineering, Research, and
Development Service at FAATC is a consulting member of the team to provide
advice and counsel regarding U.S.-clvil aircraft regulatory and certification Issues
and will span all of the WBS elements. This effort will act as the means to
encourage the FAA National Resource Specialist and the appropriate Aircraft
Certification Office(s) to monitor the FBL/PBW program early on, to be used to
establish a certification basis and develop a certification plan.
Headquarters-Program management responsibilities:
Code RJS, Subsonic Transportation Division
Herb Schlickenmaier. FTS 453-3723, NASA Manager, Aeronautical
Systems: responsible to Code RJS for program performance.
Centers-Technical points of contact:
LaRC
Chuck Meissner, LaRC Program Manager. FTS 928-6218
Felix Pitts, LaRC FBL/PBW Technical Program Manager,
FTS 928-6186
Cary Spltzer, ATOPS Integration Manager, FTS 928-3854
LeRC
Gary Seng, LeRC Program Manager, FTS 297-3732
Gale Sundberg, LeRC Deputy Program Manager, FTS 297-6152
Bob Baumbick, LeRC FBL Technical Program Manager, FTS 297-3735
Dave Renz, LeRC PBW Technical Program Manager, FTS 297-5321
Pete Saracenl, FAATC 7 FTS 482-5577, coordinates certification-issues
planning.
71rnplemented through "Digital Systems Validalion Technology Assessmenl" agreemenl with FAA
(MONIAA number DTFA03-89-A-00005) al FAATC° ACD-200.
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WBS1.0, Integrated ]_equirements Definition and Preliminary Deslgn
The objective of this element Is to assimilate earlier Industry studies and
research efforts tnto one comprehensive document set In order to establish the
foundation from which to specifically proceed with this effort. A technical
industry/ Government requirements-definition workshop will be organized to
support this element as defined In the Technology Transfer section. This
element acts as the kernel for elements WBS 2.0, 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0.
WBS2.0, FBL Development and Test
The obJecUve of this element Is to design, build and flight test passive
optical and optically-powered {hereafter referred to as optical sensor) sensor
systems for closed-loop control and condition monitoring of a commercial aircraft.
The optical sensors will be located as close as possible to existing sensors to allow
comparison of both types of sensors, as well as closed-loop operation; I.e., aircraft
response with optical sensor systems active compared to active bill-of-material
(BOM) sensor systems.
The approach to accomplish the objective of this work element is:
(a) Definition: In this phase the following Items will be addressed:
specification of sensor requirements (i.e., range, accuracy, response,
resolution, ltnearity, etc.), level of redundancy and built-in-test
requirements, operational environment, installation speclficaUons, and
development of a test plan for component and system fufictional and
environmental tests, Including ground tests and flight tests for the optical
sensor systems. The flight test plan shall Identify what data will be
required, how often data will be taken and In what final form data will be
required.
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(b) Design: In this phase the following Items will be addressed: design of
sensor architecture (Including level of redundancy required and novel
approaches of multiplexing sensor suites), design of electro-optic converter
architecture (Including level of redundancy required), and design of
elector-optic interface to fault tolerant databus in the specified format,
(c) Fabrication: In this phase the following Items will be addressed:
purchase of- or fabrication of components (including optical sensors, optical
fibers, connectors, electro-optical components), and the fabrication of
three complete sensor systems for aircraft control. One system will be used
for ground tesUng and trouble shooting of flight systems, one system will be
Installed on aircraft and one system will be held as a spare to replace those
components of installed system that fall.
(d) Assembly: In this phase the following items will be addressed:
of sensor systems for ground testing {including functional and
environmental testing) and testing same.
assembly
(e) Installation: In this phase the following will occur: optical fibers
(primary line and spare line will be installed In the aircraft without
connectors), connectors will be Installed on fibers, and optical sensor
systems will be Installed on aircraft.
(f) Testing: In this phase ground testing of the complete optical sensor
system will be performed and closed-loop flight tests with the complete
optical sensor system (including any condition monitoring sensors) active
will be conducted according to the test plans formulated above.
WBS3.0, PBW Development and Test
The objective of this element is to design, build and test a PBW system for a
commercial aircraft. The PBW system consists of an Integral starter/generator, a
fault tolerant PMAD (Power Management and Distribution) system, system power
processor and electrical actuator systems.
The approach to accomplish the objective of this work element Is:
(a) Definition: In thts phase, requirements for the fault tolerant PMAD
system and the PBW components (starter/ generator, power processors,
motor controllers and electrical actuators) will be determined. These
requirements will include such parameters as: system and component
efficiency, voltage regulation, EMI specification, reliability, interface
requirements (power and control), and Built-In-Test and testing.
(b) Design: In this phase, the fault tolerant PMAD system, electrical actuator
system, Integral starter/ generator and PBW components will be designed to
meet the requirements determined in (a).
(c) Fabrication: In this phase, multiple components will be fabricated to
meet the requirements of the testing program plus spares, as required.
(d) Testing: In this phase, there will be component check out and testing at
both LeRC and the contractors. There will be system testing at LeRC/
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contractor and at LaRC. The integral starter/ generator will be tested at the
contractor and at LeRC. A partial flight test of one electrical actuation
system controlled by optic controls In a closed loop mode Is also planned.
WBS4.0, Fault Tolerant Architecture
The objective of this element ts to devise, analyze, develop, fabricate, and
test an optically based Fly-By-Light/Power-By-Wire architecture consisting of
redundant optical sensors, fault tolerant fiber optic signalling, low maintenance,
high availability, ultra-high reliability fault tolerant computers, and a secondary
power management and distribution system appropriate for advanced transport
aircraft.
The approach will be to determine system level requirements, synthesize
an architecture meeting the requirements, and validate that the architecture
meets the requirements by applying design for validation concepts throughout
the design process. This will entail close coordination with LeRC personnel on
the optical sensors and power-by-wire technology to be used in the architecture.
WBS5.0, EME Assessment Technology
The objective of this element Is to develop techniques and methodologies
for assessing the effects of lightning electromagnetic transients and High
Intensity Radiated Fields (HIRF} on digital electronics aboard advanced aircraft.
The advent and projected application of composite structures with flight
critical digital electronics compound EMI problems tn advanced aircraft since
composite structures do not provide shielding equivalent to that of metal
aircraft, and digital systems are potentially more suseeptible to "upset"by
electrical transients than previous analog electronic systems. The term upset
refers to the propensity for digital electronic systems to malfunction as a result
of electronic transients and ts one of the most elusive and Insidious problems
caused by the electromagnetic environment affecting digital computers. Upset
refers to functional error modes wherein the digital computer, although not
permanently damaged, no longer performs Its intended function until it Is either
reset or the memory Is reloaded.
Digital computers employed in future transport aircraft will be critical to
flight, and must reliably operate In harsh electromagnetic environments (EME)
as caused by lightning strikes and HIRF. Tools and techniques must be
developecl to verify the Integrity of digital computer based systems operating In
these environments since upsets cannot be tolerated In advanced aircraft
systems.
The approach to Internal EME prediction will utilize the capability
developed recently by the Lawrence Llvermore Laboratory to assess the the
survivability of military systems to the High Power Microwave Environment. The
LLNL methodology addresses the "electrical" aspects of the upset problem, I.e.,
the predlcHon of Induced voltages and currents. Higher level assessment must
also address software functionality as will be done In the HIRF laboratory. The
LLNL methodology has been successfully applied to a number of military systems.
In this approach, the LLNL codes will be used to model EM Interactions, and
will be validated by comparing with canonical form results and by comparing
with actual aircraft measurements. The LLNL EM modeling codes, called
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Temporal Scattering and Response EM Modeling, or TSAR are based on the
three dhnenslonal linear finite difference solution to Maxwell's equation to
provide the solution to the coupling problem. LLNL has augmented this method
with pre and post processing to aid the utility of the code.
WBS6.0, Integration and Evaluation
The objectives of the Integration and evaluation element Is to Integrate
various FBL/PBW technologies and accomplish comprehensive laboratory
evaluation and flight test of selected sub-systems. Clearly, much of the
preparaUon and ground work for this element was laid in the FBL/PBW
Architecture element through establishment of compatible protocols, Interfaces,
etc.
The approach ts to coordinate a compatible overall architecture from the
program elements by reviewing and coordinating various program work
staternents Including: optical sensors, power-by wire actuators, secondary power
management and distribution system, fault tolerant architecture, and
electromagnetic assessment methodology from an overall systems viewpoint.
Assimilate and Integrate technologies developed in other program elements,
configure a laboratory system and perform test and evaluation of a FBL/PBW
system In AI_. Select and perform flight evaluation of a sub-set of a
representative FBL/PBW system on the LaRC Boeing 737 aircraft.
In the laboratory evaluation, a system consisting of actual (where possible)
optical sensors, an optically based fault-tolerant processing and signalling
system, and selected fault-tolerant electrical actuators, all operating from a
partial Power Management and Distribution System will be evaluated while
operating In a criterion EMI environment and processing application software
controlling a simulated plant.
Ground testing and evaluation of a complete FBL/PBW architecture that
meets all the requirements for coxnmerclal aircraft applications will not be
feasible, due to the magnitude of the task. The multitude of components:
sensors, actuators, computers, communication Interfaces, power converters,
power bus switching and wiring, etc. required to make the architecture suitable
for its target application precludes, without extensive resources, complete
ground implementation and testing. Common practice Is to Implement a proof-
of-concept lhnited design with enough complexity to give the designers
confidence that a sufficiently complete and reliable design has been achieved.
Once the ground testing results have validated the designers' expectations, flight
testing can proceed with high probability of success. This strategy will be used
In the Integration/evaluation element of the FBL/PBW program.
A subset of the architecture must be selected which Is sufficiently
complete and representative of the complete architecture such that the results
of the evaluation tests can be meaningfully extrapolated to the.complete system.
The selection method for the actual architectural components to be
Incorporated in the ground test Is not well defined by any procedure or standard
implementation. As a minimum an evaluation must Include those components
which are, as a subset of the total architecture, a complete functioning entity
capable of performing a fractional amount of the real workload to be performed
by the complete Implementation.
-9-
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Schedule
1.0, REQMTS
& PRELIM DESIGN
2.0, FBL DEVEL I TEST
3.0, PBW DEVEL I TEST
4.0, FAULT-TOLERANT
ARCHITECTURE
5.0, EME ASSESSMENT
METHODOLOGY
6.0, FBLJPBW INTEGRATIOI_
& DEMONSTRATION
FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FY98
y//-/
,\\\
41 4.2
-----2
51 52 5.3
2.4
LIRC
LaRC
FBL/PBW SCHEDULE 6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4
Milestone
Number
1.1
1.2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
3.1
3.21
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
4.1
4.2
4.3
5.1
5.2
Dale
FY92, 2Q
FY93, 3Q
FY93, 4Q
FY95 v 4Q
FY96, 4Q
FY98, 4Q
FY93, 3Q
FY95, 1Q
FY96, 2(3
FY96, 4Q
FY97, 3Q
FY98, 4Q
FY93, 4Q
FYg5, 3Q
FY96, 3Q
FY93 r 4Q
FY94, 4Q
5.3 FY95,3Q
5.4 FY96, 2(}
6.1 FY96, 1Q
Description
Requirements Definition Workshop
Requirements,Preliminary Design Defined (requirements sent Io LaRC/[_eRC for #'s 2,1, 3.1, 4.1
and 5.1)
FBL sensors Selected, Architeclural Design
FBL Hardware Environmental Test
Engine Sensor Ground Test (Optical components sent to LaRC for Integration and Demo, #6.2 I
FBL closed-loop Ilighl lest completed
Define Power Management and Distribution (PMAD) for Power By Wire system
PMAD designed t and Electrical Actuator (EA) fabricated
Test PMAD and fabricate cjenerator
End-to-end ground test (PBW system senl to LaRC for Integration and Demo, #6.2)
Complete testing of engine/generator combination
PBW closed-loop flight test completed
Specify fault-tolerant architecture
Laboratory fabrication
Reliability validation complete (Fault tolerant architecture ready for tesl_ #6.2)
Select codes
Laboratory complete
Laboratory-verify codes
Aircra_verify codes (EME assessment methods are transferred to fault-tolerant architecture in
time for #4.3)
Integrate sensors, archilecture and PMAD
-10-
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6.2
6.3
6.4
FY97, 1Q
FY97, 4Q
FY98, 4Q
FBL/PBW end-to-end ground tests
EME validation
FBL/PBW flight test and evaluation of selected sub-systems
Procurement Plan
All of the tasks can be handled through normal contracting procedures.
Since the tasks have some attendant risk associated with their completion, all
major contracts will be cost plus fixed fee. Task-assignment-type contracts will be
used for reviews or studies. Multi-year contracts will be bld where appropriate to
perform large-scale, Identifiable tasks.
Resources
The FBL/PBW program will require the participation of both civil service and
contractor staff to meet the program objectives. With the roles and
responslbilIUes outlined above, the following tables detail the planned staffing
distribution between LaRC and LeRC.
Total Staffing Requirements by Fiscal
Year
6O
50
4O
30
20
10
0
FY 92 FY 93 FY94 FY 95 FY 96 FY 97 FY98
INASA
r-I L_RC
I_ LaRC
Budget
The FBL/PBW program Is a NASA Aeronautics Systems Technology program
and is part of the Advanced Subsonic Technology (538) effort. The program tag Is
538-01.
-1 l-
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Gross R&D Funds Distributed by WBS
1.0. Integ'd Rqmls Analysis
& Pre{im Oesi_
2.0, FBL Developmenl &
6.0, Integ'd T&E Test
5.0, EME Assessment
4.0, Archilecture
3.0, PBW Oevelopn",ent &
Test
Gross R&D Funds Distributed by
Fiscal Year
25%
20%
15%
lO%
5%
O%
FY 92 FY 93 FY94 FY 95 FY 96 FY 97 FYg8
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APPENDIX C: Introductory Presentations
FBL/PBW Requirements and Technology Workshop Overview - Felix Pitts
PBW Systems Panel Sessions Technical Work Plan - Louis Feiner
tIighly Reliable PBW Aircraft Technology Program Overview - Gale Sundberg
Electromagnetic Environment - Felix Pitts
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Schedule
1.0 D
6.0,
FY92 FY93
REQMTS IDENTIFICATION_
& PRELIM DESIGN I,Z._J-.JiZ._ _
"-'= I JIJIl"-
1.1 I Ill I.:
2.0, FBL DEVEL / TEST F_--_-'_.._..
3.0, PBW DEVEL / TEST
FY94 FY95
4.0, FAULT-TOLERANT
ARCHITECTURE
5.0, EME ASSESSMENT
METHODOLOGY
FBLIPBW INTEGRATION
& DEMONSTRATION
""¢ FBL/PBW SCHEDULE
L|RC
FY96 FY97 FY98
Milestone
Number Date
1.1 F'Y92, 2Q
1.2 FY93, 3Q
'2.1 FY93, 40
2.2: F'Y95, 40
2.3! F'Y96, 40
2.4
3.1
3,2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
FY98, 40
F'Y93, 3Q
FY95, 1O
FY96, 20
FY96 z40
FY97, 30
FY98.40
4.1 FY93, 4Q
4.2, FY95, 20
4.3!
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
6.1
6.2
FY96, 30
FY93 z 40
F'Y94, 40
FY95, 30
FY96, 2Q
FY96, 1O
F'Y9 7, 1Q
6.3 F'Y97, 40
6.4 F"Y98, 40
Description
Requirements Definition Workshop
Requirements/Preliminary Design Defined (requirements sent to LaRC/LeRC for #'s 2.1,3.1,4.1
and5.1)
FBL sensors Selecled, Architectural Desicjn
FBL Hardware Environmental Test
Encjine Sensor Ground Test (Optical components sent to LaRC for Intecjrat_on and Oemo, #6.2}
FBL closed-loop fl_ht test completed
Define Power Management and Distn'bulion (PMAD} for Power By W_re system
PMAD daalgned_ and Electrical Actuator {EA) fabricated
Test PMAD and fabricate genera!or
End-to-end ground test _PBW system sent to LaRC for Irdecjration and Demo, #6.2}
Complete lestir_j of engine/generator.combination
PBW closed-loop flk_ht test compleled
Specify fauit-lolerant architecture
Laborator_ fabrication
Reliability validation complete (Fault tolerant archllecture ready for,teatj IH5.2)
Select codes
Laborator 7 complete
Laborator),-verify codas
Aircraft-verify codes (EME assessment methods are transferred to fault-tolerant architecture in
time for #4.3)
Int_rate sensors I archilecture and PMAD
FBL./PBW end-to-end ground tests
EME vmlldmtlon
FBL/PBW flight test and evaluation of selected mub.myeteml
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Highly Reliable PBW Aircraft Technology Program Overview
Gale Sundberg
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Electromagnetic Environment - Felix Pitts
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APPENDIX D: Workshop Correspondence
Invitation Letter
General Letter to Chairpersons
Letter to OSS Panel Principles
Letter to PBW Panel Principles
D-1
Invitation Letter
D-2
<<DATA addresses_>
113
<<company,>
<<attentiom_
_<street_×df street_>
<<ENDIF>><<street2_><<IF street2>>
_<ENDIF>><<city_>,<<state>><<zip>>
Subject: Fly-By-Light/Power-By-Wire Workshop
The NASA Langley Research Center is conducting a workshop on Fly-By-Light/Power-By-Wire
(FBL/PBW) Requirements and Technology in support of the new NASA FBL/PBW Program.
The workshop is scheduled for March 17-19, 1992, at the H. J. E. Reid Conference Center,
NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA.
This workshop is an integral part of the NASA FBL/PBW Program which has been developed by
NASA Headquarters, NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC), and NASA Lewis Research Center
(LeRC). The points of contact and responsibilities for the FBL/PBW program are: (1) NASA
Headquarters--Herbert W. Schlickenmaier, Program Manager; (2) LaRC--Charles W. Meissner, Jr.,
LaRC Program Manager; Felix L. Pitts, LaRC FBL/PBW Technical Program Manager; and Cary R.
Spitzer, ATOPS Integration Manager; (3) LeRC--Gary T. Seng, LeRC Program Manager; Gale R.
Sundberg, LeRC Deputy Program Manager; Robert J. Baumbick, LeRC FBL Technical Program
Manager; and David D. Renz, LeRC PBW Technical Program Manager;, and (4) FAA Technical
Center--Peter J. Saraceni, Jr., coordinates certification issues/planning. A preliminary copy of the
FBL/PBW plan is included with this invitation to aid you in preparation for participation in the
workshop.
The full benefits of full authority digital computer control of transport aircraft have not yet been
realized for U. S. aircraft. The intrinsic electromagnetic interference (EMI) immunity of optics
technology embodied in FBL can significantly enhance acceptance of full authority digital control
by circumventing EM/concerns associated with fly-by-wire, and by providing lifetime immunity
to signal EMI. Additionally, FBL has the potential to greatly simplify certification against EMI by
enabling technically acceptable bench tests of subsystems. This is opposed to full airplane systems
tests, which are required to account for the interaction of electromagnetic threats, such as High
Intensity Radiated Fields (HIRF), with wire-based signal transmission media. PBW results in
significant weight savings, simplifies maintenance through elimination of hydraulic and pneumatic
systems, provides for more efficient engine operation by eliminating the need for engine bleed air,
and eliminates the need for the complex variable speed constant frequency drives of present
generation secondary power systems.
D-3
2Thegoalof the FBL/PBW program is to develop the technology base for confident application of
integrated FBL/PBW systems to transport aircraft. LeRC objectives are: to develop optical
sensors and electro-optical converters, an integral starter/generator, a power management and
distribution system, electrical actuators, and to flight test selected components. LaRC objectives
are to demonstrate architecture design and validation appropriate for certification of FBL/PBW
systems, develop validated analytical and experimental assessment methodologies for electro-
magnetic environmental effects, and evaluate end-to-end FBI_,/PBW systems in ground tests and
subsystems in flight tests. LaRC is the coordinating Center.
The objectives of the workshop are to ascertain the FBL/PBW program subelement technical
requirements and needs from the industry viewpoint, to provide a forum for presenting and
documenting alternative technical approaches (within the scope of the FBL/PBW plan) which
satisfy the requirements, and to assess the plan adequacy in accomplishing plan objectives, aims,
and technology transfer. The workshop will bring together selected representatives from LaRC,
LeRC, FAA, and the aerospace industry including airframe manufacturers and specialized industry
technologists.
Five main areas will be addressed in this workshop: (1) optical sensor systems (OSS) including
sensors and electro-optic converters; (2) power-by-wire systems (PBW) and components including
secondary electrical power management (SEPM), electrical actuators (EA), and electrical engine
starters/generators (EESG); (3) designed for validation FBL/PBW fault-tolerant architectures
(FTA) based on electronic fault-'tolerant computer systems with optical signalling interconnects for
vehicle management, flight control, and PBW management; (4) electromagnetic environment
(EME) assessment; and (5) system integration and demonstration (SID). Detailed technical
requirements such as sensor types and performance accuracies, power bus loads, actuator
characteristics, starter/generator performance requirements, data bus and software characteristics,
electromagnetic interference assessment approaches, flight test and demonstration needs, and
overall system reliabilities are to be gleaned from the workshop.
If you are able to participate in the workshop, it is anticipated that you will be a member of the
<<comm>> commltt_.
The workshop will consist of an introductory meeting, a "keynote" presentation, a series of
individual panel sessions covering the above areas, with midway presentations by the panelists to
all the participants, followed by a final summarizing/integrating session by the individual panels,
and a closing plenary session summarizing the results of the workshop. A copy of the agenda is
enclosed. The agenda will be divided into six periods as follows: an opening half-day plenary
period, 2 half-day working periods, a quarter day plenary period, a three-quarter day working
period, and a closing plenary period. During the individual panel sessions, attendees will have the
o.ppor_. "ty (but no requirement) to stimulate discussion by presenting their perspective and
viewpoint, on technical issues only, in an approximately 5- to 7-minute informal presentation to
stimulate discussion. Dependent upon the number of attendees desiring to make such
presentations, the committee chairperson may elect to limit the number or duration of the individual
presentations. A NASA Conference Publication will be published by May 30, 1992, documenting
the workshop. The workshop will be unclassified and open to U. S. citizens only.
The co-chairmen of the workshop are:
Mr. Felix L. Pitts
NASA Langley Research Center
Mail Stop 130
Hampton, VA 23665-5225
Phone: 804-864-6186
D-4
Mr. Charles W. Meissner, Jr.
NASA Langley Research Center
Mail Stop 130
Hampton, VA 23665-5225
Phone: 804-864-6218
A blockof roomshasbeenreservedattheSheratonInnColiseum,1215WestMercuryBoulevard,
Hampton,VA, 23666,Phone:804-838-5011,Fax: 804-838-7349.A mapof theareais
enclosed.Thehotelratefor theworkshopis$45plustaxpernight. Thecut-offdatefor
reservationsisFebruary28,1992.Referencethe"Fly-By-Light/Power-By-Wire/NASA"when
makingreservations.Transportationwill beprovidedbetweentheSheratonInnandtheconference
locationattheH.J.E.ReidConferenceCenter,LaRC.Therewill bearegistrationfeeof $12.50,
payablepreferablyin advancetocoverthecostof refreshmentsduringtheworkshopbreaksand
snacksduringthesocials;otherfunctionsare"nohost." Pleasemakeyourcheckpayabletothe
"NASALangleyConferenceCenter."Duringtheworkshop,themessagecentertelephonenumber
will be804-864-6373.
Pleaseindicateyour intention to participate in the workshop to the conference administrative
chairperson:
Ms. Lisa F. Peckham.
NASA Langley Research Center
Mail Stop 130
Hampton, VA 23665-5225
Phone: 804-864-6220
Fax: 804-864-4234
We look forward to seeing youat the workshop.
J. F. Creedon
Director for Flight Systems
3 Enclosures
D-5
General Letter to Chairpersons
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130
_,company,_
_mttentiom>
_,street,_,if street,_
_,END1F_street2,_<d F street2,_
_,ENDIF-_city,_, _state_ _zip,_
Dear <<fnallle_:
This letter is to express my appreciation for your participation as chairperson of the -comm,_
session of the Fly-By-Light/Power-By-Wire (FBL/PBW) Requirenmnts and Technology
Workshop. Also, I want to review the general objectives and structuring of the sessions to
establish a common framework for all of the sessions.
Probably the most significant challenge of this workshop is dictated by the fact that requirements
for all technology areas ,are interdependent due to the systems context in which they all must
function. To accommodate and account for synergistic sensor/architecture/actuator/power
requirelnents, driving factors from each technology perspective must be identified and
communicated. Conflicting requirements across technologies must be resolved and a compatible
set of requirements derived. This must be accomplished while cost, manufacturability, flight
worthiness, and certifiability goals are satisfied. To foster and facilitate communication of the
inter-related requirements and issues, midworkshop summary reports are scheduled for the second
afternoon of the workshop. In addition to the midterm reports, near real-time summaries of each
session discussion for each half-day session will be produced and distributed to all sessions for
use in the next half-day session. Finally, discussion and interaction between session chairpersons
is necessary, warranted, and encouraged to help accomplish this vital coordination of inter-related
requirements. The workshop chairpersons and NASA deputies are listed in enclosure 1.
As was indicated in the workshop invitation, the objectives of the workshop ,are to determine the
technical requirements, to assess the adequacy of the program plan, and to publish a report
documenting the results and findings of the workshop by May 30 1992. As indicated in
enclosure 2, it is anticipated that each session will:
I. address the technical requirements, needs, and critical issues for the associated technology
area
2. deternfine requirements fi_r technology demonstrations
3. assess the adequacy of the NASA program with respect to objectives, weaknesses, risks,
demonstration, and technology transfer
4. determine the critical system requirements, issues and tradeoffs associated with the inter-
relationships between all technology areas
5. consolidate, prioritize, and report the findings of the session activities
D-7
2Appropriategeneralrequirementsquestionsto address should include, but not be limited to:
I. What are the overall FBI./PBW requirements?
2. What are the functional/capability requirements for FBI_/PBW demonstration?
. Are there special requiremeuts or issues that should be identified for this technology area with
respect to certification, testing, reliability-maintainability-availability, fault tolerance,
environmental requirements, etc.
4. What are tile requirements/issues with respect to integration of this technology into
FBL/PBW? Carefully consider inter-relations with other technology areas.
5. What are the requirements/issues with respect to certification of FBI./PBW systems?
Enclosure 3 suggests a number of the categories for which requirements must be developed for this
program. Due to time considerations, indepth coverage of all requirements categories is not
possible for this workshop. ! lowever, it is important that critical requirements/issues of the
calegories which have subslantial impact on technology areas be identified. A challenge will be to
focus your efforts on only the most important technical requirements/issues in the time available.
Research Triangle Institute (RTI) is providing technical support for this workshop. An RTi
technical professional will be assigned to each session to produce session summary reports,
produce the final workshop report, and to participate in the session, as appropriate. The RTI
representative will contact you prior to the workshop for general coordination.
1 look forward to working with you in this workshop. If you have any questions or requests,
please call me.
Sincerely,
Felix L. Pitts
Senior Research Engineer
System Validation Methods Branch
Information Systems Division
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Letter to OSS Panel Principles
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February 12, 1992
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
Optical Sensor System Session Chairman and Panelists
Robert Baumbick, NASA Lewis Research Center
Fly-By-Light/Power-By-Wire (FBL/PBW) Workshop Optical Sensor
System Session (OSS) Information and Ground Rules
Presented in this memo is preparatory information for the Optical Sensor System Session (OSS)
at the upcoming Fly-by-Light/Power-by-Wire Requirements and Technology Workshop to which
you have been invited. The OSS Chairman is Irv Reese of Boeing. The panelists and their respective
areas are:
Randall Morton Eldec Corporation (representing sensor vendors)
Andrew Glista Navair (representing data networks)
Ed Mitchell Douglas Aircraft (representing airframers)
Kyoung Chung General Electric Company (representing propulsion)
The panelist's job will be to condense the session content in those areas they represent and aid
the chairman in preparing the workshop report and visuals for the plenary sessions.
A tentative session agenda is as follows: an overview of the government program plan will
be given by Robert Baumbick of the NASA Lewis Research Center. The session chairman and
each panelist will have up to 10 minutes to comment on and ask questions about the government
FBL/PBW program, focussed of course on OSS. Following these statements, a brief presentation
will be made by the two prime contractors of the FOCSI program. FOCSI serves as a baseline
program for the OSS part of the FBL/PBW program. Following this, any attendee who wishes to
make a statement on any technical issues pertaining to the OSS part of the program plan itself will
have 5 minutes to do so. A discussion on the statement may ensue. The length of discussion on
any one issue will be under the control of the chairman. The focus of this workshop session is to
be on issues pertaining to the government program and is not intended to present an advantage to
any one company. For this reason, the statements made should not contain PR material for any
company.
The session objectives are listed below. These objectives will form the guidelines for the session
report. Issues are also listed which will lead to answers to the questions posed for the overall session
objectives.
OVERALL SESSION OBJECTIVES
QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED AT THE END OF THE WORKSHOP SESSION DEAL-
ING WITH OPTICAL SENSOR SYSTEMS.
1. What are the requirements for the OSS portion of this program?
D-12
2. If the program,ascurrentlystructured,is completed,will the resultsproveopticalsensor
systemreadinessfrom thetechnicalpointof view?
3. Will theresultssupportsimplercertificationprocesses?
4. Howdowebesttransitionthetechnologyintoproductionsystems?
5. Whataretheprioritiesfor this technologyto betransitioned?
6. What key issues(if any)mustbe workedwith theotherareas(sessions),especiallyfault
tolerantarchitecturedefinition,andpower-by-wire?
SESSIONISSUES FOR DISCUSSION LEADING TO ANSWERS FOR THE
QUESTIONS ABOVE
1. Isthechosentestbed(LaRC737)areasonablet stbedforevaluationofopticalsensorsystem
networks?If not,what testbedisrecommended?
2. Is theOpticalSensorSystemprogramdesignedproperlyto provetechnologyreadiness?
3. Shouldthe levelof technologyin thisprogramconsider:
- fully redundantsensorarchitecture
- powerbyoptics(usingelectricalBOMsensorsfor position)
- opticalcontrolof powerto actuators
- smartsensor/actuatorsystems(localloopclosure)
- built in test capabilityandfailureaccommodationof sensorsystems
4. Whataretheprosandconsof competingtechnologiesvs.opticalsensorsystems?
5. Shouldtheprogramfocuson technologyreadinessfor the 1996timeframeor beyond(year
2005)?
You are encouraged to add other pertinent issues. Constructive criticism will be accepted, as
long as the issues pertain to the government program. The agenda is attached. Thank you for your
support of the NASA program. If you have any questions regarding this material, please call me
at 216/433-3735 or Gary Seng at 216/433-3732.
Robert J. Baumbick
Engine Sensor Technology Branch
D-13
1330
1350
1450
1510
1645
0830
1230
1330
1400
1730
OPTICAL SENSOR SYSTEM SESSION- AGENDA
Tuesday,March17,1992
Briefoverviewof theOpticalSensor R. Baumbick
Systemprogram
Chairmanand Panelist's statements
FOCSI Briefing by G.E. and M.D. G. Poppel/D. Seal
Attendee's statements and discussion by all
Adjourn
Wednesday, March 18, 1992
Panel session begins - Complete attendee
statements and discussions
Lunch
Plenary Session-OSS midsession
summary report
Other panel's midsession reports
Adjourn
Irv Reese, Boeing
Thursday, March 19, 1992
0830 Panel session begins - Continue discussions,
complete objectives
1230 Lunch
1330 Plenary Session-OSS final report
1400 Other session's final reports
1700 Adjourn
NOTE: Break time duration to be established by the Chairman.
Irv Reese, Boeing
D-14
Letter to PBW Panel Principles
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March3, 1992
McDonnellDouglasCorporation
Attn: Mr. Louis J. Feiner
3855 Lakewood Blvd.
Long Beach, CA 90846-0001
Dear Lou:
First, I would like to thank you for agreeing to help us with the effort of running
the workshop by chairing and co-chairing the various PBW panels. Presented in this
memo is preparatory information for the PBW Session at the upcoming FBL/PBW
Requirements and Technology Workshop. The PBW chairman is Lou Feiner of Mc-
Donnell Douglas. The chair and co-chairpersons and government representatives of
the PBW panels are:
Lisa McDonald
Barbara Kenny
Ed Beauchamp
Jim Mildice
Mary Ellen Roth
Rick Rudey
Tom Jahns
Linda Burrows
McDonnell Douglas
NASA-LeRC
Allied-Signal
General Dynamics
NASA-LeRC
Sundstrand
General Electric
NASA-LeRC
SEPM Chair
Government Representative
EA Chair
EA Co-Chair
Government Representative
EESG Chair
EESG Co-Chair
Government Representative
The chairperson's job will be to direct the panels to focus on the objectives of the
workshop. They will condense the session content for preparing the workshop report
and visuals for the plenary sessions.
The Tuesday morning plenary session will include the welcome, FBL/PBW overview,
and keynote address by Jim Treacy of the FAA. Starting immediately after lunch with
the three PBW panels meeting together, I propose the following agenda:
The PBW chairman, Lou Feiner, will call the PBW session to order and introduce
the chair, co-chair and government reps to the group. Then he will introduce a series
of speakers who will cover ongoing programs in the PBW area.
First: Gale Sundberg, NASA/LeRC, will give the government overview of the program
plan (approx. 20 rain.),
D-16
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Second: Dick Quigley, WRDC, will discuss the Airforce's More-Electric-Aircraft pro-
gram (approx. 20),
Third: Tom Jahns, General Electric, will discuss the starter/generator effort being
done for the Air Force (approx. 20),
Fourth: Lou Feiner, McDonnell Douglas, will discuss the All-Electric, conventional
technology study for civil transport aircraft (approx. 20 rain.),
Fifth: This time will be set aside for attendees who wish to make a statement on any
technical issue pertaining to the PBW part of the program plan itself. This will be
limited to 5-7 minutes per speaker. A discussion of the statement may ensue. The
length of the discussion will be under the control of the session chairperson. The focus
of this workshop session is to be on the issues pertaining to the government program
and is not intended to present an advantage to any one company. For this reason,
the statements made should not contain PR material for any company. If there are
many people who wish to speak, the PBW chairman may elect to give the panels their
instructions, then break into the panels where the speakers would give their talks to
that panel.
Sixth: Lou Feiner will address the PBW group and give general instructions on what
the output of the panels should be.
If time permits, the PBW group will break up into their various panels. If not,
they will meet in their panels on Wednesday morning.
The session objectives are listed below. These objectives will form the guidelines
for the session report. Issues are also listed which will lead to answers to the questions
posed for the overall session objectives.
OVERALL SESSION OBJECTIVES
QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED AT THE END OF THE WORKSHOP SESSION
DEALING WITH POWER-BY-WIRE.
1. What are the requirements for the PBW portion of this program?
2. If the program, as currently structured, is completed, will the results prove
power-by-wire system readiness from the technical point of view?
3. Will the results support simpler certification processes?
4. How do we best transition the technology into production systems? If not, what
efforts need to be added to demonstrate tech readiness?
5. What are the priorities for this technology to be transitioned?
D-17
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6. What key issues (if any) must be worked with the other areas (sessions), espe-
cially fault tolerant architecture definition, and fly-by-light?
7. What results are expected from the workshop?
- measure system application state of readiness
- measure component state of readiness
- identify specific system development needed
- identify specific component development needed
- identify system integration development needed
- scope out industry roadmap for all-electric aircraft
SESSION ISSUES :FOR DISCUSSION LEADING TO ANSWERS FOR
THE QUESTIONS ABOVE
1. Is the chosen testbed (LaRC 737) a reasonable testbed for evaluation of a power-
by-wire system? If not, what testbed is recommended, how many, what loca-
tions, etc? What has to be flown to prove flight readiness?
2. Is the PBW program designed properly to prove technology readiness? If not,
what changes should be made? What should the technology roadmap be?
3. Should the level of technology in this program consider:
- fully redundant power system (fault tolerant)
- built-in test capability
- smart electrical actuators
4. What are the pros and cons of competing technologies (e.g., high pressure hy-
draulics) vs. power-by-wire systems?
5. Should the program focus on technology readiness for the 1996 timeframe or
beyond (year 2005)?
6. Distributed power and load control vs. centralized architecture
7. PMAD Architecture- Fault Tolerant Avionics architectures
D-18
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You are encouraged to add other pertinent issues or comments. If you have any
questions regarding this material, please call me at 216/433-5321 or Gale Sundberg at
216/433-6152.
David D. Renz
Electrical Components and Systems Branch
cc: 5430/R. Bercaw
5430/G. Sundberg
5430/D. Renz
5430/L. Burrows
5430/M. E. Roth
5430/B. Kenny
5430/I. Hansen
5430/Official File
D-19

APPENDIX E: Final Panel Summary Reports
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OPTICAL SENSOR SYSTEMS PANEL FINAL SUMMARY REPORT
Mr. Irv Reese, Boeing Commercial, Chairperson
Mr. Bob Baumbick, NASA LeRC- Deputy
Mr. Jeff Bartlett, RTI- Coordinator
Optical Sensor Systems (OSS)
• Requirements for OSS
• Credibility Issues for OEM and End Users
• Will Program Prove OSS Readiness?
• Certification Objectives of the Program
• Testbed Requirements for OSS Flight Demo
• Key Issues to be Worked with Other Sessions
E-2
What are Requirements of OSS Portion of Program (OSS)
• Closed loop flight demo of OSS, data communications and sys-
tems integration technologies for:
- Propulsion control
- Flight control
- Other aircraft subsystems
• Make OSS technology available by 1996
• Establish credibility with OEM and end user
Requirements for OSS Portion of the Program (OSS)
I. Perform realistic demo of all optical closed loop control for air-
craft and engine
2. Make OSS technology available by 1996
3. Establish credibility with OEM and end user
4. Include optical feedback of actuator position
5. Include optical control of actuator drive for electric and hydraulic
actuators
- via digital data bus (smart actuator)
- via direct analog signal (dumb actuator)
E-3
e?.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
Requirements for OSS Portion of the Program (Continued) (OSS)
Control one axis of airplane using optical technology
Control thrust of one engine using optical technology
Control/monitor on-engine functions (FADEC loop closure)
Address additional optical NAV/guidance sensor(s) as appropriate
Address OSS redundancy and failure monitoring
Include at least two distinct OSS technologies
Demo OSS configuration representative of large aircraft installa-
tion
Build on lessons from FOCSI, OPMIS and other programs
lo
2.
3.
Credibility Issues for OEM and End User (OSS)
Has it been demonstrated in lab/flight?
Has it been substantiated by analysis?
Does it provide real benefits?
- Manufacturing cost reduction
- Signal routing flexibility/fewer paths
- Direct operating cost reduction
- Reduced aircraft weight
- New functional capability
- Solve existing problems
E-4
Credibility Issues for OEM and End User (Continued) (OSS)
4. Is there a database of in-service test experience? (significant flight
hours)
5. Is there a United States competitive advantage?
Will Program (as structured) Prove OSS Readiness (OSS)
• It provides some essential elements
- Closed loop control
- Component performance
- Technology demo
- Benefit study (recommended)
• It acts as a catalyst to stimulate other needed activities by in-
dustry
- In-service testing
- Component life testing
- OSS standardization
- Reliability, maintainability, manufacturing/installation
E;-5
Certification Objectives of the Program (OSS)
i. Point to "box" level certification for EMC
2. Familiarize FAA with technology
3. Keep FAA abreast of developments
4. Make FAA aware of issues and solutions
5. Obtain FAA perspectives/input
Testbed Requirements for OSS Flight Demo (OSS)
1. For a Realistic Demo:
• Decouple optical control/feedback from existing system
• Install key components in representative locations
• Demo engine and flight control integration
• Operate representative primary control channels (F/C
engine)
2. Testbed available for significant flight hours
3. Include both feed-back and feed-forward optical paths
and
Recommend NASA Do Analysis of Testbed Options to Satisfy These
Requirements
E-6
Key Issues to be Worked with Other Sessions (OSS)
• What are test airplane requirements?
• Do engine and flight control tests need to be on the same air-
frame?
• OSS integration and standardization worked with FTA and SID
• EME requirements for OSS (EA environment)
• Optical technology availability status
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ELECTRICAL ACTUATOR PANEL FINAL SUMMARY REPORT
Mr. Edward Beauchamp, Allied Signal,- Chairperson
Mr. James Muldice, General Dynamics- Chairperson
Ms. Mary Ellen Roth, NASA LeRC- Deputy
Mr. Ed Withers, RTI - Coordinator
PBW Generic Parts
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Issues Related to Other Panels (EA)
• Define power type
• System partitioning
**.......- .................. _.
i .... :)
Elecl_ .-""
..........s_._..I- -.-/.
• Redundancy management
- Control
- Power
• Re6enerative energy
• Type of EA (definition?)
- Dumb?
- Smart?
EA Demonstrators (EA)
Existing Technology
Base
eOlTI
• HTTB
•MEA
- EPAD
•NLS
• CONDOR
New "Technology
Base
Resolve
Identified
Issues
9
Integration
NASA
Ground
&
F'iig_t Test
(Civil Tr anspotl)
E,-9
(EA)
Generic Transport Alrcc'aft PBW Concept
N*.._ P,_,mr-by-w_ Sy,¢m,_ (Pm_ wJx,_9
#
(EA)
Check Ust for NASA Stated Objectives
f_xPBWWork=h_
erall
1. PBW program requiremenf_
2. ConcuJ'nmce on PBW program (,4_ C,R'l_kO /ear',/_e'e'_
3. _ on cerb'fica_on simplification4. t4eUxx_forb'an_erto production
_1_ 5. Pdodl_ toeffectproduc_onhansoncr.__l,_,_foroth_workgroup_
t_ee,u_s'Im_osm.auonJ_eotr, w,_r,e_
i_ 5. IdenfffyRndemIntegrationdevelopjnentneeds
E 6. Scopeout Indu_ ro_dmaptor_ alrcr_t_
Jssues
IE,, 1. Recommendedfe_dbed
2. PBWprogramdesignedto provefechrMdTnessC,d_$ _t4)_ /#Jl',_,_'_)
I_ 3. Techno/ow_ fau_ _o/erance,redundancy,Brr, r_arf ac/uato=
_, 4. Pro_/coemPEWcompeffngfectmok>g/e8
_LTechnologyrMdlne._ _ frame. 1996or lafer
' E-IO
Summary (EA)
• No EA showstoppers
• EA configuration application specific
• Application issues identified
• Interrelated issues identified
- Recommend inter panel meetings
• Recommended test/val/cert program method
• WBS structure changes recommended
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SECONDARY ELECTRICAL POWER MANAGEMENT FINAL
SUMMARY REPORT
Ms. Lisa McDonald, McDonnell Douglas,- Chairperson
Ms. Barbara Kenny, NASA LeRC- Deputy
Mr. Jorge Montoya, RTI- Coordinator
Circuit and System Protection (SEPM)
(Protect circuit wiring and integrity of the system)
Types of Protective Devices
Circuit Breakers
SSPCs (Solid State Power Controllers)
Fuses/Current limiters
Hybrid PCs
EMPCs (Electromechanical Power Controllers)
Diodes
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Circuit Protection Issues (SEPM)
• Do solid state devices protect wiring adequately? (arc propaga-
tion, high impedance failures, etc.)
• Do conventional devices handle high impedance failures?
• Corona inception
• Load accommodation - pulsed switching loads, inrush fuse clear-
ing
• Regenerative power (switching and circuit protection devices)
Circuit Protection Issues (Continued) (SEPM)
• EXPENSE
• Thermal concerns with solid state and high power devices
• BIT (status, health monitoring)
• Cost reduction
• Standardization
• Autonomous operation
• Cost/benefits (how much protection and intelligence, and how
much is it worth?)
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Load Management Devices (SEPM)
• RCCIJs (Remote Controlled Circuit Breakers)
• SSPCs (Solid State Power Controllers)
• SSRs (Solid State Relays)
• Smart Relays
• Just Plain Contractors
Load Management Devices Issues (SEPM)
• Architecture (control and power)
• System Design (How do we do it? Unwise not to consider source and load requirements
independently; hierarchical and iterative design)
• Redundancy
• Interfaces
• Software (who does it?)
• Control algorithms
• Throughput
• System levels of autonomy
• How do we play with vehicle management
• System integration
• Prioritization of loads for load shedding
• Revisit flight control system specification requirements
• System BIT
• Processing capability (how much?, what type?, where?, speed?, redundancy?)
• Reliability (single point failures)
• Human factors
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Power Conversion Issues (SEPM)
• System design
• Up conversion
• Variable
- centralized/localized
(28-270 Vdc)
Frequency concerns
System Issues (SEPM)
• System
• Redundancy
• Reliability
• Redundancy-
architecture (control/power)
- number of redundant
channelized vs.
components
modular
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SEPM Priorities (SEPM)
(This is a list of things that need additional work from the panel perspective.
government spend its money)
Where should the
Program Elements (PE)
System architecture definition; what should it include?
- Number/Types of Power Sources
* Bus configuration
* Degree of automatic control
* Characterize load requirements/power types
* Customer requirements
* Control strategy
, Interfaces w/other systems
, Redundancy
* BIT
* Load management
Priorities (Continued) (SEPM)
Components Technology Development Needs
Note: Specific components can't be determined until system study complete, but we anticipate work
being required in following areas:
• High current/high voltage SSPCs
• Bidirectional switches
• Power management center
• Power conversion equipment or devices
• Advanced device cooling
• High temperature electronics
• Sensor technology
• Circuit Protection (arc prop, high imped failure)
• Cable/wire and connector development
• Modular switch packaging
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SEPM Priorities (Conlinued) (SEPM)
Load Management Related Research
• Packaging
• Architectures
• Interfaces
• Environment (includes EME and thermal)
• Specification work
• Control/data processing
• Redundancy
• System protection
• Imbedded power
• Load shedding, start-up (sequencing)
Test and
SEPM Priorities (Continued)(SEPM)
Demonstration
Ground
- Power Quality
- Power Stability
- EME (limited-as required)
- Normal/Abnormal Operation
- Fault Injection
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SEPM Priorities (Continued) (SEPM)
Modeling/Simulation
• Reliability
• Functional performance
• Component behavior
• Circuit simulation
• Worst case analysis
A
B
C
D
E
SEPM PROGRAM ROADMAP
6/92 6/93 (E ESG, SEPM & EA concurrent and linked with SEPM issues)
................... (This is a subelement of the PBW System Architecture)
6/92 1/96
3/93 1/96
10/95 12/96
...................................
1/93 12/96
(Verified Model)
System Architecture Definition
B) Components Technology Development
C) Load Management Related Research
D) Test and Demonstration
E) Modeling/Simulation
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Fli9ht Test (SEPM)
Q. Is the LaRC 737 a reasonable testbed?
A. It is OK from our perspective
Q. If not, what type testbed is recommended?
A. Any commercial (prefer) or military transport
Q. What has to be flown to prove flight readiness?
A. If technology is new, need to fly at least one power channel.
components (at least a Load Management Unit)
Fly any new technology system
Power By Wire Issues (SEPM)
Q. Is the PBW program designed properly to prove technology readiness?
A. It will not reduce the risks to the point of customer acceptance; it may quantify the risks.
Q. If not, what changes should be made?
A. Do more testing and in particular flight testing.
Q. Should the level of technology in this program consider fully redundant power system.
A. YES.
Q. Built-in test capability?
A. YES, but the extent of BIT is an issue.
Q. Should the program focus on technology readiness for 1996 or beyond (2005)?
A. Focus of our evaluation was the 1996 timeframe (See Ground Rule). The program can be
extended to include 2005-timeframe, advanced technology issues.
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FBL/PBW (SEPM)
FBL does not improve or reduce (affect) the need for complete EME
testing of the PBW system.
Integration Issues (SEPM)
Wire/Cable/Connector Issues: OSS, EME, EESG, FTA, EA
Circuit Protection Issues:
• Load accommodation - pulsed switching loads, inrush - EA
• Regenerative power (switching/circuit protection devices) - EA
• BIT (Status, Health monitoring) - SID
• Standardization
• Autonomous operation - FTA
• Cost/Benefits (how much is it worth?) - SID
Switching
• Degree of Intelligence- EESG, EME, EA
• Interfaces- OSS
• Thermal- SID
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Load Manager Devices Issues
• Control
- Algorithms
- Software
- Interfaces
- Architecture
- Processing
- Redundancy
• Power
- Architecture
- Quality
- Redundancy
• System integration
Integration Issues (Continued) (SEPM)
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ELECTRICAL ENGINE STARTERS/GENERATORS PANEL FINAL
REPORT
Mr. Rick Rudey, Sundstrand,- Chairperson
Mr. Thomas Jahns, General Electric,- Chairperson
Mr. Irv Hansen, NASA LeRC - Deputy
Mr. Dave McLin, RTI- Coordinator
Objectives
Starter/Generator Machine (EESG)
• High reliability/fault tolerance
• High low-speed torque
• High speed (peripheral velocity)
• High power density
• High temperature
• Affordability
Technology Needs
• Improved thermal management techniques
• No-Lube bearings (APU)
• High-Temperature magnetic materials (e.g., improved processing)
• High-Temperature insulation
• Fault-Tolerant machine configurations
• Improved rotor dynamics
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Technology Readiness Assessment
Main S/G, Ext. Mid.
(EESG)
Present Stage of Technology Months TO Month'= To Flight-
Development Readlness % Prototype Worthy Hardware
(Note 1) (Note 2) (Nots 2)
Detatled Design 80 % 24 36
Main S/G, Int. Mid.
APU S/G, Ext. MtcL
Prelimina_ Design 70 % 36
(for MII. Engine) (assumes existing
c_ntodlne)
An_ysis & Concept
Demo. HW
(prelim. design at lower
kva)
48
(assumes existing
cenledlne)
90 % 24 36
APU S/G, Int. Mld. Preliminary Ana_ < 50 % 36 46
BldlreclJonal Detail Design w/Concept
Converter Demo HW 80 %
(bench demo)
24-36 36-48
Generalor Cordrol DetaJI des;gn wl concept 70 %
Unit demo
0:>ench demo)
24-36 36-48
Note 1: Readiness for NASA progr-a.m- view from to<_y's perspecUve
Note 2: Monks from now - a.ssumLng technology sta_rtnow.
Also assumes funding avaJlabi_ty - proJecUo_s ba_ed on _ assessment
Bidirectional Converter (EESG)
Objectives
• High reliability/robustness
• Min. EMI generation/susceptibility
• Location insensitivity
• High power density
• High efficiency
• Affordability
Technology Needs
• Improved thermal management techniques
• Hermetic power switch packaging;
• Improved passive components (capacitors, inductors)
• EMI tolerance/suppression (e.g., soft-switching converters)
• Self-protection capabilities (robustness)
• Improved sensors (current, volta_;e)
• Low-weight buswork
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Objectives
Generator Control Unit (EESG)
High reliability/fault tolerance
Strong diagnostics and monitoring
High bandwidth
Low EMI susceptibility
High controller independence
Affordability
Technology Needs
• Size and weight reduction (flight-weight packaging)
• Adv. HW/SW architecture for enhance controller fault tolerance
• Improved self-diagnostics and protection features
• Sensor elimination algorithms (position, current, voltage)
• Adv. control algorithms for improved dynamic response (APU)
• Higher computing power (higher-speed DSPs)
• Improved thermal management
System Interaction Issues (EESG)
• Impact of power quality and EMI requirements on component weights
- Tight requirements on all power distribution (i.e., MIL-STD-704E, -46!) can heavily
penalize EESG and loads with heavy filtering requirements
- Separation of utility and control power deserves consideration
- Issues of component vs. system EMI certification
• Impact of power distrib, architecture on EESG complexity and weight
- Architectures requiring EESG to develop multiple power types (400Hz, 28 VDC, 270
VDC, ?) add weight penalties to EESG and distrib, network
• Impact of overload requirements
- Traditional overload requirements of 3 p.u. short circuit current for 5 seconds deserve
reconsideration due to EESG weight and size penalties
- Overload requirements under ground and flight idle conditions also need careful scrutiny
to avoid unnecessary EESG weight penalties
• Critical impact of thermal management issues on EESG component locations, sizes, and
weights
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EESG Development Program Observations (EESG)
Engine Starting
- Engine starting requirements forces introduction of power converter to process gener-
ator power and interface machine to system
- Presence of in-line converter reduces motivation for wild-frequency power distribution
Internally-Mounted EESG
- Preferred ultimate configuration due to PBW system advantages
- Requires major engine changes with attendant increased costs and risks
• Entails engine redesign to accommodate generator
• Gearbox elimination changes engine accessory configuration
- Opportunity for NASA cooperation with Air Force/Navy to leverage existing develop-
ment effort
APU
Criticality increases for PBW configurations
Deserves WBS line-item attention as part of NASA PBW program
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FAULT TOLERANT ARCHITECTURE PANEL FINAL SUMMARY
REPORT
Mr. Dagfinn Gangsaas, Boeing Defense and Space- Chairman
Mr. Dan Palumbo, NASA LaRC- Deputy
Ms. Charlotte Scheper, RTI- Coordinator
FTA Working Group Summary
Program Goal
Increase US Competitiveness in Flight Critical System Design and Certi-
fication.
Bring FBL/PBW building blocks, architectures and certification
technology to maturity by 1996
Provide estimates of quantitative benefits
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FTA Working Group Summary (FTA)
Scope
• Demonstrate one or more flight-critical functions in flight
- Credibility
- Challenge
• Help develop industry standards
• Certification
• FBL//PBW system design approach
• Provide ground and airborne test facility
• Human factors
FTA Working Group Summary (FTA)
Program Inputs
• Define representative target airplanes
• Define FBL/PBW functions and requirements
• Target costs and weight
• Operational environment
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Define PBW/FBL System- Trade Study
Target airplanes and
requirements from
Boeing, Douglas, etc.
Methodology and Tools
Formal Methods
Formal Specifications
CAD/CAM
etc.
etc.
I
_ / Baseline System
_ -- - _ d for Quantitative
/ _ys_em \ /I
-"Y , "_ I BenefitsStudy
] Significant Subsystems
/ I Demonstrated
" [ in Lab
Issues on Architecture
.//Integration
Partitioning Selected
Scheduling Subsystems
Protocols Flight Tested
etc.
FTA Working Group Summary (FTA)
Trade Study
• Define preferred architecture(s)
• Significant up-front activity
• Ongoing for sanity check
and component technologies
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Power- By-Wire Issues
FTA Working Group Summary (FTA)
• Electrical power generation and distribution becomes flight critical
• New failure modes and effects
• Integration - cultural resistance
• Possible additional EMI source
Power-By-Wire Challenge
• Definition of architecture for PBW
- Level of redundancy
- Redundancy management
• Integration with FBL
FTA Working Group Summary (FTA)
Fly-By-Light Issues
Same Issues as for FBVV
FBL architecture will be different than FBW
- Weight trades
- Bandwidth
- Failure modes
- Transmission losses (taps/connectors)
- Photonic component characteristics
- Active/passive component placement
- Noise immunity/electrical isolation
- Point-to-point vs. data bus
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FTA Working Group Summary (FTA)
FBL Challenges
• Defi nition of FBL architecture
- Exploit FBL strengths
- Avoid FBL weaknesses
- Integration vs. fault containment
- Integration vs. timing
- Integration with PBW
FBL Challenges (continued)
FTA Working Group Summary (FTA)
• Data distribution networks
- 10 -9 reliability
- Standards
* Protocol
* Topology
- Fault tolerance
- Cost
• Photonic sensors and interfaces
- What kind(s)
- Standards
- Cost
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FTA Working Group Summary (FTA)
• Certification issues
- How to certify?
- FAA part of program from beginning?
• Develop overall certification approach
• Identify and avoid uncertifiable technologies or design approaches
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ELECTROMAGNETIC ENVIRONMENT PANEL FINAL SUMMARY
REPORT
Mr. Richard Hess, Honeywell Air Transport Systems- Chairperson
Mr. Felix Pitts, NASA LaRC- Deputy
Mr. Aubrey Cross, RTI - Coordinator
Highly Reliable Fly-By-Light/Power-By-Wire Systems Technology (EME)
Goal: Develop the technology base for confident application of integrated FBL/PBW systems to
transport aircraft
Objectives:
• Develop and flight test optical sensors and electro-optical converters
• Develop and ground test a power management and distribution system and flight test an
electrical actuator
• Demonstrate architecture design and validation appropriate for certification of FBL/PBW
systems
• Develop validated analytical and experimental assessment methodologies for electromagnetic
environment effects
• Demonstrate end-to-end FBL/PBW systems in ground tests and partial flight test
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Workshop Objective (EME)
• Determine technical requirements
• Assess plan adequacy
- Objectives
- Technology transfer
• Prepare technical report 6/92
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Session Topics and Activities (EME)
I
TECH_ TE_N_.
RE O_RE_ENI_I I_O_REME_S
NEED6 ANO DEPENDENT ON OTHER
ISSUES TECHNOLOGY _AS
TECHNOLOGY CON6OL_DATIE.
REOUIREM IDENTiF'Y TBD fT'EMS.
NASA Plan Review (EME)
5.0 EME Assessment Technology
• Goals and objectives are realistic
• Schedule is supportable
• Proposed host aircraft (ATOPS 737)ideal
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EME Analytic Assessment Methodology (EME)
Three dimensional FDTD preferred methodology
Evolution/development
- Extending technical capability (priority 1)
- User friendly (priority 2)
Comparison of Computational Capability for a Small Aircraft (EME)
Parameter 80486 Cray II MAXIM
As (spatial resolution) .25m .07m .07m
At (temporal resolution) .45 ns .13 ns .13 ns
Bandwidth 240 MHz 850 MHz 850 MHz
Memory Reg. 21 MB 235 MWords 940 MB
CPU Time/At 42 sec. 5.9 sec. 1.5 sec
Total CPU (10 periods) 26 hrs. 12.5 hrs. 3.2 hrs
Small Aircraft
15m Length and Wing Span
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Comparison of Computational Capability for a Large Aircraft (EME)
Parameter 80486 Cray II MAXIM
As (spatial resolution) lm .28m .28m
At (temporal resolution) 1.8 ns .52 ns .26 ns
Bandwidth 60 MHz 212 MHz 212 MHz
Memory Reg. 21 MB 235 MWords 940 MB
CPU Time/At 42 sec. 5.9 sec. 1.5 sec
Total CPU (10 periods) 26 hrs. 12.5 hrs. 3.2 hrs
Large Aircraft
60m Length and Wing Span
Comparison of Computational Capability for a Medium Aircraft(EME)
Parameter 80486 Cray II MAXIM
/ks (spatial resolution) .5m .14m .14m
At (temporal resolution) 9 ns .26 ns .26 ns
Bandwidth 120 MHz 425 MHz 425 MHz
Memory Reg. 21 MB 235 MWords 940 MB
CPU Time/At 42 sec. 5.9 sec. 1.5 sec
Total CPU (10 periods) 26 hrs. 12.5 hrs. 3.2 hrs
Medium Aircraft
30m Length and Wing Span
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Extending Technical Capability (EME)
• Full frequency range coverage (Priority I)
• Statistical processes (Priority 2)
• Dispersive media (Priority 3)
• Composite material properties (Priority 4)
• Thin slot/wire formalism (Priority 5)
• Multiconductor (includes single conductor case)
(Priority 6)
• Other
cable networks
EME Validation Demonstration (EME)
• Lab test
- Laboratory facilities
- Frequency range issues
- Benchmark test methods
- Alternate test methods (including an integrated
lightning/HIRF/EMl approach and circuit susceptibility mar-
gins
- Analytic support
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EME Validation Demonstration (EME)
• Aircraft test (code validation)
- On ground (support of fly-by)
• Low level swept coupling
• Low level swept fields
• Full level at frequencies of emitter chosen for fly-by
- Fly-By
• VOA (priority 1)
• VOR (priority 2)
• Wallops (priority 3)
• Identification of pass/fail criteria
SID Considerations (EME)
• Hardening to EME effects is a system architectural issue
• Physiological/health effects relative to potential fields
• Identify/provide a list of existing EM tools and guidelines for
other groups
• EME assessment technology panel proceeded on the basis that
spurious light sources, such as lightning, will not be a FBL threat
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Summary (EME)
Tasks have been identified, consolidated, and prioritized
There are no TBD items
EME assessment technology
- Identified as a high priority aerospace community need in the
previous workshop
- Is critical to taking EME effects into account during concept
definition and tradeoffs
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SYSTEM INTEGRATION AND DEMONSTRATION PANEL FINAL
SUMMARY REPORT
Mr. John Todd, McDonnell Douglas,- Chairperson
Mr. Cary Spitzer, NASA LaRC- Deputy
Dr. Bob Baker, RTI- Coordinator
SID Recommendations (SID)
• The research architecture must be flexible to allow insertion of
new/alternate technology while producing credible results and
enabling incremental technology transfer
- Open architecture
- FBL
- PBW
- Hybrid
• Identify and evaluate existing alternate ground and flight testbeds
to facilitate enabling technology transfer in a timely manner
- Subsystem
- Integrated system
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SID Recommendations (Continued)(SID)
• Prioritize design criteria
• Analysis and comparison
• Define architecture
- Study
- Ground
- Flight
• Define design requirements
-Interface
- Functional
Environmental
of competing architecture
Recommendations for Testing Locations (SID)
Components - suppliers
• Subsystems- airframers, major subs,
• System and integration - NASA
• Reliability testing- all
Government facilities
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System Attributes (SID)
Ground Aircraft
Concept
Architecture
AIRLAB
Architecture
ATOPS
Architecture
Overall System
Distributed
Fault Tolerant
Substantial-All
Key Technologies
Integration, and
Testing
Operational Test
R, M&S, EME
Li m ited- Correlation
of Ground to
Aircraft
Installations
What we absolutely must do
Ground Testing and Evaluation (SID)
• Thermal management
• Certificability
• RM&S
• Actuator/control
• Integration (end-to-end closed loop)
• Degraded operations
• Fault tolerance
• Flight-critical validation of controls and power
• EME/HIRF modeling/testing
• Validate experimental data and analysis system/approach correlation of ground and flight
system and test/data gatherings
• Critical actuation
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What needs to be done
Ground Testing and Evaluation (SID)
• Power on demand capability
• Flight-critical demonstration?
• Extend and integrate FBL into other critical systems
• Production manufacturer
• RM&S
Aircraft Testing and Evaluation (SID)
What We Absolutely What Needs to be
Must Do Done
Actively controlled optical
fan speed sensor
End to end fiber optic control
Demonstrate regenerative
power accommodation
Demonstrate installation and
maintenance concepts
Demonstrate power switching
accommodation
Aircraft EME internal model
correlation and validation
Representative optically
controlled power switching
Operational Transparency
Representative Engine
starter / generator
Representative
capacity power generator
(engine mounted)
Representative
Fault Tolerant
PMAD
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APPENDIX F: Attendee Position Statements and
Recommendations- Documenting Correspondence
Letter - John McGough, Allied-Signal Aerospace
Letter - Franklin Banks, Banks Engineering and Labs
Letter - Carlos Bedoya, McDonnell Douglas
F-1
Letter- John McGough, Allied-Signal Aerospace
F-2
Allied-Signa/ Aerospace Company
Bendix Flight Systems Division
// llied
 =  Signal
Teterbofo, New Jersey 07608-1173
Telephone (201) 288-2000
March 25, 1992
Felix Pitts
NASA Langley Research Center
Mail Stop 130
Hampton, VA 23665
Dear Felix:
This correspondence summarizes Bendix Guidance & Control Systems' (BGCS') views on
NASA's fault-tolerant architecture study. It is BGCS' belief that the goals of the study should be
to configure a high speed data bus system that accorrunodates and supports:
. the survivability and cost goals of the next commercial airplane,
• subsystem performance requirements (e.g., bandwidth and data latency),
• subsystem fault-tolerance, monitoring and redundancy management requirements,
• integrated control between subsystems,
• physical or functional migration if required by subsystems,
• synchronous and asynchronous control (each subsystem would make its own choice),
• interchannel data transfers without the necessity of providing separate busses.
Eventually the bus system would become an ARINC standard, accepted by the entire industry.
Integration of critical functions is best performed by the subsystem designer with V&V the
responsibility of each subsystem designer to the extent required to validate the subsystem. Total
system integration and test would be the responsibility of the end user.
Your_ tn]ly, Approved:
/ John McGo/ugh
Sr. Principal Engineer
//' ¢,...-
A. Kirchhein
Manager, Flight Controls
P.S. I have no objection to your sending this note to the other members of the FTA conunittee,
if you so desire.
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Letter- Franklin Banks, Banks Engineering alld Labs
F-4
1140_ S0rrent0 Yly Rd, Ste 114 San Diego CA 92121
TgL,(619}452-1080 FAI (619)45Z-6965
NASA Langley Research Center
Mail Stop 130
Hampton VA 23665
BANKS
bans e__ _
3/27/92
Attention Felix Pits
Subject: Fly-By-Light
Having recently attended the AF National Planning Activity for More
Electric Aircraft Technology and NASA Fly by Light/Power by Wire
Conferences, I have some suggestions which may already be in place.
1) I suggest Fly by Light development is most efficiently perused as to
cost, time and assurance of final results thru a team effort. Such a team
should consist of an Airframe Manufacturer, an Engine Manufacturer an
Avionics Manufacturer, a Servoactuator Manufacturer, a Switch Manufacturer
and Selected Sensor Manufacturers. The programs could start with two
competing teams with competing concepts. The technology could be totally or
partially merged early-on. The hardware costs of such a program are
relatively small compared to the cost of the overall team effort. The team
effort is essential to assure producible_ usable systems as a final
_roJuct. I have issued unso_-i_ted proposals to form such a team thru the
use of a "letter of engineering cooperation".
2) Fly by Light is a separate issue from the electric power system and
should be administered separately. Fly by Light technology runs across the
discipline of all airplane systems including but not limited to: Flight
Controls, Electric Systems, Environmental Systems, Power Systems, Fuel
Systems etc.. Weight and performance advantages exist in all areas.
3) The Fly by Light and Power by Wire technology has been described as
revolutionary. I suggest a third revolution is in place which is "total
computer control". Many new control and sensor wires or fibers will be
required. All three technologies are complementary.
4) Fly by light must have a competitive advantage over the European
commercial and the US military fly by wire systems. This is accomplished by
multiplexing and use of simple interfaces. I wonder if the full
consequences of long term maintenance of wire shielding is understood. I
hear hints that long term heroic efforts may be required to circumvent a
creeping latent safety problem due to shielding decay?
F5
11(04 $orrento Vl! Bd. Ste 114 Saa Diego CA 92121
TE_.(619}452-1080 FA! (619)45Z-6965
"_ A I'41_(28
banksengineering! labs
3/27192
Subject: Fly-By-Light
5) The technology for military and commercial airplanes is essentially
common, therefore programing should provide for complementary rather than
parallel development. This can be accomplished by dividing development by
function or to clearly develop competitive technology. One or not more than
two overall airplane strategies should be evolved. A unified approach is
essential for time and cost constraints. A well directed effort can produce
systems suitable for commitment to production within three years.
6) My proposed comprehensive airplane system strategy uses a Standardized
Optical IC for interface with the optical MUX local station and a second
Standardized Optical IC for interface with "command and sensing modules".
These Its use state of the art components including emitters, wavelength
multiplexers, BANKS modulators and BANKS optical switches. Multiple
sensors, as in a flight control actuators, use frequency multiplexing and
multiple commands use wavelength multiplexing. It is estimated that by
customizing emitters and filters eight or more commands and a dozen or more
sensors can be accommodated on a single fiber at a local station or
controller. Funding of breadboard systems will quickly demonstrate the
viability of flight test brassboards.
This approach is also compatible with interfacing advanced detectors as
they evolve.
very truly yours,
F-6
Letter- Carlos Bedoya, McDonnell Douglas
F-7
McDonnell Aircraft Company
MCDOt_II_IELL DOUGLAS
3 August 1992
To:
Subject:
NASA Langley Research Center
Attn: Felix Pitts
Mail Stop 130
Hampton, VA 23665-5225
Comments by McDonnell Aircraft Company on NASA's Power-by-Wire/
Fly-by-Light Program Electromagnetic Environment (EME) Assessment
Technology Task
Dear Felix,
In response to your request for comments on the current NASA plan for
development of EME assessment in support of the NASA power-by-wire/fly-by-light
program the following comments are provided.
The goal of NASA's EME Assessment task should be the transfer and infusion of
existing military and commercial technologies into a standardized, acceptable
process that can be used by airframe manufacturers in the FAA certification
process. The program should address all of the facets of the electromagnetic
environment which include not only the direct and indirect effects of lightning,
but also the effects of high intensity radiated field (HIRF). In order for the
program to be acceptable, the FAA should be a key player in establishing the
program. The aircraft certification requirements as established by both the
SAE-AE4R and AE4L committees and adopted by the FAAshould be used as guidelines
for formulation of the EME program.
The NASA program should address the direct lightning effects by investigating
the technique called "rolling sphere". This technique has been stated by AE4L
committee as one of the ways of identifying the lightning attachment points of
an aircraft. However, the exact methodology for doing this has not been
established. The EME Program can develop an FAA approved methodology by which
aircraft manufacturers can establish the probabilities of lightning attachment
for any given point on the aircraft. These probabilities would be used to
determine the degree of lightning protection needed for each part of the
aircraft surface.
For the indirect effects of lightning, the EME program should develop
standardized, FAAapproved analysis techniques with the capability of accounting
for composite skins and/or substructures. Many techniques for determining the
induced voltages and currents on aircraft wiring have been used in the past.
These techniques must always be coupled with extensive lightning tests. If a
standardized and FAA approved methodology could be established, the aircraft
lightning protection design would be more effective (limiting over-design) and
more efficient (less weight).
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In the area of HIRF analysis, the EME program should be based on past efforts
in electromagnetic pulse (EMP), high power microwave (HPM) and radar cross-
sectional scattering (RCS) analyses. The HIRF field-to-wire analysis must
account for frequencies from 10 Kilohertz to 40 Gigahertz. The analysis
technique is frequency dependent; therefore, what works well at gigahertz range
may not work at low frequencies. The EME HIRF analysis program should begin by
reviewing the various coupling analysis techniques available for other types of
electromagnetic environmental threats. Analysis techniques would then be
selected for the various frequency ranges based on the computer code's
efficiency and accuracy.
In conclusion, the NASA EME Assessment Program should be structured to give a
complete and comprehensive analyses of the electromagnetic environment threat
as seen by aircraft, whether the aircraft is military or commercial, large
transport or small passenger. By having a comprehensive analysis, the aircraft
design can be optimized to minimize weight, space and cost by integrating the
various protection schemes into a unified EME protection design.
Jerry W. McCormack
Electronic Systems Technology
Electromagnetic Environmental Effects
Carlos A. Bedoya LJ
New Aircraft Products Division
Advanced Integrated Controls
CB:cg
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